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One Hundred Twenty-First Annual
COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES
UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY
THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION
The National and University Colors
The Candidates for Advanced Degrees, including the Candidates for Degrees from
The Graduate School, College of Law, College of Medicine, College of Dentistry. and
College of Pharmacy
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Arts and Sciences
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Agriculture
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Engineering
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Education
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Business and Economics
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Pharmacy
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Nursing
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Architecture
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Allied Health Professions
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Home Economics
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Library and Information Science
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Social Work
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Communications
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Fine Arts
The Faculty of the College of Arts and Sciences
The Faculty of the College of Agriculture
The Faculty of the College of Engineering
The Faculty of the College of Law
The Faculty of the College of Education
The Faculty of the College of Business and Economics
The Faculty of the College of Pharmacy
The Faculty of the College of Medicine
The Faculty of the College of Nursing
The Faculty of the College of Dentistry
The Faculty of the College of Architecture
The Faculty of the College of Allied Health Professions
The Faculty of the College of Home Economics
The Faculty of the College of Library and Information Science
The Faculty of the College of Social Work
The Faculty of the College of Communications
The Faculty of the College of Fine Arts
The Directors and Faculty of the Community Colleges
The Faculty and Staff of Other University Units
The Deans of the Colleges and Administrative Officials
The Vice Presidents
The Chancellors and Vice Chancellors
The Official Guests
The Board of Trustees
The President and the Chairman of the Board of Trustees
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COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY
The exercises of the one hundred twenty-first annual commencement are enacted today at
the University of Kentucky. The counterpart of the pageantry is enacted each year on cam-
puses all over the world. It is the solemn climax and recognition of the graduates' years of
study and preparation for responsibility.
The following description of the Academic pageantry is provided for your interest.
PROCESSION
The procession, which forms on the Avenue of Champions, will enter the Coliseum through
the four corners of the floor. It is led by the University Marshal who positions himself in front
of the stage and who is followed by the Color Guard carrying the National and State flags
and the University banner. The University Marshal bears the ceremonial mace, emblematic
of the endorsement of the State and. the University. Led by Assistant Marshals, the candidates
march behind the identification banner of the respective colleges which recommended them
for their degrees.
The Graduate School
College of Law
College of Medicine
College of Dentistry
College of Pharmacy
The order of march is as follows:
The candidates for advanced degrees to include
The candidates for degrees:
College of Arts and Sciences
College of Agriculture
College of Engineering
College of Education
College of Business and Economics
College of Pharmacy
College of Nursing
College of Architecture
College of Allied Health Professions
College of Home Economics
College of Library and Information Science
College of Social Work
College of Communications
College of Fine Arts
As the candidates reach their seats, the members of the faculty of the University of Kentucky
march into the Coliseum wearing the colorful hoods of the colleges and universities from which
they were graduated. The climax of the procession brings to the platform the Trustees of the
University, the Deans of the various colleges, honorary degree recipients, the Chancellors, the
Vice Presidents, and other University officials, guests, state officials, and finally, the Presi-
dent of the University and the Chairman of the Board of Trustees. The Trustees of the University
can be identified by their blue gowns with white panels. They wear blue caps with gold tassels.
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ACADEMIC ATTIRE
All candidates for degrees and those who hold these degrees, including University officials,
faculty, and visiting dignitaries, are attired in traditional cap and gown. The basic color for
most caps and gowns is formal black. However, recipients of different degrees wear distinc-
tive tassels on their caps (called mortarboards) and hoods of various hues draped down the
backs of the gowns.
CAPS
Candidates for Bachelor's and Master's degrees wear the regulation cap with the tassel ap-
propriate to the school or division from which they are being graduated, with the exception
of those who already hold Doctor's degrees and are privileged to wear gold tassels. Except
during the positioning of the Colors, the playing of the National Anthem, and prayers, men
in academic regalia are requested to wear their caps. The authorized list of tassel colors follows:
Arts and Sciences-White
Agriculture-Maize
Engineering-Orange
Law-Purple
Education-Light Blue
Business and Economics-Drab
Pharmacy-Olive Green
Medicine-Green
Nursing-Apricot
Dentistry-Lilac
Architecture- Blue-Violet
Allied Health Professions-Light Green
Home Economics-Maroon
Library and Information Science-Lemon
Social Work-Citron
Communications-White
Fine Arts-Brown
GOWNS
The gown for the Bachelor's degree has pointed sleeves. It is designed to be worn closed.
The gown for the Master's degree has an oblong sleeve, open at the wrist, like the others.
The sleeve base hangs down in the traditional manner. The rear part of its oblong shape is
square cut and the front part has an arc cut away. The gown is designed and supplied with
fasteners so that it may be worn open or closed. The gown for the Doctor's degree has a bell-
shaped sleeve on which are three velvet bars (usually black but sometimes other colors, depend-
ing on the degree).
HOODS
The Bachelor's hood is rather short with a narrow velvet edging of the appropriate color
(see list under tassels) and a lining in the color or colors of the institution-blue and white
at Kentucky.
The Master's hood is considerably longer, has a wider velvet edging, and exposes more of
the lining. The outside velvet trim color designates the degree which the person is receiving.
The Doctor's hood is easily recognized by the width of the velvet edging, the wide panels
at either side, the greater length, and the full exposure of the lining. The colors of the edging
most frequently seen are blue for philosophy, green for medicine, and purple for laws; the
colors for the honorary Doctor's degrees are purple for laws, white for letters, and golden
yellow for science.
Candidates for honorary degrees do not wear the hood until after the degree has been con-
ferred; part of the ceremony of admitting a candidate to his or her honorary degree consists
in the candidate being formally invested with the hood.
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THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
Oh Say! can you see, by the dawn's early light,
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight's last gleaming?
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, thro' the perilous fight.
O'er the ramparts we watch'd, were so gallantly streaming?
And the rockets' red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof thro' the night that our flag was still there.
Oh, say does that Star-Spangled Banner yet wave
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave?
University Marshal
Daniel R. Reedy
Music
The University of Kentucky Commencement Ensemble
Conductor
W. Harry Clarke, School of Music
Soloist
Donna Phillips, School of Music
Ushers
Student members of the Commencement Committee and
members of the following campus honor societies:
Collegians for Academic Excellence,
Omicron Delta Kappa, Mortar Board, and Lances
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ORDER OF EXERCISES
Presiding
David P. Roselle, President
PROCESSIONAL
STAR SPANGLED BANNER (Francis Scott Key)
INVOCATION Most Reverend J. Kendrick Williams
Catholic Bishop of Lexington
INTRODUCTIONS President Roselle
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS President Roselle
PRESENTATION OF DEGREE CANDIDATES AND CONFERRING OF DEGREES
Associate Dean John C. Robertson
College of Agriculture
Dean Peggy $. Meszaros
College of Home Economics
Dean Thomas C. Robinson
College of Allied Health Professions
Acting Dean Paul A. Willis
College of Library and Information Science
Dean Jose R. Oubrerie
College of Architecture
Dean Carolyn A. Williams
College of Nursing
Dean Michael A. Baer
College of Arts and Sciences
Dean Jordan L. Cohen
College of Pharmacy
Dean Richard W. Furst
College of Business and Economics
Dean Zafar Hasan
College of Social Work
Dean Douglas A. Boyd
College of Communications
Dean Wimberly C. Royster
The Graduate School
Dean Edgar L. Sagan
College of Education
Dean David A. Nash
College of Dentistry
Dean Ray M. Bowen
College of Engineering
Dean Robert G. Lawson
College of Law
Dean Richard C. Domek, Jr.
College of Fine Arts
Acting Dean Emery A. Wilson
College of Medicine
GREETINGS-ALUMNI ASSOCIATION John R. Guthrie
President, National Alumni Association
CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREES President Roselle
BENEDICTlON Dr. William O. Paulsell
President, Lexington Theological Seminary
RECESSIONAL
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HONORARY DEGREES
DOCTOR OF LAWS
Robert D. Bell
DOCTOR OF LETTERS
Mary Marvin Breckinridge Patterson
DOCTOR OF SCIENCE
Joseph A. Boyd
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... Degree awarded August 6, 1987
** Degree awarded December 18, 1987
(No asterisks) Degree will be conferred May 8. 1988
if candidates have met all degree requirements
The Graduate School
Dean: Wimberly C. Royster
Doctor of Philosophy
Bruce Dale Adkins*, Ashland
Major: Metallurgical Engineering and Materials Science
Dissertation: "A Unified Thermodynamic Model for Multilayer Ab-
sorption and Capillary Condensation Hysteresis in Packings of
Spherical Particles"
Sabah Hussain Akrawi, Baghdad
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Use of Chronic Portal Vein Infusion in Rats to Examine
Mephenytoin Stereoselective Disposition"
Sara Elizabeth Alexanderv'", Waco, TX
Major: Anthropology
Dissertation: "Conflict. Environmental Protection and Social Well-
Being: The Exercise of Power in Red River Gorge"
Mark Anderson, Lexington
Major: Civil Engineering
Dissertation: "Non-destructive Evaluation of Composite Pavements for
Determination of Layer Moduli of Elasticity"
Nnamdi Anosike, Nigeria
Major: Sociology .
Dissertation: "A Socioeconomic Analysis of Farm Enterprise Diver-
sification in Kentucky"
Michael Babich", Paris
Major: Pharmacology
Dissertation: "Identification of Alpha] Receptor Subtypes in Vascular
Smooth Muscle"
Christopher Thomas Baker*, Louisville
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "Forecasting Kentucky Coal Production"
Karel Lucretia Banks, Stamford, CT
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "Life Events and Physical Illness: A Meta-Analysis"
Kerry Brian Barker
Major: Statistics
Dissertation: "Analyzing Repeated Measures Data with an Autocor-
related Structure"
James William Batts, Versailles
Major: Educational Psychology
Dissertation: "The Effectiveness of Teacher Consultation: A Meta-
Analysis of Controlled Studies"
l Leah Suzanne Bauer", Arlington, MAMajor: EntomologyDissertation: "Pathogenicity of the Microsporidan, Nosema
Fumiferanae (Thorn.), in Eastern Spruce Budworm, Choristoneura
Fumiferana (Clem.): Role of Host Condition, Effect on Reproduc-
tion and Nutritional Physiology, and Interaction with Dietary
Nitrogen and Bacillus Thuringiensis Berliner"
Eric Ray Beck, Dyersburg, TN
Major: Physiology and Biophysics
Dissertation: "An Investigation of the Direct and Indirect Effects of
Cigarette Smoke and Nicotine on an Isolated Tracheal Segment"
Janis Peacock Bellack**, Lexington
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "A Philosophical Analysis of the Relationship Between
Nursing Science and Nursing Practice: A Nonfoundational
Alternative"
Ruth Kays Bewley*, Louisville
Major: Educational Psychology
Dissertation: "The Effects of Prior Knowledge and Reader Interest on
Fourth and Sixth Grade Students' Reading Comprehension"
Ranjan Bhattacharyya**, Calcutta, India
Major: Engineering Mechanics
Dissertation: "Stability of Dynamical Systems Supported by Rubber
Springs"
Akbar Bidarian, Lexington
Major: Electrical Engineering
Dissertation: "Electrical and Molecular Studies of Polymers"
Thomas Woodrow Blaine, Russell
Major: Agricultural Economics
Dissertation: "A Measurement of the Benefits of Land Information
System (LIS) Services"
Janice Orienda Burdette Blythe", Lancaster
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "The Effects of Chronic Ethanol Administration upon
Vitamin A Status in Rats"
Alvaro Felix Bolanos, Cartago, Colombia
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "EI Lider Ideal en la Cronica de Indias y el Libra de
Caballerias de Gonzalo Fernandez de Oviedo"
James Gregory Booth", Leeds, England
Major: Statistics
Dissertation: "Weighted Conditional Least Squares Estimation"
Robert Charles Bradley, Bloomington, IL
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "Structural Reform in State Custodial Institutions: An
Analysis of Federal District Judge Policy-Making"
Jane Frances Brake, Frankfort
Major: Educational Psychology
Dissertation: "Evidence of Change in Denial Among Families of the
Head Injured"
Susan Kristine Braman", Albion, NY
Major: Entomology
Dissertation: "Bionomics of, and Predation by, Nobis Americoferus
(Carayon) Nabis Roseipennis Reuter and Nabis Refuscutus Reuter
in Alfalfa and Conventional Soybeans"
Lawrence Dwain Bunting**, Idalou, TX
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Effect of Dietary Protein Level on Nitrogen Utilization
and Ruminal Influx of Endogenous Urea Nitrogen in Growing
Animals"
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David Marlow Burner, Cumberland, MD
Major: Crop Science
Dissertation: "Meiotic Stability and Agronomic Performance of Festuca
Amphiploids During Five Generations of Selection"
Mao Cai**, Jiaxgsu, China
Major: Physics and Astronomy
Dissertation: "Renormalization Method for the Resistive Transition in
Josephson Networks"
Toni Marie Calasanti**, Los Angeles, CA
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Work, Gender and Retirement Satisfaction"
Rita Kay Calhoun**, Prestonsburg
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Temporal Optimization of Reaction Rate Methods of
Analysis and its Application to Enzyme-Catalyzed Reactions"
Brenda Logan Cappuccio, Kokomo, IN
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "La Poesia de Gloria Fuertes: El Resurgi Mientc del Modo
Pemeninc'
Sherralyn S. Cox, Glasgow
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "Values Change as an Index of Development in the Berea
College Class of 1966:A Longitudinal Study of Values Preferences
using the Study of Values"
Benjamin Keith Crew", Montgomery. AL
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "The Sentencing of Felony Offenders as a Socio-Legan
Phenomenon"
Mark Linden Dahmer, Nevada, MO
Major: Crop Science
Dissertation: "Accumulation of Embryo Storage Products during in
Vitro Embryogenesis of Soybean [Glycine max (L.) Merr.]"
Hana Dannan, Damascus, Syria
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Kinetics and Mechanism of Chlorine Exchange Between
Chloramine-T and Secondary Amines"
Mary 10 Susan Danton?", Lexington
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "Structure-Function Relationships of Human Adenosine
Deaminase"
Peggy L. Davis-KarloskY**,Nashville, TN
Major: Counseling Psychology
Dissertation: "Effectiveness of Self-Evaluation Training and Group
Counseling in Enhancing Self-Efficacy and Reducing Anxiety"
Leonard Paul Dintenfass**, Hoffman Estates, IL
Major: Entomology
Dissertation: "Effects of Larval Feeding of the Clover Root Curculio,
Siton a Hispidulus (F.), on Alfalfa (Medicago Sativ A L.)"
Eric Kurt Dolence", Rock Springs, WY
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Synthetic Approaches to Bioactive Molecules: I. B-
Edcysone II. 17-Phenyl Prostaglandin 2A Photoafflnity Probes"
Sybil J. Dunbar**, Baton Rouge, LA
Major: English
Dissertation: "William Faulkner and Richard Wright: Two Perspec-
tives of the South, the Female as Focal Point"
Michael Edmond Ellis, Johnson City, TN
Major: English
Dissertation: "Patterns of Spelling Variation in the Anglo-Saxon
Chronicle"
Douglas Edward Fitzovich*, Lexington
Major: Physiology and Biophysics
Dissertation: "Modulation of the Response to Bilateral Carotid Oc-
clusion by Varying Plasma Insulin Level in Conscious, Chronically
Instrumented Dogs"
Richard H. Flaskamp, Sylvania, OH
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "The Decision to Sell: Push Factors in the Arms Transfer
Policies of the Major Western Supplier States"
Clark Steven Fulton, Bend, OR
Major: Geological Sciences
Dissertation: "A Study of the Geological, Hydrological, and
Geochemical Factors Affecting the Distribution of Sodium in
Lignite in the Underwood Lignite Field. West Central North
Dakota"
Paul Edward Gabriel**, Cincinnati, OH
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "An Empirical Analysis of the Earnings and Occupational
Attainment of Foreign-Born Males in the United States Labor
Market"
Darrell Eugene Glermv", Poteau, OK
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "Choice Among Discrete Health Insurance Alternatives:
A Theoretical and Empirical Analysis"
Curt Steven Godin, Framingham, MA
Major: "pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "N.Methyltransferases in Drug Metabolism-Studies with
Nicotine and Related Azaheterocycles"
Kathie Renee Stromile Golden**, Plain Dealing, LA
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "The Shaping and Dissemination of Information for
Public Consumption: Crisis Coverage in Warsaw Pact Countries"
Stephen F. Gorman, Frankfort
Major: Electrical Engineering
Dissertation: "Commutation of Brushless DC Motors"
Ann Brooks Gould, Oak Lawn, IL
Major: Plant Pathology
Dissertation: "Natural Recolonization of Reclaimed Stripmine Land
by Endogonaceous Mycorrhizal Fungi"
David Eugene Gray, Gillespie, IL
Major: Statistics
Dissertation: "Multivariate Nonlinear Models with Applications to
Compartmental Models"
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Katherine Louise Hamilton, Hendersonville, NC
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "Comparison of the Interpersonal Circumplex and
Millon's Biosocial Patterns as Dimensional Models of Axis II
Histrionic and Antisocial Personality Disorders"
Paula Nell Hammer-Higgins**, Tulsa, OK
Major: Counseling Psychology
Dissertation: "Situational, Institutional and Dispositional Predictors
of Personal Strain in Reentry Women"
John Michael Hanly"", Lexington
Major: Physics and Astronomy
Dissertation: "Nuclear Structure of 204Pband the Influence of Nuclear
Dynamics on Neutron Scattering from 204,206pb"
Glen Alan Harrtsone>, Campbellsville
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Influence of Yeast Culture Supplement on Ruminal
Fermentation, Microbial Populations and Nutrient Digestibility
in Lactating Dairy Cows and on Pattern of Fermentation and
Substrate Disappearance in Vitro"
Samorah Finjan Hassans e, Baghdad, Iraq
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "The Synthesis and Inhibitory Activities of Compounds
Designed as Mechanism-Based Inhibitors of Phenylethanolamine-
N-Methyltransferase' ,
Gary Mark Hellmann, Louisville
Major: Plant Pathology
Dissertation: "Proteolytic Processing in the Genome Expression of
Tobacco Vein Mottling Virus"
Steven E. Hicks" ", Lexington
Major: Physics and Astronomy
Dissertation: "Nuclear Dynamics in the Shape-Transitional Nuclei: A
Study of 190,l920s and 194,196pl By Neutron Scattering"
David L. Hodge, Blountville, TN
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "The Role of Aldosterone and Hyperkalemia in the Pro-
duction of Hypomagnesemic Tetany"
Sandra Lynn Hough, Lexington
Major: Counseling Psychology
Dissertation: "Perceived Father Involvement with 7-10 Month Old
Infants"
Ahmed S. Hussein", Cairo, Egypt
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "The Influence of High Levels of Dietary Aluminum on
Calcium and Phosphorus Metabolism and Performance of
Chickens and Japanese Quail"
Katherine Marie Edlin Jackson, Channing, TX
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Methods of Determining Magnesium Bioavailability"
Carolyn Shane Jenkins, Erlanger
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "Overeducation: Job Satisfaction, Job Security, and At-
titudes Toward Education"
Debby Puckett Johnson-e. Mt. Sterling
Major: Crop Science
Dissertation: "Trichomes, Leaf Oils, and Spider Mite Resistance of
Tomato-Mutations, Daylenght Effects, and Inheritance"
Timothy Patrick Johnson, Batavia, NY
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "The Social Environment and Health"
Walter Keith Jones-v, Louisville
Major: Biology
Dissertation: "The Genetic Localization and Molecular Cloning of the
Drosphila Dhod Locus"
Nikki Jo Katzman", Georgetown
Major: Pharmacology
Dissertation: "Effects of Diazepam and Benzodiazepine Antagonists
on Behaviour"
Kelly P. Kearse, Knoxville, TN
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "Role of Cell Surface Glycoproteins in T Cell: Antigen-
presenting Cell Recognition"
Subhash Sadashiv Khares ", India
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "INAA Studies of Trace Element Imbalances Associated
with Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis"
YDung Kwan Kim '"
Major: Metallurgical Engineering and Materials Science
Dissertation: "The Characterization of the Structural Defects in the
Silicon Ribbon Grown by the Web Process"
Theresia Sita Kusuma", Indonesia
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Molecular Orbital Studies of the Interaction of CO
Molecules on a NI(lll) Surface with Coadsorbed CO Molecules,
H Atoms and 0 Atoms"
Laurel Leichnerv'", Towson, MD
Major: German
Dissertation: "The Strabburger Heldenbuch: A Commentary on the
Text and the Woodcuts"
John P. Lew, Melbourne, Australia
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Amino Acid Transport by Equine Colon"
Dennis Gilbert Lewellen, Spokane, WA
Major: Geological Sciences
Dissertation: "A Technique for Analyzing Geologic Structures Using
Fourier Analysis and Butterworth Filters"
Chia-Hsin Lin", Taiwan
Major: Counseling Psychology
Dissertation: "Chinese and American Perceptions of Rogers', Perls",
and Ellis' Approaches to Psychotherapy"
Deborah Carlton Lof'tisv", Richmond, VA
Major: Music
Dissertation: "Big Singing Day in Benton, Kentucky: A Study of the
History, Ethnic Identity and Musical Styleof Southern Harmony
Singers"
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Daniel William Mackowski", Lexington
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: "Investigation of the Radiative Properties of Chain Ag-
glomerated Soot Formed in Hydrocarbon Diffusion Flames"
Maher Naaman Madhat, Iraq
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Effects of Dietary Protein and Slaughter Weight on Beef
Carcass Traits, Muscle Fiber Types and Proteolitic Enzymes
Activity"
Teuku Mahmud, Indonesia
Major: Crop Science
Dissertation: "Effective Filling Period Duration and Dry Matter Ac-
cumulation Rate of Divergently Selected Maize Population"
Mitzi Lane Mahoney?", Irving, TX
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "The Determinants and Consequences of Decision Mak-
ing in State Legislative Rule Review Committees"
James Ora Manning**, Corbin
Major: Physics and Astronomy
Dissertation: "A New Determination of Extinction Due to Atmospheric
Aerosols and the Resulting Implications for Upper Stratosheric
Ozone Depletion"
Orly Jo Maravankin**
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "A Model of Rational Selective Exploitation: A Second
Look at the Resource Allocation Process"
Chaim Yosef Jorge Francisco Javier Mariategui-Levi, Lima,
Peru
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Studies on Heterocyclic Boron Systems"
Pablo Martinez Arvalc, Cuenca, Ecuador
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "Jorge Enrique Adoum: Ideologia, Estetica e Historia
(1945-1985)"
Michael B. Maurin, Pittsburgh, PA
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Mechanism of Diffusion of Monosubstituted Benzoic
Acids through Ethylene-Vinyl Acetate Copolymers: Application
to a Controlled Release Molluscicide"
Walker Porter Mayo, Lexington
Major: History
Dissertation: '''The Method Recommended in All Books of Surgery':
The History and Treatment of Empyema"
Sanders A. McDougall, Seattle, WA
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "Effects of Sulpiride and LY 171555 on the Ontogeny
of Response Suppression Learning in Preweanling Rat Pups: The
Role of Dopamine D-2 Receptors and Intraneuronal Dopamine
Metabolites"
Brenda Lee McKay, Auburn, ME
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "The Assessment of Primitive Defences and Object Rela-
tions in Anorexic and Bulimic Individuals"
James S. Miller", Huron, KS
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "Conditioning of Morphine-Induced Taste Aversion and
Analgesia"
James Anthony Mills, Brandenburg
Major: Crop Science
Dissertation: "Effects of Soybean Tillage Systems on the Efficacy,
Phytotoxicity, and Persistence of Imazaquin, Imazethapyr, and
Clomazone'
Maria Teresa Miranda
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "La Poesia Politico-religiosa de Bias de Otero y Ernesto
Cardenal"
Murali Nair**, Louisville
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "Communication Approaches to Development: A Pilot
Study of the Impact of Exogenous Change Strategies to Promote
Socio-Economic Development in Kentuckian Appalachia"
Shyam Kunjuraman Nair*, Bombay, India
Major: Chemical Engineering
Dissertation: "Modeling Studies on the Formation, Growth, Dissipa-
tion, and Acidification of Cumulus Clouds"
Reza Najarzadeh'", Lexington
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "Functional Forms and Demand for Different Types of
Meats in the United States"
Matrini Nathalang, Bangkok, Thailand
Major: Geography
Dissertation: "Where Did the Doctors Go? Primary Physician Office
Relocation Detroit, 1950~1980"
Michael Lawrence Neises, Cold Spring
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "The Effects of Response Involvement and Three Levels
of Issue Involvement on Information Processing and Attitude
Formation"
Joe Nickell', W. Liberty
Major: English
Dissertation: "Literary Investigation: Texts, Sources, and "Factual"
Substructs of Literature and Interpretation"
Peter N. Nickias**, Chicago, IL
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "MNR Studies and Synthesis of Mo and W Organometallic
Complexes"
Rafael Ocasio Medina", San Juan, Puerto Rico
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "La Narrativa De Reinaldo Arenas En EI Contexto De
La Revolucion Cubana"
Karen Blanche Oseekey**, Bethesda, MD
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Characterization of Chlorhexidine Interactions in
Pharmaceutical Systems"
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Martinho Rabindra Pais"", India
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: "Determination of the Local Heat-Transfer Characteristics
on Glaze-IceAccretions on a Cylinder and a NACA 0012Airfoil"
Ronald Allen Penv", Lexington
Major: Music
Dissertation: "The Biography and Works of John Jacob Niles"
Marc H. Plavin "", Lexington
Major: Counseling Psychology
Dissertation: "Effects of PresurgicalPreparation on Anxietyof Children
and their Mothers: Support Versus Information"
Gayle Marechia Pohl"'", Louisville
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "Anxiety and Message-Induced Persuasion: A Meta-
Analytical Approach"
William Francis Pool", Lexington
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "R-( + )-N-Methylnicotinium Ion and Nicotine
Metabolism"
Massoud Rabiee"", Lexington
Major: Electrical Engineering
Dissertation: "Analysis and Control of Helical Motion Induction
Motor"
Randel Howard Raub", Ottawa, IL
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "The Effect of Exercise on Bone Growth and Develop-
ment and Circulating Levels of Cortisol, Insulin and Thyroxine
in Weanling Horses"
William Franklin Rencher, Jr., Lexington
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Desmosine-LikePeptidyl Carbamates as Novel Inhibitors
of Human Leukocyte Elastase"
Carol Lee Robersonv"
Major: Soil Science
Dissertation: "Investigations on the Differences Between Laboratory
and Field Derived Moisture Retention Curves"
Akram Nazem Saabv", Beirut, Lebanon
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Synthesis and Mechanisms of Decomposition of Some
Cephalosporin Prodrugs"
Mark Raymond Sabol', Whiting, IN
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "A Synthetic Approach to the Cucurbitanes"
Gholamreza Saidibaghgandomi'", Iran
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "Testing the Assumptions of the Competitive Bidding
Models in Outer Continental Shelf Auction Lease Markets"
Raden Muhammad Saleh, Palembang, Indonesia
Major: Entomology
Dissertation: "Effects of Soybean Genotypes on Corn Earworm,
Heliothis zea (Boddie), Leaf Consumption, Larval Development,
Hemolymph Chemistry and Parasitoid Development"
Cynthia Jean Sandersonv", Lexington
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "Type A Coronary-Prone Behavior Pattern, Sex Role
Orientation and the Self-Report of Stress"
Virginia Nazarea Sandovalv", Los Banos, Philippines
Major: Anthropology
Dissertation: "Philippine Rural Cultivators in Transition: Operational
Reality and Cognized Models in Agricultural Decision Making"
George Russell Schneider-», Lexington
Major: Plant Physiology
Dissertation: "Studies on the In Vivo and In Vitro Conversion of
l-Aminocyclopropane-l-Carboxylic Acid to Ethylene"
William David Schoenherr**, Sterling, KS
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: The Effects of Dietary Fat or Fiber Addition on Lactating
Sows Housed in a Warm or Hot Environment"
John William Schuster-Craig**, Louisville
Major: Music
Dissertation: "Compositional Procedures in Selected Works of Cler-
mont Pepin (1926- )"
Carol E. H. Scott-Conner, Madison, MS
Major: Anatomy
Dissertation: "Alterations in Reticulo-endothelial and Immunologic
Function in Early Extrahepatic Biliary Obstruction"
Seyed Mahmoud Seyedsadr**, Iran
Major: Statistics
Dissertation: "Statistical and Computational Procedures for Estima-
tion and Hypothesis Testing with Respect to the Shifted
Multiplicative Model"
Shey-Huei Sheue ", Taiwan
Major: Statistics
Dissertation: "Imperfect Repair Models in Reliability Theory"
Dale Edward Shusterv", St. Johnsville, NY
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Pathophysiological Causes of the Suppression in Milk
Synthesis During Endotoxin Mastitis, and Induction of an En-
dotoxin Refractory State in the Bovine Mammary Gland"
Jeffery Lynn Siler", Williamsburg
Major: Chemical Engineering
Dissertation: "Reverse Osmosis Membranes Concentration Polariza-
tion and Surface Fouling: Predictive Models and Experimental
Verifications"
Judith Ann Silver, Ashland
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Parabolic Measure and the LPDirichlet Problem for the
Heat Equation in Two Dimensional Regions"
Stephen C. Skiles", Louisville
Major: Educational Psychology
Dissertation: "Learning Time Variability in a MilitaryTechnicalCourse
Taught by Mastery-Based Computer-Assisted Instruction"
Christine Dee Smith, N. Olmsted, OH
Major: Music
Dissertation: "Andre Campra's Idomenee: A study of its Structural
Components and a Critical Edition of the Score"
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David Barton Smith", Lexington
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "Orbital-Angular-Momentum Change in Sodium Rydberg
Atoms Induced by Collisions with Slow Ions"
Gerald Lamont Smith, Lexington
Major: History
Dissertation: "'Mr. Kentucky State': A Biography of Rufus Ballard
Atwood"
Virginia Grady Smith, Versailles
Major: Anthropology
Dissertation: "The Iconography of Power at Xochicalco, Morelos"
Margaret Ann Spratt, Weston, MO
Major: History
Dissertation: "'Women Adrift' and 'Urban Pioneers': Self-Supporting
Working Women in America, 1880-1930"
Michael Mauney Stephens", Laramie, WY
Major: Chemical Engineering
Dissertation: "A General Finite Element Galerkin B-Spline (GBS)
Numerical Model of Electrochemical Kinetics, Transport, and
Mechanism for Multi-Geometry Working Electrodes"
Fatima Ali Tawfiq", Baghdad, Iraq
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Kinetics of Decomposition of O-Acyl Derivatives of
Salicylamide and Related Compounds"
Phillip B. Thomason""", Shawmut, AL
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "The Cotiseo De La Cruz: Madrid's First Enclosed
Municipal Playhouse (1737-1859)"
Trent Cowan Tucker", Evansville, IN
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "The Perceived Attractiveness of Sex-Typed and An-
drogynous Sex-Role Qualities in Males and Females Across the
Life Span"
Candice Corrigan Turner, Smithtown, NY
Major: Anthropology
Dissertation: "The Culture of Chronic Pain: Tell Them We Really Do
Have Pain"
Ganesan Vaidyanathan?". India
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "The Chemistry of I-Aminocylopropanecarboxylic Acid
and its Analogues"
Steven R. vallancev", Greenup
Major: Physiology and Biophysics
Dissertation: "Changes in Coronary Alpha-Adrenergic Tone and Their
Effect on Regional Myocardial Function in Dog"
Nancy Susan Westlake Van Winkle", Fords, NJ
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Primary Caregivers of Relatives with Dementia: The
Stressful Experience of Spouses and Adult Children"
Diane Matthews Walker, Lexington
Major: Educational Psychology
Dissertation: "Transition in Cognitive Development on a Disjunctive
Reasoning Task"
Tai-Lin Wang, Taiwan
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Implementation and Application of the QR Algorithm"
Xuemin Wang"'*, Wuham, China
Major: Crop Science
Dissertation: "Identification of a Protein Associated with the Change
of Linolenate Content in the Cotyledons of Soybean (Clycine Max
L. Merr)"
Lawrence Vilar Weill"", Lexington
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "Gaston Bachelard and the Undergraduate Curriculum:
A Defense of the Arts and the Humanities Based on the Primacy
of Images"
DeeAnn L. Wenk""", Muskegon, MI
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Social Structual Effects on the Timing of Family
Formation"
Shirley Ann Whitescarver""", Louisville
Major: Physiology and Biophysics
Dissertation: "The Role of Chloride and the Arterial Baroreceptors in
the Development of Salt-Sensitive Hypertension"
Craig Allan Witt, Louisville
Major: Agricultural Economics
Dissertation: "Diversification Decisions Under Risk"
Victoria Doreen Witt, Lynchburg, VA
Major: Counseling Psychology
Dissertation: "An Empirical Investigation of the Conceptual Correlates
of Premarital Abuse: An Exploration of a Four Factor Model of
Abuse in Premarital Relationships"
Ming Hong Yang", Wuhan, China
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "Optical Properties of Alkali Metal Binary and Ternary
Graphite Intercalation Compounds"
Theodore Eugene Zorn", Charleston, SC
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "Communication Related Abilities, Motivation to Com-
municate and Communicative Performance in Mock Selection
Interviews"
Doctor of Business Administration
Jeffrey William Allen, Orlando, FL
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "An Investigation of Attitudinal and Normative Influences
on Intentions to RecycleAluminum Beverage Containers: A Struc-
tural Equations Approach."
Chedli Baccouche, Tunis, Tunisia
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "The Impact of Inflation on Translated Financial
Statements: An Empirical Study"
David Clark Bojanic, Harrisburg, PA
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "The Price Bundling of Services: An Empirical
Examination"
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Virginia Carol Danehower**, Forrest City, AR
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "A Laboratory Examination of Goal Theory Propositions
in the Context of the Social Learning Mechanisms of Motivation"
Chauncey Marcellous DePree, Jr. *, Richmond
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Testing the Conceptual Framework of Accounting
Through an Application of a Formal Structure"
Diane Elizabeth Dodd-McCue". Richmond, VA
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Exploration of the Management Scientific Community
in Search of the Invisible College"
Kenneth Charles Gehrtvv, Orono, ME
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Nonstore Retailing: An Empirical Investigation of the
Competitive Market Structure and the Influence of Personal and
Situational Factors"
Asim Kumar Ghosh?", Lexington
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "An Empirical Investigation of Geske-Johnson's American
Put Option Pricing Model"
Edward Lee Gillenwater, Appalachia, VA
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "An Integrated Model for Production Planning in
Underground Coal Mining"
Eliot Roy Hammer", Lexington
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "On the Question of Wage vs. Rank Differentials: A Case
Analysis of Macrobehavioral Aspects of Organizational Reward
Attainment"
Lindle G. Hatton, Lexington
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "A Field Study of Relationships Among Planning Ac-
ceptance, Strategic Types, and Organizational Effectiveness in a
Public Health Setting"
Kenneth Douglas Hoffman, Warren, OH
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "The Influence of Service Provider Role Perceptions and
Job Satisfaction on Customer-Oriented Behaviors"
Faizul Huq, Dhaka
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Heuristic Solutions for Blood Bank Management
Problems"
Scott William Kelley", Galesburg, IL
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Managing Service Quality: The Organizational Socializa-
tion of the Service Employee and Customer"
Thomas Michael Krueger, Charlotte, NC
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "An Empirical Analysis of the Efficient Market Hypothesis
Based on Widely Disseminated Anomaly Information"
Noel Mark Lavenka", Chicago, IL
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "A Comparison of Magnitude Estimation and Category
Scaling Procedures for the Measurement of Perceived Product
Quality"
Keun Sok Lee**
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "A Model of Salespeople's Motivation, Commitment, and
Behavioral Outcome: An Empirical Investigation"
Daniel Eugene Lockhart, Elkins, WV
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Domain Correlates of Director and Officer Board In-
terlocks in Larger American Commercial Organizations: An Ex-
ploratory Study"
Martin Stanley Meloche, Greenville, NC
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "The Effective Use of Price and Item Advertising in Retail
Merchandising Strategy"
Eric Panitz, Wyoming, MI
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "The Services Mix Decision in Not-For-Profit Organiza-
tions: A Math Programming Approach to Community Mental
Health Services Mix Selection"
Jeong-Yun Park, Taegu, Korea
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Test of Real Estate as Inflation Hedges Using Real Estate
Investment Trusts"
Clyde A. Roberts, Huntington, WV
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "CPA Credibility and the Credit Decision Process of Com-
mercial Loan Officers"
Bipin J. Shah, India
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Theory of Banking Firm: A Synthesis of Micro and
Macro Models"
Randy Allen Steger", Paducah
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "The Determinants of Market Research Utilization an Ex-
ploratory Study"
Robert Wayne Tolliver**, Ewing
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "The Relative Information Content of Earnings and Funds
Flow Accounting Numbers Impounded in the Capital Market's
Assessment of the Systematic Risk of Equity Securities"
Leslie Daniel Turner, Bridgeport, OH
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Improved Measures of Manufacturing Maintenance in
a Capital Budgeting Context: An Application of Data Envelop-
ment Analysis Efficiency Measures"
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Doctor of Education
Ricardo Almeida Uranga", Chihuahua, Mexico
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "An Input-Output Study of the Kentucky Public Educa-
tion System"
Marietta Daulton'?", Flemingsburg
Major: Vocational Education
Dissertation: "Adoption and Utilization of Microcomputers by Ken-
tucky Vocational Home Economics Teachers"
Florence Stella Estes, St. Louis
Major: Educational Policy Studies and Evaluation
Dissertation: "Cora Wilson Stewart and the Moonlight Schools of Ken-
tucky, 1911-1920: A Case Study in the Social Meaning of Literacy"
James Leslie Grigsby, Richmond
Major: Educational Policy Studies and Evaluation
Dissertation: "Leadership Characteristics of the Department Chair as
Perceived by Faculty in Selected University Departments"
Charles Anthony Guarino
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Employment Status of Mildly Handicapped Students who
Graduated from Vocational, Academic, and Occupational Work
Experience High School Education Programs"
Joy Humphrey Gwin, Versailles
Major: Vocational Education
Dissertation: "Attitudes Toward and Knowledge of the Aged: An
Assessment of Kentucky Home Economics Teachers"
Martha Joyce Hager ...., Berea
Major: Curriculum and Instruction
Dissertation: "Comparison of the Implementation of the Kentucky
Beginning Teacher Internship Program (KBTIP) with Criteria for
Successful Change in Education"
Sally Ann Henry', Elyria, OH
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "A Study of the Relationships Among Selected Factors
Affecting Kentucky Teachers' Instructional Technology Use in the
Elementary Classroom"
Angela Brookshire Hurley", Richmond
Major: Educational Policy Studies and Evaluation
Dissertation: "Children as Reader-Critics: Literary Heroes and Moral
Education"
Norma Jean Jones", Louisville
Major: Administration and Supervision
Dissertation: "Project Vision: A Study of the Development of a School-
Business Partnership at the State Level"
Harold Lawrence Kleinert'?", Louisville
Major: Special Education
Dissertation: "Single and Multiple Print Exemplar Strategies in En-
hancing Generalized Sight Word Reading with Students with
Moderate Retardation"
William Jesse Lacefield, Shelbyville
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Kentucky School Board Members' Perceived Involve-
ment in Policy-Formulation and Policy-Implementation Relative
to Selected Tasks"
Susan Perry Moskow, Denmark, SC
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "An Examination of the Effects of Text Difficulty and
Error Type on the Comprehension Monitoring Performance of
Good and Poor Seventh Grade Readers"
Michael Erwin Norman, Louisville
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "A Study to Identify the Competencies Required of Local
Special Education Administrators in Kentucky and the Degree to
which those Competencies are Addressed through Preservice Train-
ing Programs"
Michael Nowicki, San Marcos, TX
Major: Educational Policy Studies and Evaluation
Dissertation: "The Relationship Between Quality and Location Among
Graduate Health Administration Programs"
John Winand Schuster", Frederick, MD
Major: Special Education
Dissertation: "The Effectiveness of a Constant Time Delay Procedure
to Teach Adolescents Chained Responses"
Daniel Tysen Smith, Lexington
Major: Social and Philosophical Studies
Dissertation: "Appalachia's Last One Room School: A Case Study"
Lynne Ann Smith, Oak Ridge, TN
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "School Factors Influencing the Success and Satisfaction
of Beginning Teachers: An Exploratory Study"
Diane Leigh Leggett Vachon ...., Lexington
Major: Higher Education
Dissertation: "Working and Retired College Professors age 65 to 70:
A Comparison of Professional Characteristics After Age 50 of
Faculty Employed in Four Types of Institutions"
Doris Walker Weathers", Lexington
Major: Educational Policy Studies and Evaluation
Dissertation: "The University of Kentucky's Office of Minority Af-
fairs' Policies and Programs for Recruiting and Retaining Minority
Students 1971-1985"
Mariam Thomas Williams, Carlisle
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Early Childhood Educational Intervention: An Analysis
of Nicholas County, Kentucky Head Start Impacts from
1974-1986"
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Doctor of Musical Arts
Steven Robert Chicurel, Asheville, NC
Major: Music
Dissertation: "George Gerswhin's Songbook"
Specialist in Education
James G. Binkley, Cincinnati, OH
Ann Wyman Boyer, Tempe, AZ
Vaughn M. Carter, Harrodsburg
Barbara Jeane Edwards", Clarksdale, MS
Rene Elisabeth Mallett Hales, Salisbury, NC
Sharon Rose Markham Hutchinson,
Hopkinsville
Robert E. Kelly, Springfield, MO
Judith D. Knauss, Versailles
Linda A. Kotowicz, Syracuse, NY
Jean M. Alderson Miller
Kathryn Belanger Porter, Lexington
Sharon Jeanne Terry, Lexington
Sonja Shealy Valliere, Columbia, MS
Jeanne Stacey Veros, Malverne
Janice Lynn Weber, Milwaukee, WI
Laura Faye Connelly Zamarron, Grayson
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Master of Arts
Timothy Dees Adams. Murray
Uchenna Nwabufo Akpom"", Nigeria
Basil Michael Andrew
Sonya Edwina Anglin, Mt. Vernon
Cathy Marie Atkins, Louisville
Robert Alexander Babbage, Jr., Lexington
Barbara Owen Bailey?", Lexington
Stanley Alan Baldwin'?", Lexington
Richard Barry Benton, Lexington
Pedro Guerra Bidegaray, Lima, Peru
Elizabeth Kinney Bigelow"", Lexington
Alison Lee Birdwell, Nashville. TN
Anne Jameson Blakey", Beattyville
Leroy Vincent Bland. Chesapeake, VA
Lauren Lee Bowen", South Point. OH
Sarah Jane Bowen, Lexington
Paul Michael Brian, Louisville
Iris Moreno Brown?", Owensboro
Mark William Browning, Lexington
Judy Bellamy Bullington. Carlisle
Barbara Kroboth Burch, Lexington
Jonathan Seth Burgess", Baltimore, MD
Ben Edward Castle, Louisville, MS
James Victor Chaney, Marion
Keith Spencer Clark", Chesapeake, VA
Kim J. Clark, Danville
Emily Eileen Cofield**, Lafayette, GA
Patricia Dawn Conley**
Thomas G. Corcoran, Lexington
David Dennon Crandall, Berea
Leonora Mary Cravotta", Englewood Cliffs,
NJ
Joann Elizabeth HeUman CuUip**,
Nicholasville
Cynthia Lynn DeMarcus, Lexington
Vikrant Anand Dhoundiyal, Delhi, India
Lois Ruth Dowd, Corinth
James Christopher Doyle**, Swampscott, MA
Ronald Wayne Duke, Lexington
Caroline Durand
Susan Carolyn Eastwood, Laramie, WY
Leona E. Edge, Leitchfield
James Douglas Eldridge, Haldeman
Gay Van Dussen Ellis*, Johnson City, TN
Betty Boles Ellison, Lexington
Diane M. gt-Rouaiheb, Russell Springs
Joseph John Bmbro. IlI*, Atlanta, GA
Wm Douglas Epling, Berea
Catherine Marie Farmer", Brentwood, NY
William Howard Felty", Ashland
Eileen Gifford Fenton**, Wooster, OH
Janet Dawn Foley**, Louisville
Nancy King Foreman, Bellbuckle, TN
Jack Joseph Gallt, Lexington
Darrell Eugene Glenn*, Poteau, OK
Carla Howe Godfrey, Hendersonville, TN
Phillip Neal Goggans'?", Paintsville
Thomas Eric Goodell, Dutton, MT
Scott Cooper Graham, Danville
Maury Daryl Granger**, Louisville
Lisa J. Green", Lake Arthur, LA
Josephine Witt Greenfield**, Lexington
Susan Winsfield Grimes, Stanford
Shelda Hale-Roca, Owensboro
Dianne Marie Hall, Roanoke, VA
Wayne William Hall'?", Lexington
William Jeffery Hancock, Cadiz
Michael Patrick Haner**, Louisville
Stanley D. Harrison
C. Frank Harscher, Lexington
Brenda Helregel, Lexington
Marie Kathryn Henderson**, Lexington
Carey James Hester, Helena, MT
Paula B. Hill, Danville
Kristin K. Howell", Greensboro, NC
Jeffrey Scott Howerton?", Bowling Green
Ishappa S. HuUur**, Dharwad, India
Francis Thompson Hutchins**, Bardstown
Charla Jane Hylton, Winchester
Karen Camille Jackson, Cincinnati, OH
Trenis Mercer Iackson"", Dawson, GA
Gerhardt Leslie Jacobs, Fe Mitchell
Joan Kathryn Herrmann Jacobs, Hamburg,
MN
Nawanta Jenkins, Georgetown
Booil Jeon", Seoul, Korea
Roderick Colhoun Johnson", Cotati, CA
Timothy Scott Johnson*, Paris, IL
Donald Keith Kazee, Ashland
Shery Sheppard Kearney, Atlanta, GA
Jack Elden Keefe, Jr., Largo, FL
John Nathan Kenyon", Wilmore
Jeffrey Michael Konz, Anita, IA
Barbara Mclntyre Lanham**, Vine Grove
Rupert Henry Lassetter, London, England
Sharon Melissa Latimer, Jackson, MS
Lisa Marie Leimar*, East Chicago, IN
Kathleen O'Brian Lillich, Lexington
Jeffrey Allen Logan
Alan Conner Lowe, Millersburg
Hui-Jung Lu, Taiwan
John Edwin Lytle, Louisville
Veera Marlene Malik**
Rene Wilhelm Mallen, Ridgefield, CT
Ellen Louise Marmon**, Anderson, IN
Patrice Lee Mayo"", Lexington
Roberta Campbell Mckenzie, Lexington
Joy Elise Toppin Melvin'?", Toledo, OH
Barbara Jean Miller Meredith, Leitchfield
Patricia Lawton Merritt, Lexington
Jennifer L. Mooney, Haysi, VA
Stephen Douglas Mooney, Clintwood, VA
Peter Dunham Myers, Durham, NC
John Eldon Neihof, Lexington
William Allen Nevius, II**, Louisville
John W. Newcomb, Campbellsville
Catherine M. Null, Glendale Hts, IL
Diane E. Ortiz-Serrano**, San Juan, Puerto
Rico
Mindy Lorraine Otis, W. Simsbury, CT
John Stephen Ott, Millersburg
Mark William Overbey, Murray
Julsun Depuyart Pacheco, Philippines
Bonnie S. Pagan
Michele Renee Pajer", Austin, TX
Michael Joseph Pirani, Worcester, MA
Barbara Presnell*
Shireen Sheela Rajaram
Tammy Jones Ramsey, Frankfort
Cynthia Ann Reeves, Ft. Mitchell
Lisa A. Reynolds, Carlisle
Dana D. Rhew, Oak Ridge, TN
William Michael Richeson, Shelbyville
Michelle Renee Rider, Johnson City, TN
Angelique Susan Robey, Lexington
Donita Dawn Robinson", Frankfort
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Troy Franklin Ross, Lebanon Junction
David Wayne Routt**, Buffalo
Jayne Lynn Sadlon, Georgetown
Scott Owen Sandager**, Stillwater, MN
Cheryl A. Boice Sauffer, Beardstown, IL
Deborah Schwabach, Gilbertsville, NY
Renee Anne Shirley, Kingston, Jamaica
William Kyle Simmons, Lexington
Arjun Linde Sinha**, Naperville, IL
Elizabeth Emily Skartvedt**, Denver, CO
Mark Anthony Smith, Chillicothe, OH
Duane Perkins Spurlock", Russellville
Ann Yvonne Stearns, Lexington
Shelley L. Stephenson**, Ft. Thomas
Edward Burton Stewart, Johnson City, TN
Walter Scott Sweetser, Middleton, TN
Jessica Elizabeth Thomas**, Lawrenceburg
Rebecca Jane Thompson", Lexington
Thomas Lee Thurman, Shelbyville
Markel David Tumlin, Lexington
Christopher Alan Turnbow, Wilmore
Martha Billips Turner*, Lexington
William Jeffrey Walker, Louisville
Paul J Weingartner, Cincinnati, OH
Jeanette Marie Weninger, Sacramento, CA
Mark E. West, Murray
John Claiborne Whitehead**, LeGrange
Barbara Ann Wight, Marion
Janet Katherine Willer, Lawrence, KS
Kenneth Howard Williams, Troy, AL
George Bartlett Williamson":", Nashville, TN
Dana Page Wilson*, Shelbyville
Elizabeth Walker Yanarella
Abdul Karim Yusuf**, Indonesia
Zhenming Zhai, Guangdong, China
Moster of Arts in Education
Theresa Keel Adams, Hopkinsville
Karen B. Andriot**, Huntington, WV
La Bera Hall Ard, Somerset
Deborah F. Bell*, Lexington
Judith Carol Boggs", Lexington
Melody Rose Bourne, Owenton
Keith R. Bryant", Louisville
Marchelle Lynn Bucbele", Cloverport
Autum Griggs Byers, Lexington
Stewart McBrayer Calvert, Jr.*, Versailles
Sarah Armida Campbell**, Lexington
Jean A. Castle", Winchester
Kim L. Chittum**, Elizabethtown, PA
Thomas Anthony Clark**, Lebanon
Patricia Baker Cobb**, Lexington
Stephen Rack Coleman**, Alexandria, VA
Laura Nell Pumphrey Conley**, Paris
Joan Carol Bernard Cunningham, Lexington
Anita Clarice Dale, Shelbyville
Sandra Darnell, Stanford
Cindy Newlin Desjardins", Winchester
Richard Palmer Dycus, Jr. *, Mayfield
Jerrell Jean Elder**, Winchester
Sandra Lynn Embry**, Lawrenceburg
Mary Kathleen Fister", Lexington
Lisa Carroll Goodin, Lexington
William Robert Green", Miami, FL
Gary W. Griffin**, Lexington
Carla Susan Spires Hargus"". Columbia
Frances Claudene Harmon", Louisville
Patricia Lynne Hudgins", Lexington
Audrey Kim Hurst", Bardstown
Cheryl Anne Irwine ", Elizabethton, TN
Mary Jeanette Kleinlein, Columbus, OH
Lesley L. Lewis, Lexington
Kimberly Clauss Magee", Harrodsburg
Matthew John Malek" ", Lexington
Judith Marita Coy Maningly"", Elsmere
Michael Charles Moloney, Louisville
Elizabeth Ellen Dreibelbis Naparstek'" ,
Lexington
Patricia Lee Young Pryor, Madison, IN
Sheila Frances Redmond", Lexington
Ruby Anne Shipley, Glasgow
Carol Brooks Shipp, Midway
Carol Ann Snyder?", Russell
Lisa Cross Stayton", Lexington
Teresa E. Summers*"', Elizabethtown
Marion Redwood Taylor, Lexington
Melissa McClellen Trivisonno, Northbrook, IL
Thomas Edward Welch", Wilmore
Susan Dorthea Weesner West, Lexington
Sharon Zajac White, Lexington
Master af Arts in
Interior Design
Beverly Diane Doss", Paducah
Master of Arts
in Teaching
Janet Lee Adams, Lexington
Peter Bethea Chamness'", Carlisle
Karen P. Congleton, Barbourville
Charlene Frances Legere, Lexington
Master of Arts in
Textiles and Clothing
Shirley Stern Bryan, Lexington
Julie Lien Menchen, Fairfield, OH
Deborah Carr Linville Shivel", Louisville
Master of Business
Administration
Delinda Lou Gambrell Arnold>", Lexington
Belinda Kay Back", Cross Plains, IN
Timothy Wayne Back", Morehead
Christopher Clinton Bacon, Somerset
Susan Trigg Ballard, Bardstown
PaulO. Ballou III, Lexington
Jeffrey Alan Baltzer?", Lexington
William D. Bishop, White Plains
David M. Bouchey", Newburgh, NY
Dale Carpenter*'", Hopkinsville
Johnson Richard Cashen, Louisville
Cheryl Lynn Cates, Owensboro
John Allan Clay", Louisville
James K. Collins?", Owensboro
Brenda Jeannette Creech, Cumberland
Douglas Paul Ditto, Lexington
Michael Paul Donahue
Gregory B. Doyle, Lexington
Dawn Marie Dubuc, Ft. Thomas
Peggy A. Flynn, Lexington
Ernest Louis Fusco, Jr. ", Yorktown Hgts, NY
Joseph Paul Gallants"
Ronald Ray Gardner?", Huntington, WV
Joseph Lee Goodin"", Lebanon
James Ecton Oreeov-, Lexington
Beverly Kaye Grovert, McLean, VA
Lynn Anne Guttormsen, Hodgenville
Helen M. Hagan, New Haven
Walter Davis Harris, Lexington
Kevin Stuart Hendren", Harrodsburg
Beth Rice Hilliard, Lexington
Jeffrey Marshall Hippe, Frankfort
Karen Elizabeth Huber, Louisville
Michael Paul Hunter's", Lexington
Steve Huprnan, Loretto
Amy Lynne Jones, Lexington
Kathryn Gail Keaton, Yolyn, WV
Steven K. Lawless, Hustonville
Ora Clinton Main, Lexington
John M. Mann, Louisville
Paulette Marino, Lexington
Charles Celestine Mattingly III, Hardinsburg
Robert Joseph Melenovsky, Lexington
Patricia Ann Mellon"", Livonia, MI
Schoen Alexa Melton, Mt. Sterling
Alma T. Mintu", Philippines
Mary G. Murray, Nashville, TN
Sharon Marie Napier, Lexington
Jana Partington*"', Lexington
William Allen Potter, Raceland
Jackie Wayne Roberts, Louisville
Danny Ross", Winchester
Carol Jean Ruggles*, Millersburg
Thomas Peter Ryavec, Nicholasville
Bruce Benedict Sahli**, E Bernstadt
Martha Shropshire Sale, Lexington
Robert Todd Scully", Lexington
James Len Stamper, Lexington
Kenny Wayne Sublett, Louisville
Brenda 1. Tomlinson, West Baden, IN
Robert Stuart Weatherford":", Lawrenceburg
David Edward Wenstrop, Edgewood
Barry Grant Williams, Frankfort
Jeffery Lee Wilson>", Owensboro
Teresa Lynne wilson>", Middletown
John Andrew wimsau'<", Madisonville
Beth Anne Wolfe, Lexington
Master of Fine Arts
Wendell Clayburn Perry, Lexington
Robert Hammers Stagg, Louisville
Brian Dean Wells, Middletown, OH
Master of Music
Kim Dwight Cunkle, Lexington
Anne-Marie C. D'Amico, New Haven, CT
Charles Greening, S1. James, NY
Robert Milton Griffin, Frankfort
Kenneth Shelton Haddix*, Muldraugh
Jeffrey Alan Hood", Winchester
Leslie Ferguson Horvath, Lexington
Tammy Rae Leisemann, Fall River, WI
David Earl Morris", Lexington
Todd Benjamin Russell"
George M. Smith*, Tempe, AZ
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Nancy Lou Smith*, Carrollton
Christina Boyd Wagoner, Huntington, WV
Wilson Dale Warren, Greenville
Katherine Clare Wrightson, Louisville
Master of Nutritional
Sciences
Linda Pendley Hankins, Lexington
Connie Marie Kress, Lexington
Karen Marie Meagher", Monroe, NY
Sherry Lynn Mikles*, McCarr
Chung-Mei Ouyang
Carolyn Points Preston, Versailles
Carol L. Wethington, Syracuse, NY
Master of Public
Administration
Debra Kay Armstrong?", Homer, MI
Sonya Renee Calhounw , Hindman
Barbara Lloyd Curry", Lynchburg, VA
Gregory Jerome Flemister", Louisville
Ann Reid Hamlin, Lexington
Whitney Robert Innes, Lexington
Revon Robert Johnson", Lexington
Donna D. Loughrige, Lexington
Linda Sue Mays, Paducah
Rhonda Mae Riherd, Glasgow
Randall Lee Roberts, Pikeville
John Fitzgerald Salyer, Salyersville
Richard Saunier-Flanders, Lexington
Walter Robert Schaap'"", Saugerties, NY
Barbara Ann Schafer'", Pittsburgh, PA
Peggy Cornette Sterling, Lexington
Benita Kaye Stewart, Isola, MS
Susan Blankenship Stone?", Evansville, IN
Mary Lynn Sturgill, Ashland
John Todd Switzer, Frankfort
Douglas Paul Teague, Jackson
John A. Warner", Lexington
Master of Rehabilitation
Counseling
Holly Anne Bottas, Lexington
Kelly A. Cogar>", Arnoldsburg, WV
Elizabeth Jane Coyv", Lexington
Laura Brent Drew, Lexington
Andrea Karen Flenerv'", Frankfort
Edwina Perkins Gonzalez'", Lexington
Janet Beatty Goodacres ", Richmond
Charlotte L. B. Houston">, Lexington
Carol Ann Kluesner>", Beckley, WV
Amy Sadler Moore, Midway
Pamela S. Pryorv"
Sheila Gail Whitaker", Somerset
Master of Science
Abbevi D.(Georges) Abbey, Togo
Janin Bonnemann Agudelo", DetmoId, West
Germany
Jacqueline F. Allen":", Charlotte, NC
Mark K. Allex'", Watford City, ND
Jack Linus Alvey, Calhoun
Bruce Clement Amig, Harrisburg, PA
Dwinardi Apriyanto'?", Bengkulu, Indonesia
Jorge Ernesto Arias, Argentina
Allan Geoffrey Axon", Charlotte, NC
Fachrizal Bachri, Indonesia
Hina N. Badani"", Lexington
George Daniel Barber, Largo, FL
Edward L. Barnes, Jr., New Washington, IN
Susan Parry Barrows?", Versailles
Lambert Lewis Bauer, Cave City
Maria Gabriela Beconi"", Argentina
Carol Anne Beheler, Frederick, MD
Mary Kathryn Blakefield", Maysville
Steven Jerrel Blanford**, Owensboro
Christopher Alan Blow*, San Diego, CA
Patrick Lee Boyle, Lexington
Laurie Breedveld, Ashtabula, OH
Keith Giles Bristol, Morganton, NC
David Cathcart Brown, Louisville
David M. Brown, Lexington
Anthony Christopher Bruno, Lexington
David Earl Buchele, Cloverport
Michael John Bucknum, Holland, PA
Calbert Cecil Butler II, Louisville
Mary Ann Callahan, West Liberty
Craig Elvin Campbell, Colorado Springs, CO
Denny Jackson Cantrell
Donna Alexander Cantrellv", Lexington
Timothy Edward Carone, Tucson, AZ
Timothy Glenn Carter"
Paul E. Chambers, Huntington, WV
Kong-Yew Chan, Ipoh, Malaysia
Pierre Alfred Charron", Lexington
An-Erh Chen
Susan Lynne Cohn, Lexington
Donald Vincent Crowe, Nashville, TN
Eric John Dadey, Lexington
Ana Michelle Davis, Lexington
William Francis Davis, Canton, MA
Gerard Anthony Denga, Bangalore, India
Philip Hall Dickson, Lexington
Patricia M. Dillon", Painted Post, NY
Suresh Easwar, Calcutta, India
Bruce Thaddeus Eckerle, Louisville
Kathryn Louise Evans", Ventura, CA
Norman Douglas Fagge
Eugene Maner Ferguson, Paris
Esendugue Gregory Fonsah**, Cameroon
Brian Thomas Forschler*, Nurnberg, Germany
Wayne Thomas Frankie, Rantoul, IL
Chuigang Fu, Changzhou
Carlos Manuel Galceran, Jr.
Peggy Ann Garnaat, Wilmore
George Waldon Garriss, Marietta, GA
Amy Michelle Gill, Somers, NY
Janis Lynn Goldsmith, Lexington
Daniel Preston Gorman, Midway
Pradeep Kumar Goyal**, Delhi, India
Neal Lloyd Griffin, Louisville
Peter Andrew Groothuis", Battle Creek, MI
Karen H. Hagglund**, Detroit, MI
Lynn M. Hartweck"", Chicago, IL
Michael Griffin Hayekv'", Newton, NJ
Tony L. Hayes"", Ames, IA
Robert Raymond Hearne
William Alan Heierman, Evansville, IN
Eric Hester Herrin, Prestonsburg
Jeffrey Eric Herrmanns ", Madisonville
Saiful Hikam", Indonesia
Stanley Michael Hileman, Ripley, WV
Gregg E. Homanics", Fayette City, PA
Ronald Honchel, Hazard
Chieh Chun Hsu, Taiwan, China
Tom Morgan Hughes, Frankfort
Catherine Elizabeth Hunter* , Carson City, NY
Galen Duane Jones, Corydon, IN
Christine Jose, Indonesia
Edward Kaitz'", New York City, NY
Bin Haji Mohamad Nor Kamaruzaman,
Kelantan, Malaysia
Athanase Katsonis, Athens, Greece
Gary Bryan Kaufmann, Greenville, IL
Rebecca Anne Keller, Lexington
Richard Newton King, Lexington
James Robert Kirtley, Elizabethtown
John V. Konsler, Henderson
Elizabeth Jean Kopitzke, Lexington
Jerri Dawn Kraus, Rochester, NY
Rachel Mae Krotz, Yorkshire, NY
Melinda Sue Krusemeier, Rockford, IL
Sandeep Kulkarni
Chungping Lan", Keelung, Taiwan
Susan Riddell Lawrence?", Lexington
Chi-Lin Lee, Taiwan
Hsiao-Hwa Chou Lee, Taiwan, China
Theresa Sophia Leon, Lexington
Daoxin Li, China
Kevin F. Long**, Marlton, NJ
George Fesz Loro-Kujjo>", Juba, Sudan
James Charles Luzar, Cloverdale, IN
James Reynolds Mansfield**, Charlotte, VT
Fawn Marie Marks, Lexington
Cynthia Lee Martin, Melbourne Beach, FL
Kendall James Martin, Champaign, IL
Spencer DeWayne Maynard", Pikeville
Michael Grady McClure, Bristol, VA
Carol Ann McClurg, Newell, IA
John David McGee, Germantown
Ginger Jerry Mcl-largue, Barbourville
James Arthur McHugh, Ottawa, IL
Louis Christopher McIntire, Bardstown
Jerry Edward Mcintosh, Greenville
Deidre Marie McLoughlin, Tuckahoe, NY
Leanne Beth Mellbye**, Forest Grove, OR
David V. Midkiff, Lexington
Rush H. Midkiff**, Hartford
Kathy Jean Milton, Mackville
Robin Poole Minton's", New Lebanon, OH
Gary Lynn Miracle, Pineville
Sudipa Mitra, Calcutta, India
Robert Dale Money, Buffalo
Eileen Bernadette Moorev", Arlington, TX
Melissa Cherie Morehead", Florence
Nancy Ann Moreland, Falmouth
Phillip Greg Mudd, Louisville
Thomas Claude Mueller", S1. Libory, IL
Ali Munawar"", Indonesia
Elizabeth Napoli", Spring Valley, NY
Ahmad Nasution", Jambi, Indonesia
Michael K. Netzband*, Rome, NY
Alexander Ng, Hong Kong
Maren Manette Nicholas, Amesville, OH
Firdos Nurdin*, Bukittinggi, Indonesia
Petra Gwen Nutz, Erie, PA
Petra Gwen Gage Nutz**, Erie, PA
Sunday A. Ogedegbe, Benin City, Nigeria
Ralphiel Scot Payne":", Owensboro
John K. Pell*, Fairburn, GA
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Freddy Eugenio Peralta-Ceballos, Santo
Domingo, Dom Republic
David Robert Peters
Jacqueline Ponder, Lumpkin, GA
Suresh Babu Potiny"", Lexington
John Francis Preissing**, Arlington Hts, IL
Janice Kay Rausch, Radcliff
Sharmistha Ray, Calcutta, India
Betsy Parrish Riker, Harrodsburg
Regina Kay Roberts, Lexington
William H. Roberts, Midway
Lijun Rang, Shandong, China
Ann Marie Krueger Rossi'?", Milwaukee, WI
Ajitkumar Rudran**, Bombay, India
Michael Lee Rutherford, Perkasie, PA
Toufic Ayoub Saad, Beirut, Lebanon
Charles John Sauer, Versailles
Sandra Jean Savidge, Hegins, PA
Thomas F. Scally III, Southington, CT
Mark William Scanlon, Louisville
Mark Joseph Scheuer"', Clawson, MI
Gary Lynn Schmitz, Rosamond, IL
Eric Charles Schwamberger, Green Valley, AZ
Mary Catherine Serini, Highland, NY
Kishore Krishna Seshadri, Bangalore, India
Joe Patterson Sharp, Richmond
Aiko Negato Shibata, Lexington
Robert Edwin Sims", Flemingsburg
Diane Kay Skroback, Lansing, NY
David Stewart Small, Jr., Lexington
Natarai Srikantaiah, Bangalore, India
Alvapillai Sriskandarajah", Sri Lanka
Pamela Starr, Somers, CT
Dotti Suryati, Indonesia
Robert Claude Sutherland, Louisville
Don L. Swigonski, Benton, IL
Tehseen Naqui Syed
Elizabeth Mary Szczurek**, Southington, OH
Charles Joseph Taylor, Lexington
Mitchell Lewis Taylor, Gunnison, CO
Richard Mark Taylor
Roger Neil Thoney, Highland Heights
Jennifer Marie Thurmond, Louisville
Francisco J. Torres, Caracas, Venezuela
Van Cao Trinh, Lexington
Clifford Patrie Tsuboi, Portland, OR
Sandra Anderson Umhauer, Bemidji, MN
Nancy K. Van Cleave**, Arcola, IL
Jon David Walker**, Farmington, ME
Liping Wang
Jeanne Loretta Ward, Columbia, MD
Laurel Lynn Wardell, Westlake, OH
Joseph Paul Wellner, Jr., Winchester
Lawrence Daniel Wells, Lexington
Michael Lynn Westendorf, Gooding, ID
Stephen Charles Wheeler**, Harrodsburg
David George White**, Natick, MA
Timothy Loveland Whiting, Jr., Amherst, NH
Elizabeth Ann Dillow Willett, Garland, TX
Micah Timothy Williams, Elizabethtown
Mary Fischl Wise, Columbia
John M. Wolfson, Lexington
Michael Alan Woodward, Lexington
Zhaoxu Xin", China
Frans Yo, Jambi, Indonesia
Erwin Yuliadi"", Lexington
Alina Zapalska "". Krakow, Poland
Zulkifli, Indonesia
[
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Master of Science
in Accounting
Catherine Ann Barnhisel, Lexington
Rebecca Ruth Hayes", Lexington
Jeffrey Melvin Lindon, Troy, OH
William Paul McCarthy*, Louisville
Michael Edward Price*, Fern Creek
San urwin, Indonesia
Rasoul Taghizadeh, Tehran
Master of Science in
Agricultural Engineering
Ronald Lee Bingner, Freeport, IL
John D. Bottom, Lexington
Timothy John Hampshire, Fullerton, CA
James Alan Harned, Lebanon Junction
Stephen Raye Noe, Olmstead
Gregory Scott Osborn, Charleston, WV
Jeffrey Lynn Tolzin, Camarillo, CA
Master of Science
in Agriculture
Syarif Ibrahim Alqadrie*, Pontianak West,
Indonesia
Elda Laver-nne Cunningham
Dawn Larson Gerrish, Rockford, IL
Alan Edward Harsin, Carrollton
Debbie Denise Hatfield, Gilbert, WV
Mary Ruth Hogan, Bradfordsville
Cheryl Ann Last, Chicago, IL
Jamalam Lumbanraja, Indonesia
Lorianne Matthews, Havertown, PA
Jose de Souza Silva, Brazil
Melanie Anne Stamper, Cincinnati, OH
Herawati Thalib**, Indonesia
Master of Science
in Chemical Engineering
Sandra Lea Back", Frankfort
Steven Michael Cook"", Carrollton
Majid A. Dosani**, Lexington
Suzanne Marie Greenleaf>, Louisville
Darrell Eugene Hance", Bagdad
Mohammad Rasoul Madadi", Foman, Iran
Shyam Surendra Nath", Bangalore, India
Prasad Prabhakar Pai, India
Anup Devidas Shah, Bombay, India
Venkatesh Brahmanand Shyam, Hyderabad,
India
Robin Lynn Sublett, Campbellsville
Henry Lynnwood Tilley, Paducah
Abdulla Farah Alin Warsame**, Somalia
Jigish Shirish Zaveri, Bombay, India
Master of Science
in Civil Engineering
Donald Wesley Armour, Jr.*, Lexington
Bahardin Baharom, Malaysia
James Edwin Barr, Lexington
Gordon Clark Glass'<", Georgetown
Siti Hawa Hamzah, Malaysia
Christopher David Hill'' ", Wilder
David Q. Hunsucker, Whitesburg
Sohrab Kasraii
Edward George Malone, Jr., Annandale, VA
Dennis Michael Metts, Memphis, TN
Vishwas G. Oka**, Pune, India
Thomas Albert Puckett, Elizabethtown
Teofilo Velasco Rebagay, Lexington
William Creel Robertson, Fulton
Michael Charles Ronayne, Louisville
Ali A. Sadeghian, Abadan, Iran
Daniel F. Schertler**, Highland Hgts
George Wadih Wakim, Beirut, Lebanon
Gamini Chandrakumara Weeratunga,
Colombo, Sri Lanka
Master of Science
in Clinical Nutrition
Lisa Parsons Burke**, Brodhead
Natalie Rose Green**, Lexington
Leslie Ann Greenwell", Louisville
Jennifer Marie Martin", Hamilton, OH
Katherine Somers Schoonover, Cincinnati, OH
Susan Elizabeth Wilson, Ashland
Brenda Bowman Yingling, Lexington
Master of Science
in Dentistry
James L. Dickson, Nashville
Stephen Eugene Gossett, Aiken, SC
Paul William Kroger's", Dayton, OH
Master of Science
in Education
Catherine Ann Alig, Dayton, OH
Richard Alfred Anderson, Lexington
Mitzi D. Gormley Bruck, Versailles
Nellie Ann Rose Buchanan, Hazel Green
Julie Lynn Burchett**, Paintsville
Janice Fillmore Burkich, Versailles
Patricia Elaine Carrico, Springfield
Kathleen Bushey Carter**, Barbourville
Pamela Jean Caudill'?", Louisville
Mary Judson Coman, Lexington
Patricia Elaine Danridge, Dayton, OH
Karen Lynn DeMoss, Lexington
Patricia Ann Frkovich DuBord*, Moorhead,
MN
Cynthia Anne Embry, Owensboro
Janet Parker Estes, Moore, OK
Myron Elmer Evans", Paintsville
Jacqueline A. Farmer s ", Kuttawa
Ari Dean Gleckman**, Windsor, CT
Carolyn Pelter Grove, Lexington
Laurie K. Hainley", Lexington
Mary Offutt Halley*"', Lexington
Mary Ratcliff Hanke, Lexington
John A. Hay, Jr., Isonville
Anthony J. Headley**, Winchester
Lura Lee Hieronymus, Lexington
Susanne Marie Hogan", Milwaukee, WI
William R. Hood, Ashland
Brenda Morris Hughes, Lexington
Marion Thomas Ingram, Shelbyville
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LeAnn Jordan *", Lexington
Kelanawaty Karims ", Indonesia
Lorette Lyn Kennedy-Hayden, Louisville
Karen Sue Kirk, Wilmington, NC
Pamela Sue Kirk, Ashland
Rebecca Ann Lenox's", Westchester, OH
Melanie Anne Lybarger, Lexington
Carol Prewitt Martin, Georgetown
John Graves Mattingly", Lebanon
Robert Gordon McGee, Henderson
Mary Beth McGlothlin, Rush
Adrienne Bishop McMahan, Lexington
Diane S. Meshako, Lexington
John Scott Miller, Louisville
Talaat Abdul Karim Mirza, Jeddah, Saudi
Arabia
Lowry Lynn Morris, River Ridge, LA
Michael Allen Norris, Louisville
Thomas Craton Noyes, Florence
Anne Marie O'Melic, Baltimore, MD
Perry David Passaro"
Lawrence Lindsay Pedley, Jr., Louisville
Virginia Alexander Phillips", Lexington
Irene Villarreal Pleasant, St. Francis
Carol Diane Pundzaks ", Lexington
Michael Stephen Reed*"', Clay City
Cindy W. Reeves**, Lexington
Lorri Sue Rennirt, Bowling Green
Jack Wayne Roberts'", Monticello
Tanya Lee Robey, Owensboro
Kathleen Carter Savage", Annandale, VA
Betty Sue Marcum Shelton, Albany
Elizabeth Ladd Simpson", Lexington
Diane Scheid Slaughterv", Delafield, WI
James D. Spurlin", Crab Orchard
Lana Fox Staples, Lexington
Brien Frederick Sullivan, Lexington
Kathryn Kenkel Taulbee, Lexington
Patricia Lynn Thomas, Lexington
Suzanne Daniel Verble, Lexington
Judith A. Wellsv", Sacramento
Clinton Julius White, Rome, NY
Mary Nave White*, Lexington
Donna Lynn Wood":", Charlottesville, VA
Dawna Faye Work, Nashville, TN
Patricia G. Wynd, Danville
Barbara Smith Yancey", Lexington
Steven Royse Zweigart", Maysville
Master of Science in
Electrical Engineering
Maurice Anthony Beyke, Whitesville
John Knox Brown III, Lexington
John David Buckles, Chrisney, IN
Hung Chung", Taipei, Taiwan
Alfred Larry Crouchs ", Louisville
Jean Milad Deaibes, Beirut
Ali Asghar Etemadian, Shiraz, Iran
Paul A. Gohmann, Louisville
Madan Gopal.S, Bangalore, India
David Reid Hucabyv", Lexington
Badruzzaman Hussain'?", Kavadir, Pakistan
Mehran Jahed"", Tehran, Iran
Praduman D. Jain, India
Lynn Allen Kilcoyne>, Fancy Farm
Georges Mansour Lavis, Lebanon
Ajay Chandrakant Mahagaokarv", Bombay,
India
Khalid Rahim, Bangalore, India
Irfan Rashid"", Lahore, Pakistan
M. Brent Slone, Russell
Michael Lee Smith, Campbellsville
William T. Sutherland, Jr., Lexington
Andreas Vrettos
Hanh Due vu. Hyattsville
Anto/Ridwanto S. Yauwanta, Lexington
Mobashar Yazdani":", Rawalpindi, Pakistan
Master of Science in
Engineering Mechanics
Partha P. Goswami, Calcutta, India
Prasanna Shyamalrao Kondapalli, Nagpur,
India
Zubair Mahamood Mohamed, Bangalore,
India
Todd Ray Young", Campbellsville
Master of Science
in Family Studies
Annette Kathryn Barfield, Lexington
Kimberly Mobley Chastain, Lexington
Cheryl L. Croll?", West Hartford, CT
Reba Ward Fore, Lexington
Pamela Honeycutt, Whitesburg
Susan Claire Jones, Lexington
Barbara A. Roberts, Downey, CA
Matilda Joanne Hale Scott'?", Springfield
Helen C. Thompson, Lexington
Donna Louise Myers Uckotter"", Lexington
Deborah Ann Walls, Lebanon
Jannelle Withers Wright, Somerset
Master of Science
in Forestry
Linda Alderdice, Mayfield
Stephen Alan Bonney, Hartford, CT
Lloyd Timothy Brooks, Highland, NY
Arnold Matthew Brunell, Ft. Walton Beach,
FL
Carol Louise Chambers, Williamsburg, VA
Darryl Wayne Cremeans", Ashland
Douglas Brent Dotson, Cincinnati, OH
Gloria Esther Jacoby, Brooklyn, NY
Robert Charles Macljonaldv", Staunton, VA
Richard Joseph Mauro, Hollidaysburg, PA
Nugroho?", Bengkulu, Indonesia
John Carlton Overstreet, Clayhole
Richard Christopher Pais"", Prestonsburg
Kevin L. Scibilia, New Brunswick, NJ
Syafrin, Pagar, Alam
Rita Renee Wehner, Madison, IN
Master of Science
in Library Science
Rebecca Jean Albertv", Westbrook, ME
Peter Scott Armistead, Berea
Carolyn Cooper Atkinson, Charleston, WV
Daniel Carl Barkley", Lorain, OH
Kathleen Theresa Brooks Bearden", Troy, MI
Karen J. Beiser"", Cincinnati, OH
Arlene Macht Belletire, Cincinnati, OH
John K. Calk", Lexington
Barbara A. Cambron, Louisville
Bruce Robert Campbell?", Wheeling, WV
Saundra Jane Campbell, Lexington
Charlotte F. Cannon", Richmond
Catherine Lee Carpenter?", Lexington
Mona L. Chapin, Park Hills
Cindy Dawn Cline"
Byron Davis Coaston, Cincinnati, OH
Kathy Lynn Coffee, Eubank
Suzanne Spalding Cowden", Mt. Sterling
Loren Bernard Curtis, Owenton
Cary Shawn Daniel", Cincinnati, OH
Josie Alice Adkins Davisson ...., Greensburg
Maureen Jan Delaney, Freeland, MI
David Lee Downs, Louisville
Kathleen M. Due, Cincinnati, OH
Mel-Ping Duh, Taiwan
James William Edney"", Lexington
Carmen Frances Embry, Louisville
Bahiyyih Fareydoon-Nezhad
Yvonne Snyder Farley"", Beckley, WV
Amy Morris Faulconer", Frankfort
John Philip Flynnv'", Frankfort
Barbara Perel Fried, Lexington
James William Gibbs":", Troy, NY
Emily Carol Goetzinger, Louisville
Sara Halbrooks", Richmond
Patricia Elaine Hall", Cadiz
Charles Andrew Harbert", Humington, WV
Susan Tryon Hartman", Carlisle, PA
Mary Jo Horlanderv", Louisville
Jeffrey Todd Huber", Louisville
Nadia E. Ingram?", Paducah
James E. Koegel?", Cincinnati, OH
Patricia Traylor Lankford", Stanford
James H. Lloyd, Rushville, IN
Yuh-Bing Anna Maa", Taipei, Taiwan
Raymond Kane McLain, Lexington
Wendy Willes McNevin**, Lexington
Roger Murl Miller, Cincinnati, OH
Beth Ellen Stowe Neihof", Lexington
Leslie Clarke Patterson, Charleston, WV
Gay Helen Perkins", Louisville
Perri Michele Pokorney'?", Parkersburg, WV
Linda A. Schmitt'?", Louisville
Lucy Kallaher Schoolfield, Cincinnati, OH
Julia Ann Shaver"", Lexington
Candice Shearer Sherry", Wilmore
Margaret Anne Smith", Basin, WY
Reinhart Sonnenburg", Konigsfeld
Sue Lynn Stone", Bowling Green
Mary Jean Goeke Tattershall"", Lexington
Peter Jeffrey Taylor, Lexington
William G. Theirl, Jr.,"" Bowling Green
Frank Raymond Vass", Pulaski, VA
Lemuel Warren Waite, Ashland
Bruce Alan Wilson"
Master of Science in
Mechanical Engineering
Tahir Cader, Zimbabwe, Bvlawayo
Sugato Chakravarty", India
Vibhas Chandrachood"". India
Curt Joseph Claflin, Cincinnati, OH
Milind Gadre'?", India
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Ghanbarali Golafshan", Shiraz
James Alan Holt, Eubank
John Michael Huellemeier, Ft. Wright
Richard Myrl Hunter, Follansbee, WV
Ravishankar Kailasam Iyer"", Bombay, India
Ralph Benjamin Joseph, Bombay, India
Kevin Walter Lyons, Lexington
Vinod Bhagwan Makhijani", Bombay, India
Matthew William Marsh'<", Lexington
Todd Davenport Mattingly, Lexington
Abhijit Raghunath Patwardhan, Pune, India
Kathleen Brumley Sharp, Lexington
Eric Joseph Sonday, Lexington
Nataraj Srikantaiah, Bangalore, India
Sanjiv Gobind Tewani"", Bombay, India
Donald Edward Tilton?", Renton, WA
Rama Koyikkal Varma, Ernakulam, India
r
Master of Science in
Metallurgical Engineering
and Materials Science
Gerd Ulrich Graenzdoerffer", Moers, W.
Germany
Pramod Pralhad Hangal, Hubli, India
Michael Abbot Maginnis, Louisville
Eleazar Antonio Puentes Garcia, Maracaibo,
Venezuela
Sethuraman Rajendran", India
Jacqueline Slone
Hokwang Woo, Korea
Master of Science in
Mining Engineering
Randy S. Banks, McRoberts
Darryl G. Bennett, Lexington
David Eugene Hinkle, Richwood, WV
Franklin D. Rogers, Jr., Sharon, WV
Barry Cummins Scott"", Ashland
Charles Andrew Stone", Lexington
Gordon P. Taylor
Master of Science in
Nursing
Margaret Boyle Antenucci", Frankfort
Maria Bernadette Priolo Behan, Edgewood
Jerrilyn Seitz Brehm", Pikeville
Lucinda M. Brown":", Pennellville, NY
Ronald Paul Buckreis", Altoona, PA
Diane Beth Cotter"
Jennifer Borders Cowley", Lebanon
Victoria Lynn Schilla Dausv", Cleveland, QH
Linda Kay Smith Dunaway", Flemingsburg
Carol Ann Edman, Santa Clara, CA
Susan Grace Fister", Lexington
Kathleen Ann Giauque, Lexington
Janet Marla Gordon", Cincinnati, OH
Carla Jean Gross", Fargo, ND
Dean Allen Gross", Fargo, ND
Karen Elaine Hall, Lexington
Joanne M. Haumann Johnson", Cincinnati,
OH
Paul Howard Kinney, Pikeville
Wanda Gooden Lear", Harlan
Emily Ann Lindstaedt, Terre Haute, IN
Kathleen Keating McGee"', Southgate
Rebecca Ann Pike" ", Bardstown
Jeanne Bauer Preston, Columbus, OH
Julia Gayle Ranney's", Hartford
Dorian Dee Robison, Louisville
Karen Lee DeCapua Scheitlin, Indianapolis, IN
Mary Karen Schlesinger, Park Hills
Ida Louise Slusher", Pineville
Maureen Elizabeth Stein'?", Cleveland, OH
Gail Nelson Swenson", Moorehead, MN
Dawn Melody Kelley Trimble", Paintsville
Kathryn Jane Trotter's", Fairfax, VA
Kathleen Dorman Wagner", Lexington
Dale Raymond Yocum", Versailles
Master of Science
in Operations Research
Janet Lee Adams, Lexington
Robert Byron Bourn, Rosedale, WV
John Francis Corcoran, Fremont, CA
Victor Sunder Raj"
Master of Science
in Public Health
Richard Michael Gilbert, Baltimore, MD
Jeffrey Lynn Levin, Lexington
Arthur M. R. J. Van der Harten, Las Vegas,
NY
Master of Science in
Radiological Health
Jami Denise Holbert, White Pine, TN
Scott Andrew Wical, Wilmington, OH
Master of Science in
Radiological Medical Physics
John Francis Cabelka, II"'''', Lexington
Trina Michele Caudill, Flatwoods
Robert Allen Dahl>", Minneapolis, MN
Richard Clark Morris"'''', Central City
Master of Social Work
Eva Lamone Armitage, Owingsville
Linda J. Bach", Cincinnati, OH
Sandra Roe Back, West Liberty
Karen Souder Badger", Cincinnati, OH
John Allen Bambrick, Southgate
Mark Alan Basinger", Waynesville, OH
Susan F. Beach", Newport
Sara Marie Beard, Rochester, MN
Krista Lee Beckv'", Erlanger
Colleen Brian Beilby, Stockton, CA
Brenda Carol Bender'", Frankfort
Jeannette Gaye Bennett, Ashland
Lisa Beth Berman, Cincinnati, OH
Richard Allen Brooks"", Cincinnati, OH
Debra Joyce Roane Brundidge"", Cincinnati,
OH
Carol Ann Collins Chase", Somerville, OH
Kathy Ann Cherry", Frankfort
Robert Combs"?", Morehead
Elizabeth Barr Corman, Lexington
Larry D. Coy, Harrodsburg
Judy McClain Curry", Dry Ridge
Martha T. Davis'", Ft. Mitchell
Rachel Christine Dearing, Ocracoke, NC
Donna Childers Del-enninge ", Lexington
Leshia Devonne Derringer'<", Springfield
Elaine Ruth Drakos", Cincinnati, OH
Thomas James Egan", Covington
John William Ellis"', Amelia, OH
Elizabeth M. Hein Farley'?', Lexington
Stephen Gadberry", Ft. Wright
Anne Rebecca Tucker Gorman, Paducah
Sharon Middleton Green, Lexington
Edwin H. Hackney'?", Lexington
Peggy B. Hampton, Lexington
Linda Marie Harrell, Westchester, OH
Patricia Hinson Harris, Lexington
Lillian Davis Hartley", Versailles
Linda Fay Hawkins, East View
Lisa Marie Holcomb Helm"", Appleton, WI
Mary Beth Hempfling-Hall"", Hebron
Dana Lynn Hill, Danville
Marchell D. Hill", Bardstown
Carol Faith Hogge'?", Blue Creek, OH
Virginia Reilly Holstein", Covington
Christy Ann Honschopp, Cincinnati, OH
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Carol E. Huber", Cincinnati, OH
Marlene Belew Huff'"'", Gray
Judith Vaughan Humble", Winchester
Janice K. James, Glasgow
Barry Edward Johnson", Covington
Debra DeLeon Johnsons ", Rineyville
James Robert Johnson, Monticello
Milinda Lorene Johnson, Russellville
Mary Kane", Whittier, CA
Ronald Burgess Kibbey", Winchester
Sarah FitzGerald Kissling", Lexington
Joy Diane Leer-Mullins", Lexington
Julie Ann Lockhorn'", Cincinnati, OH
Jerome J. Makin, Jr., Carrollton
Roberta Helen Mangano, Cincinnati, OH
Jennifer Anderson Mason", Grants Lick
Mary Ware McBrayer, Lexington
Amy L. McMahon, New Richmond, OH
Mary Charlene Reese Messner, Lexington
Michelle J. Smith Mitchell", Cincinnati, OH
Kay Mulfordv", Cincinnati, OH
Christine Marie Murray, Park Ridge, IL
Patricia Ileen Neill", Bellevue, OH
Karen Lee Osburn, Lexington
Tammara Louise Parsons":", Rochester, NY
Arthur Webb Pearson", Greenville
Richard Douglas Reynolds, Lexington
Marian Rika Rezelmanv'", Bath, NY
Kimberly Diane Roberts", Louisville
Sylvia Joanne Rose"", Harrisburg, PA
Carrie M. Schultz, Newark, DE
Janice Habermehl Schweitzer", Edgewood
Lisa Van Meter Schirmer, East View
Leslie Ellen Sharp"", Park Hills
Jill Coleen Shipp", Campbellsville
Don Weldon Skinner", Covington
Robert Waller Stewart?", Cincinnati, OH
Thomas Alan Stigall, Lexington
Mabel Annis Stonecipher, Lexington
Tenlee Ann Tarrier", Columbus, OH
Brenda J. Bowling Taylorv", Cincinnati, OH
Susan Kenyon Timmons", Lexington
Mary Therese Tyle", Detroit, MI
Hilda Eggleston Webb"', Cincinnati, OH
Leslie Lee Webster, Lexington
Colleen Ann west-, Frankfort
Jan Smith Williams">, Lexington
Vicki Gail Williams", Paintsville
College of Dentistry
Dean: David A. Nash
Doctor of Dental Medicine
Frank Winfred AHara. Jr., Forest Hills
Katherine Anne Petrey Bartlett, Hazard
Robert Brian Barton, Middlesboro
Barry venton Bingham, Barbourville
Mary Webb Brown, Greenville
Terry Lane Bryant, Hazard
Richard Bryan Carlin, Louisville
Michael Edward Child, Lexington
Kyle Ray Childers, Marion, IL
Mark Alan Conner, Ashland
Sandy Lynn Gardner. Nashville, TN
Paula Kaye Gill, London
Elizabeth Mannen Greenup, Paris
Laura Marie Gushue, Lexington
Edwynna Hale, Prestonsburg
Tom Edward Hartsock, Piketon, OH
William E. Hay, Monticello
John Patrick Russel Hughes, Nicholasville
John T. Isaacs, Jr., Springfield
Edward Timothy Jachym, Lorain, OH
Alan Wayne Jones. Fulton
Jeffrey Wayne King, Stanton
George Edwin Lovelace, Ashland
John Isaac Mason, Jr., Hawesville
Malcolm Baker Miracle, Barbourville
Devert Joseph Owens II, Lexington
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Robert Pauley, Jr., Belfry
Mary Catherine Davis Ray, Hazelwood, NC
Kevin Ian Reid, Lexington
Rebecca Jane Rhude, Hillsboro, OH
Clifford Lee Rice, Lexington
David Wayne Rollins, Mousie
Lee Anne Stigers, Lexington
Shelley Ann Tretter, Lexington
James Gregory White, Lexington
Kelvin L. White, Brownsville
Timothy Dale Wiley, Owenton
L. Keith Woody, Weeksbury
eJ-/lSS OF IYJ'¥ ...
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College of Law
Dean: Robert G. Lawson
Juris Doctor
Regina Abrams, Berea
John Lindsey Adams, Hopkinsville
June Miller Adams, Richmond
Glenn Edward Algie, Ft. Mitchell
Dianne Pierce Allison, Lexington
Michael W. Alvey, Leitchfield
Claire Roff Anderson", Lexington
Bonnie S. Atakkaan, Bluefield, WV
David Randall Azbill, London
Elizabeth Denise Baker, Hazard
Wanda Kaye Ballard, Holy Cross
David Berry Baxter, Louisville
Edmund John Benson, Richmond
Bruce Everett Blackburn, Raceland
Mary Ann Born, Cleveland, OH
Marls 0 p'b9Pr Be rCS I ndos
Pamela Carolyn Bratcher, Louisville
Henry Brent Brennenstuhl, Williamsburg
Elizabeth Karen Broyles, Somerset
Kimberly Nell Bunnell, Cave City
Barbara Ann Bunning, Ft. Thomas
Patricia J. Burke", Ft. Wright
Julia Ann Burnett, Lexington
Frederick Monroe Busroe, Jr., Morehead
Susan Campbell Bybee, Matteson, IL
Patrick Gerard Byrne, Utica, MI
Jennifer Ann Cable*, Campton
Charles Carter, Owenton
Stanton Lynn Cave, Campbellsville
Jean Russell Chenault, Richmond
Stuart Weldon Cobb, Owensboro
Arnold Scott Coburn, Grayson
Robin Johnson Collins, Lackey
Timothy Jefferson Conner, Frankfort
Larry Wayne Cook**, Russellville
John David Cooley", Wayland
Davalene Cooper, Columbus, OH
Dana Clarke Cornelius, Owensboro
Tanya Robin Cornette, Pikeville
Michael Joseph Cox, Lexington
Stanley Earl Cox", Lexington
William Gary Crabtree II, London
Gerald Douglass DeRossett, Prestonsburg
Judson Fuller Devlin, Louisville
John LeLand Di Fiore, Costa Mesa, CA
Robert Coleman Dotson, Glasgow
Grace Harvey Dupree**, Lexington
Kelly Mark Easton, Radcliff
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Myron Houston Edgeworth, Owensboro
Richard Wathen Edwards, Louisville
Madeleine Baugh Eldred**, Lexington
Sturetta Elaine Epperson**, Columbia
John Francis Estill, Maysville
Ronnie Brian Evans, Russell
John Cato Fogle III, Mt. Sterling
Debra Ann Fraysure, Augusta
R:ObCit Thcmpse t IS II gl Ci, Iikste ,P I •
James Wootson Gearheart, Russell
Mary Elizabeth Gillis, Lexington
Tina-Marie P. Gorman, Minneapolis, MN
Tamra Lynn Gormley, Versailles
William T. Gorton III, Lexington
Lee Wade Grace, Southgate
John Patrick Grant, Lexington
David C. Graves III, Lexington
John Elliott Hackley, Crab Orchard
John Richard Hamilton, Paris
Elizabeth Ann Hardy, Paducah
Mary Rich Harville, Uniontown
John Wickliffe Hays, Pikeville
Melanie Kay Fields Hensley, Hyden
Raymond Walter Hines, Asheville, NC
Bdliei E. Hohon II, Eoaisoille
Pamela Yvette Hourigan, Louisville
A. Winter Robertson Huff, Lexington
Elizabeth M. Isaacs, London
Christopher Robin Jenkins, Jeffersonville, IN
Bryan K. Johnson, South Williamson
@ls les Pl&lmel JeltnslOne II, Hsaceisbarg'
Robert Shepherd Jones, Bowling Green
Robert Temple Juett, Stamping Ground
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James Michael Kennedy", Lexington
Ashley Kiesel, Lexington
Maria Gorruso Klyza, Paris
Louise Prewitt Lagrew**, Lexington
Thomas Wade Lavender?", Prestonsburg
Todd Evan Leatherman, Louisville
J. Stan Lee, Lebanon
Pamela Joy Lester, Sidney, NY
Floyd Allen Lewis, Pineville
Thomas C. Lyons", Frankfort
Charles C. Mattingly III, Hardinsburg
JoEIlen S. McCcrnb, Lexington
Terry Lee McKinley, Covington
Harold Walton Mckinney?", Danville
Anna Lou Deskins Melvin, Paintsville
Barry Michael Miller, Nicholasville
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Bobby Rudell Miller, Jr., Calvert City
Frank Miller, Jr., Bowling Green
Charles Robert Moore", Lexington
Charles Steven Moore, Lexington
John Byron Moore, Louisville
Daniel Errett Murner, Crestwood
Peter Jovan Naake, Louisville
Gary Wayne Napier, Hyden
William DeWitt Nesmith, Henderson
Leslie McAllister Newman, Henderson
Mark Edward Nichols, Lexington
Deborah Jane Osborne, Gilbertsville
Garry A. Perry, Whitley City
Stephen Curtis Pierce, Lexington
Beverly Benton Polk, Lexington
Thomas Allen Prewitt, Paris
John Asberry Roark, Jr., Hopkinsville
Patrick Victor Robbins, Lexington
Calvert Theodore Roszell, Lexington
Perry Thomas Ryan, Hardinsburg
Jennifer Leigh Sapp, Mt. Sterling
Steven Clark Schroering, Louisville
John Michael Schultz, Ft. Thomas
Chris Evans Scott, Corte Madena, CA
Andrew Craig Self, Hopkinsville
Joy Denise Settle, Glasgow
Buel Alan Simpson, Bowling Green
Cary Kemper Smith, Frankfort
Kathryn Denise Smith, Bardstown
Andrew David Steere, Louisville
Robert Michael Stevenson, Buffalo, NY
Daniel Baringer Stilz, Versailles
Michael John Sweeney", Bowling Green
Timothy Nicholas Sweeney, San Marino, CA
Michael Anthony Taylor, Calloway
Phillip Gowin Taylor, Lexington
1sde Mad T81h; Pi H
Julie Carol Thomas, Ashland
Peggy L. Tolson, Jackson
James Brent Travelsted, Guy
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Jeffrey Scott Walther, Louisville
Susan Dennise Wesley, Liberty
Brian Scott West, Inez
John Bell Whitesell, Fulton
Jeffrey Lynn Williams, Berry
Van Thomas Willis, Franklin
jeff: OJ B:Ciit ""cssIe] , Bc ling 8: CCii
Elizabeth Ann Yauch", Middletown, OH
Helen Owsley Young, Burkesville
College of Medicine
Interim Dean: Emery A. Wilson
Doctor of Medicine
Yang Hui Ahn, Elkhorn City
Maureen Allinder, Lexington
Patricia Kay Ammon, Lexington
Ricky Leon Angel, Beattyville
Dennis Wayne Ashley. Leitchfield
Nathan Wade Baker, Jeremiah
James Andre Balko, Lexington
William Bryan Bell, Lexington
Robert Allen Belza, Louisville
Robin Jane Berger, Harlan
Nancy Jo Borchers, Erlanger
lana Holmes Braden, Lexington
Rebecca Charlene Brady, Florence
Van Stanley Breeding, 150m
Stephen L. Buckley, Mayfield
Gary Milton Bunch, Lexington
Donald Joseph Centner, Villa Hills
Darren Craig Chapman, Elizabethtown
Billy Wayne Clowney, Spartanburg
Stewart Martin Couch, Lexington
David Eugene Cowen, Lexington
Steven Wayne Croley, Louisville
Brenda Kyriss Curtz, Lexington
James Albro Day, Jr., Versailles
Alexander George Digenis, Lexington
Debbie G. Fibel, Howard Beach, NY
David Carey Gichtin, Los Angeles, CA
Carol Ann Hansen, Lexington
Patricia Lorraine Harralson, Lexington
Shirin Hasan, Lexington
Elena Marisa Hernandez, Frankfort
Robert Smith Howard II, Harlan
James Glenn Huffman, Alexandria
John Francis Jansen, Crestview Hills
Connie W. Jenkins, Lexington
Patrick Francis Jenkins, Jr., Fordsville
Henry Mason Jones, Richmond
Koorosh David Khorram, Middlesboro
Bernard George Kirol, New Castle, PA
Philip James Klenn, Philadelphia, PA
Theresa Rose Koester, Independence
John Keith Krebs, Edgewood
Chad Colley Lamb, Metropolis, IL
Rebecca Lynn Layton, Frankfort
Daniel On-Fai Lee, Louisville
Gary Scott Lehr, South Plainfield, NJ
Patrick Joseph McGinnis, Lakeside Park
Laura F. McNicholas, Casper, WY
John Edwin Miller, Ashland
Neal Joseph Moser, Edgewood
Emmett Wayne Mosley, Trenton
Louis Gerard Mudd
Brent Alan Murphy, Louisville
Bryan Hugh Murray, Long Beach, CA
Yolanda Maria Musgrave, San Juan, Puerto
Rico
Anthony Todd Noble, Jackson
Rodney Jason Oakes, Somerset
Jaehoon Oh, Lexington
Benjamin Turner Oldham, Mt. Sterling
Carlton Damon Paige, Greenville
Samuel Keith Parish, Madisonville
Date of graduation for College of Medicine: May 14, 1988
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Marta Helena Pfutzner-Kacki, Gliwice, Poland
Jeffrey Michael Pilger, Ft. Mitchell
Kimerl Ann Plumb-Noble, Calhoun
Anthony Paul Pohlgeers, Ft. Mitchell
Robert David Ponder, London
Dara Elizabeth Putthoff, Ludlow
Lisa Crawford Reiss, Louisville
Christopher Eugene Rickman, Paducah
David Leer Ringo III, Menlo Park, CA
Edith J. Rodgers-Jarboe, Elizabethtown
Patricia Rose Russell, Scottsville
Edward Lewis Sames, Lexington
Laura Ann Sams, Park Hills
Jerome Bernard Schutzman, Ft. Thomas
John A. Sharp, Lexington
William Gibson Simpson, Louisville
Stanley Wade Sizemore, Lexington
Joseph Kevin Smith, Shreveport, LA
Whitaker Michael Smith, Dorton
Steven Lee Spalding, Louisville
Mark Sean Sumida, Ft. Thomas
Christopher John Theuer, Louisville
William Ford Threlkeld II, Williamstown
Glen Alan Turner, Florence
Mark Duell Turner, Hodgenville
John Lipscomb Ulmer, Lexington
Steve J. VanMeter, Brownsville
John Wiseman West, Lexington
Vernon Mark Williams, Murray
Cynthia M. Zinner, Louisville
College of Agriculture
Dean: Charles E. Barnhart
Bachelor of Science
in Agriculture
Joseph Stephen Abell, Lexington
Christine Allroggen**, Frankfurt,
W. Germany
James H. Anderson, Jr., Rineyville
William Douglas Ashcraft, Winchester
Julia Alexandre Ballard, Harrodsburg
Timothy Louis Bibelhauser, Louisville
Jeffrey Howard Botkin?", Midway
Rodney Dean Bowling, Rush
Roger Clarke Boyd, Jr.*"'. Cadiz
Bruce Alan Bozick, Mt. Lebanon, PA
Troy Ashley Brady, Sandy Hook
John Asbury Brooks, Germantown
Robert Mark Browning, Lexington
Edwin Allan Bryant, Eminence
Thomas Greer Bunch, Edmonton
Melinda Gayle Carey'' ", Willisburg
Ted McGibbins Carr, Versailles
Gina Beth Carter, Chesapeake, OH
Dana Rhea Chaney. Bowling Green
John Dwight Clarke>, Lexington
Patrick Stephen Clark"", Lebanon
Gerald Craig Claywells ", Burkesville
Henry Todd Conway, Fredonia
Douglas Allan Coyle, Mackville
Karena Leigh Crafton, Henderson
Dreux Liebert Culbertson, Crestwood
Robert E. Cundiff, Owensboro
Susan Wade Davenport, Adairville
Ray Brent DeCoursey, Hopkinsville
Denise Dejarnette, Hawesville
Vicki James Dennys ", Paris
Dwight David Deppen, Louisville
Daniel Scott Doerflein", Mt. Vernon, IN
Gerald Wayne Dryden, Jr., Lexington
Brian Scott Dunagan, Monticello
Richard Bradley Ebelhar, Owensboro
Scott John Ellis, Fredonia, NY
Anthony Glen Estes, Owensboro
Betsy Nell Farris, Winchester
Daniel John Finch, Elizabethtown
Endre Fink'?", Panama
Denise Mary Florig, Homewood, IL
John Paul Fowler, Elizabethtown
Mark Aloysius Gatewood", Louisville
Hobert Scott Gearheart'<", Russell
John Chaffin Glasscock III"', Lebanon
Gary Wayne Gregory", Henderson
John David Hagman's", Hawesville
Pamela Sue Hamilton, Owenton
Harland C. Hatter*"', Salyersville
Richard A. Hayes, Lexington
Susan Elizabeth Heidel, Taylor Mill
Timothy Mark Henderson, Hopkinsville
Daniel Paul Herrmann, Madisonville
Stephen Francis Higgins>, Lexington
Susan Kay Puckett Hunt*"', Hodgenville
Robert Alan Isgrigg's", Elizabethtown
Mark Vincent Kane->, Louisville
Philip S. Keal"', Louisville
Karen M. Keightley*"', Lexington
Diane Therese Kelley, Dry Ridge
Carole A. Kennedy, Taylorville, IL
Russell Lynn Kessler, Campbellsville
Timothy Carl Kirkv", Denver
Charles Glenn Klayer, Shelbyville
Cheryl A. Koch"", Louisville
Cassandra Helen Lehman's, Barbourville
Brady Jon Lineman, Northville, MI
Janet Kaye Litkenhus, Lawrenceburg
Shane Matthew Lush", Georgetown
Dana A. Macke, Moscow, OH
Christine Louann Marksberry, Owenton
Norman K. Martin"?", Bloomington, IL
Myron Keith Mattingly, Lebanon
Robert Allen Maxwell*"', Sharon Grove
Frank Robinson McClure"', Lexington
John Curtis McCoy, Elizabethtown
Amy Lynne McGlothlin"'''', Ewing
James Douglas McMurry, Lexington
Dale Jerome McWilliams, Shelbyville
Lesa Dawn Meisinger, McLean, VA
Steven R. Meredithv", Glendale
Judith Carole Miller's", Lexington
Mark D. Miller, Hardinsburg
Thomas Loyd Miller, LaCenter
Brent David Minett, Franklin, IN
Michael Scott Mitchellw, Clinton
David Rayburn Moore'?", Owensboro
Dale Scott Murphy", Stamping Ground
Lenore Jane Nash, Lexington
Barry G. Noffsinger", Bremen
Teresa Paige Oldfield, Owingsville
James Leslie Parrish, Jr. ", Paris
Michael A. Parsley, Bargersville, IN
William Ray Phelps, Princeton
Barbara Sue Phillips", Lexington
Mitchell W. Philpot, Manchester
Stanley Eugene Poe II, Franklin, IN
Julio Cesar Puentes, Lexington
Annette Marie Pulliam, Shelbyville
Rocky Lee Ragerv", Elkton
Nancy Carol Ramp, Louisville
Michael Anthony Rose, Jeffersonville
Joe Howard Sawyer, Monticello
Elizabeth Ann Schwab, Edgewood
Billie Ann Shepherd, Lexington
Debra Short, Louisville
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Robyn Lee Slone, Ashland
Curtiss Ericson Smith, Louisville
James Robert Smith, Cynthiana
Tabatha Elaine Sparrow, Danville
Scott David Stanley, Lexington
Davie Shone Stephens, Clinton
John Douglas Syers, Louisville
James Garland Tackett, Monterey
Marcus T. Trautman", Glasgow
Joey M. Trimble, Somerset
Malcolm Davis Turley, Paris
Jeffrey K. Upchurch", Monticello
Mauricio C. Vasconez'", Ambato-Ecuador
Regina J. Vest" ", West Liberty
Robert Douglas wachs-, Lexington
Brenda Bell Webster, Danville
Bryce Gene West, Madisonville
Henry Dulin White, II"'''', Lexington
Loralee Willer, Lexington
Judith Ann Lowe Wilson", Kansas City, MO
Bachelor of Science
in Faod Science
Karen Gale Sego" ", Louisville
Bachelor of Science
in Forestry
James Porter Bryanv", Sidney, IL
Jeffrey Thomas Lewis, Columbia
William Jesse Lovelace":", London
Michael Paul Sheas ", Winchester
Bachelor of Science
in Landscape Architecture
Cindy Cay Elliott, Hartford
Donna Frances Hendrix, Lexington
Spencer Sales Holt, Lebanon
Scott Allan Hostetler, Newtown Square, PA
Elinor Markle", Bowling Green
Daryl Layne McCann"', Lexington
Pamela Ann Miller, Lexington
Gary Matthew Pepper, Louisville
Mary Deborah Richie", Louisville
Laura Jean Schwinds ", Cleveland, OH
Carla Dell'Aira Shuman, Lexington
David Dodge Steiner, Lexington
David William Wentworth, Danville, IN
Michael C. Wolf, Louisville
Matthew I. Zehnder, Louisville
College of Allied Health Professions
Dean: Thomas C. Robinson
Bachelor of Health Sciences
Marsha Renee Mayo Adams", Morganfield
Valarie Fields Arington", Mt. Vernon
Carol Anne Beamanv", Murray
Kimberly Ann Bennett", Lexington
Denise Yvette Bowling'", Hazard
Dale Bernard Brockman*"', Erlanger
Joseph Anthony Brosky, Jr."", Independence
Laura Susan Todd Brown, Louisville
Lisa Ann Carey", Lexington
Kathleen Dant Cheshire, Somerset
Wendi W. Conley. Somerset
Mark Wesley Cooper, Louisville
Lynne Coy", Dallas, TX
Kimberly Joan Crawford":", Somerset
Scott Samuel Crook>", Corbin
Debra Lynn Cyrus, Louisville
Sandra Mink Daniels?", Middlesboro
Betty Michelle Davis, Liberty
Randall Keith Dixonv", Ashland
John L. Doyle, Jr. ", Lexington
Ellen Jean Dubilier", Lexington
Mariann Eisenach ", Waukesha, WI
Charles H. Elliott", Ashland
Julia Collings Estes ......, Owensboro
Mary Beth Fulford Evans. Mt. Sterling
Margaret Ann Flowers "", Glasgow
Jacqueline Lee Foulkes ....... Lexington
Thomas John Garrison ", Lexington
Steven Glen Gaskins ", Lexington
Carol Jean Gertsch "", Lexington
Michelle Moore Gibson", McDowell
Susan Marie Glauber ....... Carrollton
Monica Danene Glenn, Guthrie
Lanette Marie Gotzy ......, Owensboro
James Bar Grady. Louisville
Phillip Stephen Green. Louisville
Jeanette Marie Gregory. Richmond
Susan Anne Griffiths, Bay Village. OH
Vickey S. Gunter ......, Jamestown
Gina Lee Gutmans ", Williamstown
Barbara Lynn Hagen. Lexington
Bobbie Jo Hartke, Independence
Debra Steele Herald. Lexington
Brian Scott Hoppestadv'", Louisville
Susan Laura Huffman", Edgewood
Christopher John Irwin. Marion, OH
Michelle Lynn Jenkins ......, Louisville
Kimberly Hamilton Johnston" ", Prestonsburg
Barbara A. Ward Kauppi. Lexington
Jennifer Kelly King, Louisville
Karen Kimberly Knapp. Lexington
Cynthia Anne Koenig. Ft. Thomas
Nancy Lavern Kutter. Louisville
Lucy Kelly La Fontaine", Frankfort
Melanie Reese Leslie. Russell
Susan Janae Lewis. Frankfort
Suzanne Link "", Lexington
James R. MacSwords In ", Frankfort
Julie Gay Madden-v, Russell
John Brent Mays'", Louisville
Sharon Elizabeth McCauley. Lexington
Tonia Dale McCoy. Eddyville
Elizabeth Anne McGee ......, Falls Of Rough
Jacqueline Stephens McMillan "", Lexington
Everette Lee Miller. Hazard
Patricia Ann McWilliams Miller. Lexington
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Patricia Johnette Nagy. Lexington
Raquel Leilani Nazario "", Louisville Valley Sta
Sonia Marie Northcutt", Georgetown
Bethany Lynn Owsley "". Elizabethtown
Robyn Parks", Manchester
Mary Ann Grimsley Partin", Asheville. NC
Karen Marie Reinstedler, Louisville
Kathryn Renee Renaud. Louisville
Lisa Hanks Scott", Lexington
Sharon Anne Seemann Frankfort
Delanna Ruth Shannon Millersburg
Bonnie Marie Skaggs. Radcliff
Shad Michael Sletto '", Springfield. TN
Mary Ann Stalker. Ashland
Jill Sadlon Starzman , Lexington
Joan Elaine Swartz , Louisville
Marie Louise Dacci Templeman, Leitchfield
Annette Marie Tietz, Lexington
April Frances Tripp ....... Corbin
John Bradford Vette. Oshkosh. WI
Kimberly Ann Waldrop", Owenton
Sherry Lynn Walker, Paducah
Jennifer Bales Waller ....... Lexington
David Michael Ward. Ashland
Dana Louise Washington, Maysville
Vera Dawn Weddington "", West Liberty
Jana Renee Whetsell "", Benton
Rebecca Sullivan Wierzbinski", Lexington
Shelly Ann Willenbrink", Ashland
Stephen Edward Williams ......, Mt. Sterling
Valerie Layne Wilson. Ft. Thomas
Christine Kay Zandt-Jones", Farmington
James William Zembrodt, Ft. Wright
Beverly Jean Zimmerman, Erlanger
College of Architecture
Dean: Jose Oubrerie
Bachelor of Architecture
Michael A. Anderson, Ft. Thomas
Shaun Alan Anderson'?", Lexington
Aric Matthew Andrew, Bedford
John Bradshaw, Tryon, NC
Steven Eugene Bratz, San Antonio, TX
Derek Todd Brooks. Lexington
Larry Dwayne Brown, Brandenburg
Norman Chip Brown". Finchville
Thomas Joseph Burke, Lexington
Louis Carnovale, Rockville Centre, NY
Eric Dennis Claypool". Owensboro
Sara E. Coppler, Nicholasville
Brian Scott Demers, Campbellsville
David Newton Duvall, Frankfort
Joseph Brian Early, Edgewood
Steven David Flanagan, Lexington
Donald Earl Grannan, Louisville
Steven V. Greenwell", Louisville
Michael Joseph Hom, Mandeville, LA
Scott Collin Hyde, Louisville
Brett Alan James, London
Jeffrey Joseph Johnston", Culver, IN
Gabriel Wayne Jones, Lexington
Patrick D. Kane, East Hardwick, VT
Michael Lee Knoll, Lexington
Mark Alan Lavender?", Calvert City
Abby L. Lawson", Culver, IN
William Hunter Lewis", Hopkinsville
Gary W. Lofdahl"", Gainesville, VA
Lewis Russell McFarland, Lexington
Juan A. Mino·
Randall John Olocki, Schenectady, NY
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Elaine A. Pappert", Lexington
James Hayden Pennington, Paris
James Kavanaugh Piper, Jr.", Lexington
Todd Douglas Queary, Lexington
Joseph Earl Sandman, Louisville
Edward Michael Stander, Ludlow
Ted John Theodore, Chicago, IL
Anthony Charles Thomas, Lexington
Mario Villegas, New York, NY
Kari Lynn White, Henderson
William Joseph Willinger", Louisville
John Robert Winner, Frankfort
Mark Farris Yeager, Louisville
James T. Yonkos, Hampton, VA
Bryan Clagett Young", Bristol, TN
College of Arts and Sciences
Dean: Michael A. Baer
Bachelor of Arts
Barbara Ann Stringari Adamski, Watsonville,
CA
Deborah McGregor Addessi, Lexington
Audrey Marilyn Adkins, Lexington
James Jay Allen, Lancaster, OH
John Gregory Allen"
Kathleen Gardiner Allenv", Lexington
Susan Clark Allgeier, Louisville
Joseph Sean Anderson, Pikeville
Kathlene Marie Taulbee Ashcraft, Winchester
Donna Rae Bakerv", Frankfort
Robert Wayne Baldwin, Wilmore
John Albert Bankemper III, Ft. Thomas
James Thomas Banks, Avon, CT
Yvonne Rene Barrow. Ashland
Catherine Sinclair Beard--, Lexington
Carol Flitner Belle", Lexington
Kimberly Dawn Bennett, Glasgow
Sabrina Renee Bey, Greenville
Tecla Ann Bickman'<", Lexington
Geri Daneen Blandw, Campbellsville
William Clarence Blume, Radcliff
Francis Michael Borecki, Ashland
Eugene Louis Borland**, Lexington
Glenn Edward Bowens, Paintsville
Janet Louise Boyd", Lexington
Pamela Kay Brackett's", Upton
Amy Lauren Brandes, Louisville
Lucina Renee Braugh, Lexington
Leslie Ann Brecht, Middletown, OH
Melissa Kelly Brooks*, Louisville
Donald Allan Brothers**, Maysville
William Andrew Brymer, Louisville
William Lawrence Bulson, Lexington
Margaret Lynn Buranen**, Lexington
Darren Franklin Burch, Lexington
Mark Harold Burge**, Shelbyville
Thomas Francis Burke, Louisville
Alice Anne Burrows, Germantown, TN
Jacqueline Christine Busald, Union
Michael David Bush**, Lexington
Dianne Lee Callaway, Louisville
Paul Anthony Cankar, Joliet, IL
Ana Maria Carbonell, Caracas-Venezuela
James Carchedi, Jr. "", Cincinnati, OH
Donna Kay Carman, Lexington
David Allen Carnes, Lexington
Chad Warren Carpenter", Perryville
Amber Lane Cassity, Georgetown
Annalee Edna Cato, Louisville
Cynthia Ann Chalker-welsh, Lexington
Mary Jonell Johnston Chambers, Leitchfield
Anthony Joseph Cipolla**, Louisville
Karen Ruth Clark, Indiana, PA
Michael Stuart Clark", Lexington
Bruce Rankin Cole, Louisville
John LaMar Cole, Lexington
Leon Neil Collard, Jr., Crestwood
Melinda Susanne Collett>, Louisville
Clayton Brook Collier, Lexington
Denise Bates Collins, Isom
Tammy Combest**, Louisville
Nora Elizabeth Combs's, Hazard
Susan Gail Conley, Ashland
Anne Marie Cooper, Louisville
Jan Lynam Copher, Paris
Dawn Heather Corcoran, Radcliff
Brenda C. Cornett, Bardstown
Michael Robert Cornwall, Wareham, MA
Donald Gene Cox, Norwood
Ann R. Crabtree, Stanton
Keith Steven Crigler, Hebron
Tracy Anneen Criswell, Lexington
Karen Sue Davenporr-«, Harlan
Don C. Davis**, Lexington
Penelope Ann Davis'?", Lexington
Elmer Dawson Kinston, Jr., NC
Bill Eugene Day<", Frankfort
Gary L. Deatonw, Jackson
Diane Kay Denham, Lexington
Marshall Denney III··, Hillsborough, NJ
Emily Maria Digenis, Lexington
Pamela Pearle Dixon, Shelbyville
David Domene-», Lexington
Michael John Donahue-«, Lexington
David Ray Donaldson, Lexington
Stephanie Lynn Donovan--, Olive Hill
Nancy Elizabeth Dorsey", Lexington
Robert Reynolds Dunn, Columbus, OH
Kimberly Ann Dutton, Lexington
Harold F. Dyche II, London
Anthony Gerald Dyer, Mt. Sterling
Jack Keith Eardley, Lexington
Laurie Cartmell Easterlings "
Regina Sue Edwards, Lynch
Gregg Eichhorn, Lexington
Ann Hicks Elkin, Frankfort
Mary Anne Elliott, Louisville
Rebecca Anita Enevold, Radcliff
Jamie Aaron Fannin", Lexington
David Ray Feather, Campbellsville
Kathryn Deane Felicev'", Maysville
Deborah Lee Foard, Hopkinsville
John William Foley··, Lexington
Michelle Denise Foley, Barbourville
James Francis Ford, Maysville
Stephen Todd Freeland". Louisville
William Pangburn French, Versailles
Thomas Wayne Frye, Lexington
Daniel Fucella, Louisville
Adrian Terence Gaskins, Covington
Teresa Gail Gayheart, Michigan City, IN
Donald Coburn Gayle, Frankfort
Kathryn Charlene Geoghegan, Mt.
Washington
Ted E. George, Prestonsburg
Jamie Ellen Gibbsvv, Lexington
Daniel Tyler Gibson, Louisville
Richard Mario Gigante, Lincolnshire, IL
Joseph P. Giles, Versailles
Earl Scott Glascock**, Columbia, MD
Kim Marie Goad, Louisville
Christopher Joseph Godfrey, Elizabethtown
James Richard Gooch", Middletown
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Rebecca Ann Gooch, Columbus, OH
Sara Elizabeth Grant, Lexington
Steven Clark Gregory, Louisville
John Raymond Grimess ", Lexington
Pleasant W. Ground, Lexington
John Robert Groves, Flatwoods
Lynn Della Guindon", Lexington
Debbie Gallagher Guy"", Harlan
Judy McClure Hacheys ", Jamestown
Bryan Edwin Haile, Ashland
Janet Lynne Hale", Lexington
Gene J. Haley" ", Lexington
Kecia Elaine Hall, Central City
Brent Joseph Hallahan, Lexington
Lisa Karen Hatton"", Lexington
Paul Ballard Haydon, Springfield
Lawrence Emerson Hayes. Jr. ", Louisville
Jeffrey Roderick Haynes>, Henderson
Mark Hanna Hays III, Lexington
Julia Elizabeth Heitz, Madison, IN
Sharon Lee Hendrickson, Lexington
Timothy Scott Hensley, Whitemills
David H. Herring, Lexington
Peggy Hartpence Herring, Somerset
Kathleen Marie Higgins, Pittsburgh, PA
Robert Harold Hobbs, Hawesville
John Peter Hollis's, Ashland
Charlotte Camille Holman, Stanton
Judy Holtzclaw, Lexington
Stephen Gregory Hood**, Lexington
Michael Keith Horn, Prestonsburg
Linda Craiger House", Lexington
Beth Allan Hovermalew, Lexington
Adrian Lee Hovious, Hodgenville
Debbie Ann Howard, Lexington
Johnny O'Neill Howard, Harlan
Hannah Hart Hughes, Somerset
Donald Cecil Hunnicutt, Lexington
William Theodore Hutchins", Bardstown
Karen Elaine Woodall Imboden, Providence
Elizabeth Manning Isaacs-», Lexington
Rebecca Gayle Jackson, Crestwood
Richard Howard Janssen, Lexington
Jackie Dwayne Jarreu-«, Dana
Bradford Hays Jarrett, Henderson
J. David Jarvis", Ashland
Anthony D. Johnson, Virgie
Jay E. Johnson, Rochester, MI
Jeffrey Scott Johnson, Ashland
Kelly L. Johnson, Gray
Stephen Michael Johnson, Owensboro
Frances Joan White Johnston**, Vine Grove
Benjamin Alan Jones, Prestonsburg
Charles Anthony Jones, Louisville
Rubin Edward Jones, Cadiz
Vicki Darlene Jones", Lexington
Prudence Harabona Karangwav-, Butare
John Thomas Kemper III, Lexington
JeanAnn Hardin Kerr**, Maysville
Dae Hong Kim**, Temple City, CA
Ida Mae Kimbles ", Vine Grove
Drake Anthony Kitts", Columbus, OH
Leigh Ann Knight", Paintsville
Nancy Lange Koehlerv'", Louisville
Shaheed Ignatius Koury, Millersburg
Wilbur F. Kowalke, Versailles
Gretchen Lynn Kreilein, Greensburg
J ana J odell Kurtz, Lancaster
Robert Martin Kushner, Louisville
Nicole Renee LaCore, Cynthiana
Todd W. Lacy", Belleville, IL
Janet G. Lane", Lexington
Douglas Wade Larson, Louisville
Eric L. Latham, Albany
James Hays Lawson, Shelbyville
Sylviane Paulette Leblanc", Tourgeville,
France
Michael Scott Lee"", Versailles
Kent Norman Leslie", Henderson
Russell Dale Lester?", Danville
Karen Daniels Lewis, Middlesboro
Troy Wayne Ligon", Paducah
James Herbert Lindenberger", Louisville
Teresa Lee Logue, Elizabethtown
Kela Joy Lyons'", Tompkinsville
Una Marie MacCarthy, Glasgow
Amanda Anne Main, Lexington
William Howard Major, Louisville
Sandra Lynn Markland, Lexington
Gillian Margaret Martin, Paducah
David Earl Mason", Radcliff
Elizabeth Anne Masters", Whitesburg
Kimra McAnelly, Liberty
Walter Bunn McAtee, Lexington
Julie Leigh McCoun, Smithfield
John Garrett McCoy II··, Middletown, OH
Irvin Charles McCullough, Annapolis, MD
Phillip W. McCune, Louisville
Deborah Sue McLendon, Zanesville, OH
Jamieson Glass McPherson, Louisville
Lori Michelle Medley, Shelbyville
Laura Beth Meers, Shelbyville
Shannon Leigh Meldonv", Cincinnati, OH
John Paul Menkhaus, Independence
James Carlton Metcalf, Lancaster
Leila Sadki Meyerratkelnw, Crestview Hills
Martha Ruth Minor, Edgewood
Charles Edward Monarch, Hardinsburg
Terrence Francis Moore, Ft. Mitchell
Lester Dale Morgan··, Lexington
Tamson Jo Morris", Harrodsburg
Andrew Charles Morsink, Lexington
Richard Anthony Mullins, Paintsville
Russell J. Mumper, Louisville
Melissa Scott Muncie, Winchester
Audrey Sue Mundell, Brandenburg
Dennis D. Murreu-v, Louisville
Pushpa Nagda, Hazard
Randy P. Napier's>, Stanford
Patrick Shaun Neale'", Lexington
Theodros K. Nebiyelaul, Alex, VA
Donald Blaine Newman", Lexington
Jan Marie Norris, Glasgow
Ingeborg Nunnw
Joseph Dowell Oldham", Lexington
Lisa Carole Osborne, Ft. Mitchell
John Joseph Pareti III, Mountain Lakes, NJ
Rachel Ann Parker, Lexington
Gerald Thomas Patrick, Lexington
Bryan Rankin Payne, Louisville
Mark David Peak, Louisville
Susan Roberta Peck, Lexington
Margaret Rickman Peterson, Fulton
Samuel Robert Phillips, Franklin
John Walter Picklesimer II··, Prestonsburg
Michael Jerry Plummer'", Radcliff
Nathan Edwin Porter, Russell
Lee Ann Preston, Winchester
Audwin Wade Price", Danville
Gary Neil Pritchett, Louisville
John Clellan Purdues ", Lexington
Timothy Owen Puterbaugh, Lexington
Robert Sidney Rabbeth, Louisville
Wayne H. Raybonv"
Michael Shawn Reaves, Cincinnati, OH
David Ray Reber", Paducah
Rick Daniel Redmon"", Lexington
Michael Denny Reynoldsv", Lexington
Sherry Gay Richie, Lexington
Sue Ann Riesenweber, Lexington
Lisa Lynn Robertsv", Louisville
Katharine Elaine Robinson
Sherlyri D. Robinson?", Carrollton
Lisa Marie Rohleder, Smithfield
Anne Stanley Rohlf, Lexington
Madelyn Patton Rooney
William R. Rosacker, Brandenburg
Jennifer Ann Leslie Rosenthal, Lexington
Jeffrey Todd Rozen, Lexington
Jerold Leland Salter, Louisville
Craigie D. Sanders", Hopkinsville
Ben Santa-Teresa, Jr., Lexington
Annette-Marie Sasala, Lexington
Joel Todd Satterly, Lexington
Ronald Arthur Schoopv", Lost Nation, IA
Martin Andrew Scully", Lexington
Jeffrey C. Seaman, Ft. Mitchell
Michele Leslie McGee Searcy, Lexington
Garred G. See II, Lexington
Edward Joseph Sheehy, Lexington
Cora Lou Montgomery Sherburne, Versailles
Gretchen Carol Shuck, Lexington
Kelley LuAnne Shuck, Louisville
Karen Lynne Shuff, Lexington
Vickie Sue Sims, Harrodsburg
Kimberly Susanne Siskv'", Frankfort
Mary Lesley Sizemore, Lexington
Sarah Owens Sizemore, Wilmore
Robin Renee Slater, Belfry
Steven Lee Slonaker, Lexington
Clifford Edwin Smith, Jr., Lexington
Cynthia Darlene Smith, Waynesburg
Debra Dee Smith, Vevay, IN
Dennis Hugh Smith", Manchester
Kimberly Lynn Smith", Nicholasville
William Lee Smith, Pewee Valley
Brian Edward Sparks?", Ashland
Sally Gail Stern, Lexington
Mark Anthony Stewart, Hazard
Paula Sue Stockton, Albany
Anne Benjamin Storey, Lexington
Jennifer Kathryn Sutherland, Shelbyville
David Winston Swim, Lexington
William Kinney Swinford, Cynthiana
Jerry Darrell Taylor, Pineville
Lisa McGuire Ternes, Henderson
Kathleene Thomason, Tulsa, OK
Paula C. Thomason, Henderson
Barbara Elise Thompson, Louisville
Quentin Wayne Thornton", Campbellsville
Mary Lisa Tiemeyer·, Lexington
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Laura Marie Tebbe", Louisville
Joe Mack Treass ", Fulton
Maria Ann Trotter, Lexington
Beverly Clare Tuite, Chicago
John Barton Turney, Lexington
Mark Hamilton Vest, Cynthiana
Alan Miles wace-, Campbellsburg
Colette Corcoran Wagoner, Pierre, SD
Frank W. Walker, Danville
John Andrew watker-«, Lexington
John Field Walker":", Springfield
Douglas Alan Wallace, Radcliff
Stephen E. Waltrip, Frankfort
Kevin Clifton Ward", Ashland
Steven C. Ward, Lexington
Roderick Lance Warren", Sebree
Robin Denise Watts, Paintsville
Jennifer Lynn Weidekamp, Louisville
Kristi Ann Weihe, Shelbyville
Sandra Jane Wellsv'", Georgetown
Scytha Pauline Wells, Hyden
James Robert Werkmeister, Shepherdsville
Lisa Dawn Wethington, Lexington
Mark William Wheeler·, Leawood, KS
Toni Maurer Whipplew , Georgetown
Virginia Ann White, Lexington
Ellen Allen Whitleys ", Lexington
Mark Anthony Wicker, Elizabethtown
Britton Baal Wiedemann, Georgetown
James Gregory Wilborn'?", Lexington
Joan Marie Williams, Huntington, WV
Mary Elizabeth Hardy Williams, Hopkinsville
Rae Carole Williams", Lexington
Squire Needham Williams III··, Frankfort
Candace S. Williamson, Lexington
Lisa Gayle Wilson, LaGrange
Sarah Chenault Wilson, Lisle, IL
Regina M. Wink, Philpot
John Franklin Winkler", Hazard
Harrison Clay Witt, Paris
Frederick Ferdinand Wohlstein'?", Oskaloosa,
IA
Priscilla Jane Yadons ", Somerset
Stephen Michael Young, Lexington
Cynthia Lynn Youngman, Danville
Jennifer Yount", Frankfort
Richard John Zaino, Chicago, IL
Stephanie Ashley-Merrill Zander, Hopkinsville
Lisa Carol Zaremba, Hartford
Bachelor of General Studies
Paul Anthony Bohannon", Shelbyville
Robert Lyle Belton?", London
David B. Botkins", Ashland
Virginia Caroline Brown, Lexington
Margaret Anne Browne, Lexington
Leslie Ann Bryant, Somerset
Matthew Poynter Caywood, Lexington
Christopher Brian Chenault, Lexington
Susan Bettina Patton Coleman", Versailles
David Edward Collins, Lackey
Asa Frank Crane, Lexington
Lloyd Russell Cress, Jr., Lexington
Katrina Kinman Cummins", Frankfort
Pamela Pearle Dixon, Shelbyville
Edwin John Fiske, Lexington
Julia Lynn Fossett", Frankfort
Victoria Gilligans ", Maysville
Xavier Gonzales"
Joy A. Graves, Lexington
Roger Owen Grim", Paintsville
Barbara Sue Hackworth*'", Lexington
Kimberly June Hall"", Lexington
Michelle Renee Heilbron, Lexington
Kevin Scott Hill, Waddy
Gary Frederick Jackson, Radcliff
Leslee Charles Jordan, Lexington
Susan Claire Keith, Lexington
Charles William Kelley III, Owensboro
Matthew Kelly, Cincinnati, OH
Donald Brent Kenady, Owensboro
Patrick Brian Kerin, Cincinnati, OH
Lisa Lynn King, Lexington
Pauline Marie Klein, Louisville
Charles Andrew Krumwiede?", Western
Springs, IL
Susan Tracey Leader-e. South Bend, IN
Amy Elizabeth Manby, Crestwood
Charles Leland Marcum", Hazard
Charles Thomas Mattingly, Lebanon
Bruce Lee Meador, Huntington, WV
Jerome Kelty Metzger"?', Henderson
Roseanne Meredith Mingov'", Lexington
Lorna Anne Nichols, Gettysburg, PA
Jack William Nicholson", Louisville
Carl Allen Nunnelley, Cynthiana
William K. O'Daniel, Lebanon
Kelly Elizabeth Owens, Ft. Thomas
Ashley Wells Payne, Madisonville
Emily Kate Payne"", Lexington
Terry Wayne Phelps, Felicity, OH
Gary J. Porter, Dorton
Harold Emmons Porter II, Flemingsburg
William Conn Rodgers, Georgetown
Jeffrey L. Schroering't"
Carl Edmond Spangenberger, Madisonville
Kerry Tom Stafford?", Paintsville
Tamaka Takagi, Fukuoka, Japan
William Martin Taylor, Belfry
Mark Dwayne Terry, Whitley City
Joseph Jude Thompson, Bardstown
JoAnn Altenberndt Travis, High Bridge
David T. Voit" , Lexington
Patrick Alan Wallace?", Elizabethtown
Thomas Edward Watson, Lexington
Judy F. Webb, Big Clifty
Albert Franklin Williams, Jr., Radcliff
Carrie Lee Wolfe", Louisville
Bachelor of Science
Gregory LaMott Adams'", Owensboro
J ames Douglas Anderson", Louisville
Jeffrey Clay Anderson, Columbus
Keane L. Arney, Russellville
Raymond Russell Ashcraft?", Florence
Alan David Audette
Anthony Randolph Back, Lexington
Shera DeVoine Bakerv"
Mark Gardner Bates, Whitesburg
Gina Maria Battaglia, Edgewood
Wolfgang Johann Bay", Kansas City, MO
James Clifford Beason, Jr., Ashland
Gregory Stewart Beck?", Lexington
Kristina Marie Becker, Fenton, MI
William Richard Bennett, Elizabethtown
Marc Paul Bernhard, Ft. Thomas
Asha Bhagat?", Lexington
Michele Marie Blanchard, Lexington
Robert Nolan Bobo, Jr.", South Shore
Larry Wayne Bolton, Louisville
Thomas Patrick Boone, Lebanon
Brian W. Bottom, Lexington
Timothy Carlton Brown, Cynthiana
William Jameson Brown, Grayson
Cornell Rodney Burbage", Lexington
Joseph Lee Burnett, Louisville
Felicia Ann Canada, Lexington
Ronald Troy Capps, Ekron
Scott P. Carmer, Weston, NE
Jeffrey Allen Carr, Greenup
Gregory Nile Champe"
Bobby Gerald Chavis II*'", Corbin
Debra Barbel Claus, Brandenburg
Teresa Ann Cocanougher?", Danville
Paul David Cooley"", Nicholasville
Lloyd Lee Coskey"", Lexington
Jeffrey Wayne Crowdus, Uniontown
Steven Wayne Crum, Lexington
Mara Deon Cruse, Lexington
Mark Owen Cummins, Lexington
Allison Lynne Defh-affenreidv", Cincinnati,
OH
Daniel Eric DeHart, Pewee Valley
Bethany Yates Dellagnello, Radcliff
Donna Lea DePrez, Crestwood
Kathryn Susan Dunn, Louisville
Chad Evans Edwards, Paducah
Marion Keith Ewing, Greenville
Farough Sasan Fakharpour"", Lexington
Venita D. Farrow", Radcliff
Walter J. Ferrier", Westwood, NJ
Brian James Fitzpatrick, Lexington
Dwayne Lee Fletcher?", Clay City
Grace Michelle Foree, Louisville
Harry Eugene Fowler II, Lexington
Kimberly Gayl Franke, Foster
Elisabeth Mary Robson Freeman, Lexington
Simeon Marcus Fulcher, Louisville
George Simon Gales"", Beckley, WV
SalliElizabeth Playforth Gallaher, Lexington
Angela Denise Gartin, Springfield
Tamara Leigh Geyerv", Ashland
Joseph Plante Giles", Versailles
Robert J. Goheen", Lexington
Timothy Edward Gravatte**, Lexington
James Thomas Green, Bardstown
Jeffrey Scott Gross, Jackson
Tracy Lee Haddix, Lexington
Rachel Ellen Haley, Lexington
Glenn Robert Hall, Wheelwright
William E. Hampton", Barbourville
Kathy Neal Hardin, Owenton
Philip Allen Hardin, Lexington
Timothy Scott Hart**, Ashland
Mina Hazrati, Lexington
Teveas Renell Henry**, Lexington
Michael Kevin Hodgkins**, Lexington
Robert M. Hoffman, Alexandria, VA
David Ralph Hornback", Lexington
Michael Arthur Hornbeck, Louisville
Beve Pryor House Ill, Manchester
Bryan S. Howe, Lexington
Andrea Kay Hudson**, Louisville
Lisa Ann Hunt, Lexington
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Jeffery Jaye Jameson, Hopkinsville
Glenn Terry Johnson II, Forest Hills
Alan Wayne Jones, Fulton
Daniel Ray Jones**, Eleanor, WV
Lisa A. Jordan, Alexandria
Julia Eva Keeling*, Springfield
Gregory Scott Kelley", Radcliff
David Scott Kim, Pikeville
Thomas Miller Kresin, Shelbyville
Paul Chun Ko Lai, Lexington
Cae Q. Le", Lexington
Tung Q. Le, Lexington
Marianne Longv" , Lexington
David Scholl Lucas, Lexington
Robert K. Lykins, Lexington
Benjamin Paul Lyon, Ashland
Cheri Lyn Mahrt**, Louisville
William Theodoric Martin, Louisville
Mary Bronwyn McLeod**, Louisville
Michael Andrew McMinn*'", Paducah
Lisa Combs Meadows, Jackson
Brian Scott Mobley, Ashland
Kevin Lane Morris", Warsaw
Edyee Jayne Mullins", Raceland
Ward Mullins**, Mt. Sterling
Pamela Gail Mullis", Lexington
Hoa Xuan Nguyen, Lexington
Birgid Helga Niedenzu'?", Lexington
Robert A. Niehaus", Louisville
Jonathan Fox Noel, Louisville
Thomas A. O'Neil, Lexington
Richard Carloss Page, Alexandria
Donald Lee Parrish II, Lexington
Douglas Ray Parrish
Thomas Francis Patterson, Versailles
Charles A. Pichette, Lexington
Leslie Lynn Popplewell, Louisville
Karen Renee Price, Cynthiana
Jeffrey David Propps**, Danville
Nancy Lea Range**, Versailles
Robert Arnold Render'?', Centertown
Mohammad Riahi" ", Lexington
Georgenna Riley", Harlan
Michael Glenn Roark, Hazard
Earl Glen Robbins II, Lexington
Jeffrey Wayne Roberts, Lexington
Kimberly Ann Schagene, Louisville
Cynthia Helen Sharp**, Louisville
Lisa Ann Sloan, Hodgenville
Mary Jane Smallwood, Elizabethtown
Larry Glen Smith, Corbin
Robert Douglas Smith, Elizabethtown
George Stephanos Stephanides, Nicosia
Henry Alvis Stines, Frankfort
Scott Alan Stubbs, Lexington
Stewart Phillips Surgener, Louisville
Sara Beckley Sutherland"", Lexington
William David Swiney, Elizabethtown
Roger Craig Teegarden, Shelbyville
John Kevin Ternes, Bowling Green
Steven Anthony Terrell, Dayton, OH
Deborah Sue Todd**, Versailles
Melody Sue Tudor, Lexington
Joseph Miller Upchurch, Albany
Steven Patrick Vest, Danville
Paul Edward Vogt*, Lexington
Dana Lynn Wallace, Paducah
James William Wanke"", Lexington
Kelly D. Watson *, Lexington
Wesley Earl Watson", Lexington
Randall Leo Watts", Allen
Clark Paul Wells. Corbin
Richard Murray West, Paris
Daniel Cooper Wester?", Lexington
James William Whelan, Dickson, TN
Patricia Nell White?", Lexington
Christopher T. Whitley'""', Versailles
Charlene Kay Wiglesworth, Lexington
Kyle Curtis Willard, Crestwood
Beverly Ann Williams, Lexington
Casey Ann Williamson?", Wickliffe
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Amy Elizabeth Wilson, Henderson
William E. wise"", Irvine
Alan Witarlan
Anne Leslie Wright", Louisville
Rhonda Louise Yowell, Newport
Elizabeth Carey Zeiss'?", Carrollton
College of Business and Economics
Dean: Richard W. Furst
Bachelor of Science
in Commerce
Donna Faye Bolin", Clinton
Gene B. Downing, Maysville
Bachelor of Business
Administration
Joseph Stephen Abell, Lexington
Amy Jo Adams", Owensboro
Donald Clark Adams "", Lexington
Teresa Reedy Adams, Estill
William Thomas Adams, Bowling Green
Carol Yvette Aldridge?", Hardinsburg
James Victor Allen", Louisville
John Mason Allen*"', Lexington
Allison Ann Anderson, Paducah
George Micha Anderson, Louisville
Neil Brent Anderson", Ashland
Paul Todd Anderson'?", Louisville
Teri Lynn Ashley, Versailles
David Higginson Au**, Prospect
Blanche Sophronia Baconv", Cadiz
Donald Ralph Bailey", Marion, NC
Gregory Keith Bakerw , Marion
Kenneth Landon Baker. Jr.", Carlisle
Timothy Adam Baker'?", Lexington
Rebecca Erin Barker?", Dry Ridge
Bradley Norman Barlow, Mayfield
Gregory Kenton Barnett, Cynthiana
Lynne Marie Baron, Louisville
William Scott Barrass, Owensboro
Donald Bryan Bassett?", Lexington
William Graham Baughman, Louisville
Alphonse Joseph Bautista, Edgewood
Linda Celeste Beacham, Atlanta, GA
Henry Eric Bebrowskyv", Lexington
Nancy Lynn Beha, Louisville
Diane A. Beidleman'<", Lexington
John Albert Benneuv", Taylorsville
Timothy Scott Bennett, Frankfort
Winston George Bennett, Hl"", Louisville
Gustav Albert Benson, Richmond
Donna Christine Berger, Louisville
Mari Lyn Berryman, Hebron
Kelly Renee Hatfield Bevins?", Sydney
Mark Douglas Bicker, Louisville
John Robert Bifone, Jr., Louisville
Charles Wade Birthiselv'", Ashland
Debbora Ann Blank, Edgewood
David Keith Blankenship>", Ashland
David Morgan Bleschv", Danville
William Joseph Boehman, Louisville
Mary Beth uoone-«, Lebanon Junction
Edward Delaney Borah, Louisville
George Edward Borders, Shelbyville
Myra Lynne Bottom, Lexington
David Ray Bowden, Versailles
Frank Gordon Bowerss ", Lexington
George Douglas Bowling, Lexington
Deborah A. Boyle, Greenup
Mary Elizabeth Bradshaw, Lebanon
Susan Angela Brands, Fairfield, OH
Charles Gregory Brandr<", Lexington
Stephen Michael Brinson, Somerset
Douglas Wayne Briscoev", Lawrenceburg
Laura Ann Britt*'", Louisville
Mark Alan Brock, Naperville, IL
Timothy Harold Brockman, Louisville
Melissa Ann Broghamer, Louisville
John Bacon Brown, Bowling Green
Joy Lynn Brown, Ashland
Kenneth Perry Brown, Louisville
Kevin Lee Browne>, Bedford
Shane Allen Brown's", Newfield, NY
Anita Lynne Browning*"', Delphia
Edwin Allan Bryant, Eminence
Robin Leigh Bryant, Bowling Green
Rosemary Balest Bryant, Lexington
Robert Madison Buchanan, Lexington
Daniel Mark Buckleyv", Louisville
David Louis Bunning, Ft. Thomas
Leif Bunting", Louisville
Bridget Elaine Burcham"?", Burlington
Susan Diane Burke", Setauket, NY
Edwin Dean Burnett, Jr. ", Louisville
David Alan Burrows, Pendleton
Michael Charles Byrne, Lexington
David Andrew Byron, Lexington
Monte Scott Cahn-", Park Hills
Tony Edward Camp, Owensboro
Kip Edward Campbell, Louisville
Martin E. Campbell, Versailles
Joseph P. Campoy, Lexington
Stephen A. Carr, Louisville
Thomas Lane Carr, Georgetown
Andrew Brian Carter, Louisville
Janet Ellen Coleman Carter, Durham, NC
Christopher Rennie Cashen, Louisville
James Francis Cashman", Nashville, TN
Mathilda C. Cashman", Lexington
Sharon Lynn Cassidy, Louisville
Dale Reum Chapman, Lexington
Joe F. Ches", Nicholasville
David Allen Chewning, Campbellsville
Gregory Michael Chickv", Prospect
John Darren Christian, Owensboro
Stephanie Renee Christy, Springfield, VA
Chin Teck Chua, Singapore
Kevin Lynn Clark, Owensboro
Marilyn Kelly Clark, Louisville
Kenneth Ted Clawson, Jr. ", Richmond
Thomas Lawrence Clinton, Jr., Lexington
Rudolph Francis Cloon, Columbus, OH
Karen Elaine Coates, Madisonville
Kenneth B. Cobb II, Ashland
James Callaway Codell IV, Winchester
Bobbie Jean Coffman, Ashland
Thomas A. Coleman, Louisville
Marilyn Constantine Collis, Louisville
Kimberly Combest", Louisville
Susan Estes Congleton">, Lexington
John David Conn, Jr.", Henderson
Jancie Vanessa Cooksie, Columbia
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Lisa Gayle Coomes, Owensboro
John Marlow Cooper, Lexington
Gary William Cornett, Jr., Lexington
Austin Drew Correll, Somerset
Denise Rambo Cotton?", Frankfort
John Sheldon Cotton, Frankfort
George Coleman Coxe ", Lexington
Cara Dian Crabtree, Owensboro
Gail S. Crabtree, Prestonsburg
Cheryl Renee Cravens, Louisville
Mark David Crawford, Versailles
Steven Douglas Crews, Paducah
Thomas Price Crockett, Louisville
David Lee Cronan'?", Waterford, MI
Stephen Barry Cronin, Lexington
James Edward Crookston, Jr., Forestville, MD
Christopher Scott Crowe, Ironton, OH
Timothy Loren Crum, Edgewood
Aric Brent Curtis, Maysville
Noelle Lyn Daghe, Decatur, IL
Dennis Crawford Damron", Ft. Lauderdale,
FL
Morey Edwin Daniel, Paintsville
Jeffrey Carl Dannenberg, Cincinnati, OH
Samuel Darko-Mensah, Ghana, W. Africa
Norman Todd Daugherty, Elizabethtown
Brent Miller Davise ", Lexington
Gary Wayne Davis, Louisville
Christopher Michael Deakin", Charleston, WV
Laura Kay DeBorde*"', Lexington
Britton Byron Decker, Dayton, OH
Joseph DeCosmo, Aurora, IL
Victor Paul Desimone-v, Jenkins
Betty Bess Detwiler", Frankfort
Francis L. Dickerson", Bardstown
Givens Bradford Dixon, Henderson
Robert Mark Doctrow"", Lexington
David Arnold Donan, Madisonville
Kevin John Dooleys ", Cincinnati, OH
Kristin Eileen Doughertyv", Lexington
John Simms Douglas", Cynthiana
Tracey J. Droba"", Lexington
Robin Michelle Dugger'?", Owensboro
Randall Scott Duncan>", Morganfield
Denise Michelle Dunn, Lexington
Ellen Elaine Easom, Carrollton
Michael Todd Edlin, Elizabethtown
Curtis Herman Eiden"", Louisville
Richard Alan Eifler, Louisville
Ronald Edward Ellis"'''', Ft. Mitchell
Sheila Pulley Elrod, Paducah
Edward Everett Emrick Ill, Orlando, FL
Daniel Scott Endris, Louisville
Tracy Leigh Englands ", Calhoun
Joseph Paul Erena, Lexington
Mary Wis Estes, Russellville
Sandra Caudill Estill, Maysville
John Edward Evans, Dyersburg, TN
Terry Price Evans, Liberty
Karen Elaine Ewart, Radcliff
Marcia M. Faulkner, Stanford
Edward Lee Fields, IIIn, Louisville
Lee Anne Fightmaster, Lexington
Paul Richard Fister", Lexington
John Raymond Fitch, Lexington
Terri Lynn Fleck, Louisville
Mary Patricia Flynn", Lexington
Jonathan Mark Foley"", Greenville
John Amis Foster, Louisville
Lisa Christine Fowlerv", Hawesville
Melinda Sue Fowler, Lexington
Robert Dale Frank, Burlington
Cheryl Lee Fray", Lexington
Walter D. Frazier, Elkhorn City
Robert Marlow Freeman, Hopkinsville
Elizabeth Louise Freibert, Louisville
Michelle Jeaneane Frisby'?", Danville
Sherri Denise Gambrellv", Corbin
Jimmy D. Oarrtson-v, Louisville
Kimberly Ann Gatesv", Cynthiana
Lynn Allison Gayheart", Flatwoods
Kimberly Ann Gehlert, St. Louis, MO
James E. Geisler, Lexington
Linda G. Gentry, Whitesburg
Leroy Arlis Gilbert, Jr.", Corbin
Rodney S. Gilmet'?", Crestwood
Darrell Wayne Givens?", Lexington
Jeffrey Todd Glasscock, Hardinsburg
Kimberly Ann Glenn'?", Guthrie
Susan Lynn Gloskowski, Williamsburg
James T. Goldsberry, Corbin
Kimberly Joy Gonser, Royal Oak, MI
Norman John Gordon", Lexington
Anne E. Gorhamv", Lexington
Priscilla Marie Goyer", Cincinnati, OH
Charles Jeffrey Grayson?", Versailles
Kevin Michael Grebe, Shelbyville
Joseph F. Green":", Providence
Lana Jo Green, Leitchfield
Annette O'Rear Greene, Mt. Sterling
J esse Randolph Greene, Lexington
Lance K. Griffin, Calhoun
John D. Griggs, Lexington
Gary Thomas Groneck, Crestview Hills
Clark Jackson Gross, II··, Lexington
Victor Stuart Hagan, Louisville
Helmi Louis Hage, Ashland
Teresa Lee Haggard, Lexington
David Paul Haick, Louisville
Mary Beth Hale, Willisburg
Dan A. Hall, Louisville
Randall William Hall", Louisville
Thomas Andrew Hallmark, Henderson
Michael Charles Halpinv", Ft. Mitchell
Martha L. Hamilton, Louisville
Gina Courtney Hampton, Frankfort
David Howard Hancock, Hopkinsville
Lisa Lorraine Hand"", Lexington
Mark Joseph Handloser, Danville
Valarie Kathleen Hardwick, Louisa
Michael Edward Hardyv", Lexington
James Franklin Hardymon", St. Louis, MO
Jeanette Hargreaves, Chattanooga, TN
Charles L. Harman III, Lexington
John Henry Harralson III··, Louisville
Craig A. Harrington, Louisville
Steven Joseph Harris, Louisville
Timothy DeLavon Hatchett'?", Carrollton
Michael Lawrence Hatter, Lexington
Tina Denise Hawkins'?", Elkhorn City
Russell Quinn Hayden"", Owensboro
Thomas Bradley Head?", Lexington
Suzanne O'Keefe Healy, Lexington
Timothy Allan Heard··, Lexington
Carolyn Ann Hedges, Warsaw
Elizabeth Ann Heilman, Campbellsburg
Deanna C. Hellmueller" ", Louisville
James Derrick Heltonv'", Madisonville
M. Scott Henderickson, Pineville
David Conrad Henderson", Louisville
Mechonda Gail Hendersonv", Elizabethtown
Steven Edward Hennigan, Newport
Chrystal Kay Herald, Stanton
Melissa Dell Hicks, Lexington
Jeffrey Alan Higdon'?", Owensboro
Lynne Patricia Higgins, Versailles
James Thornton Hill'?", Akron, OH
Virginia Carol Hill", Stanford
Mark William Hite'?", Paducah
Timothy Wayne Hoagland":", Louisville
Terry Scott Hodges", Horse Cave
Tadd Alan Holzen, Centerville, OH
Roger Craig Hoogerheide, Virginia Beach, VA
Janice Carol Hooker, Pt. Wayne, IN
Sheri Lynn Hoskins, Louisville
Tina Jane Hufford, Lexington
Gabriella Hughes, Bardstown
Julia Harding Hughes?", Danville
Kimberly Ann Hughes, Hudson, OH
John Francis Hummel, Jeffersontown
Lynne Truax Hunt, W. Lafayette, IN
Jennifer Lou Hurst, Owensboro
Robert Todd Hutchens, Louisville
Wayne Derby Hutchinson?", Quartz Hill, CA
Wilma Abney Ingram, Lexington
Mark McClelland Isaacs", Lexington
Robert Alan Isgrigg?", Elizabethtown
David Wayne Jackson?", Sebree
Amy S. Jansen, Cincinnati, OH
Cedric Cortrell Jenkins-", Dawson, GA
John Blaine Jenkins, Jr., Columbus, OH
Carla Jane Johnson, Dawson Springs
James Robert Johnson II··, Ashland
Kirk Bradley Johnson, Lexington
Donna Jean Jones, Wilmington, DE
John Timothy Jones, Nashville, TN
Thomas Michael Jones'<", New Albany, IN
Robert Allan Jordan, LaGrange
Lonnie Moran Kavanaugh, Lexington
Alvis Pat Keene II··, Pikeville
Debra Lee Keller", Lexington
Joseph Douglas Keller, Piqua, OH
Patrick J. Keller, Harrodsburg
J acquelyne Michelle Kennedy, Louisville
Kristina Lynn Kern, Winchester
Todd Patrick Kilton", Homewood, IL
Cathy Lynn King, Middletown, OH
Elster Ray King":", Elizabethtown
Katherine Irene King, Concord, NC
Craig Carlton Kirkland, Louisville
William Henry Kirksey"", Louisville
Michael Joseph Kitchen, Louisville
Theodore Joseph Kluemper"", Park Hills
Richard Davidson Kolb, Louisville
Michael Christopher Kopser, Ft. Wright
Michael Anthony Kraft, Louisville
Jeffrey Lee Kremer's", Newport
Jeffrey Alan Kuerzi, Louisville
Darla Kay Kuntz, Ft. Thomas
Frances Ann Kurre, Maysville
Louis Henry Labrie, Russell
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Nanette Mary Langhi, Hopkinsville
Celeste M. Lareau'?", Lexington
Ronald Allen Lauer?", Florence
James Byron Law, Jr., Lake Wales, FL
Ronald Carl Lazas, Jr., Goshen
Helene Le Beller, Rauen, France
Joelle Marie Leaumont, Danville
John R. Lelsus"", Campbellsburg
Rebecca Lynn Ledford, Pewee Valley
Tse-Hui Leiv", Taipei, Taiwan
Robert Edward Leonard, Winchester
Ernest Chadwell Lewis, Lexington
Elizabeth Ann Lietzan'<", Lexington
A. Charles Michael Linden, Butler
Howell Todd Livesay?", Lexington
Robert Alan Lock, Reedley, CA
James Clay Luby?", Lexington
William David Lundeen, Findlay, OH
Richard Alan Lusardo", Louisville
David Neal Lush", Louisville
Robert Anthony Maddox, Maysville
Eric R. Maeder, Lexington
David Alan Magan, Cincinnati, OH
Kimberly K Manuel, Lexington
Verne Tetsumi Marble, Pikeville
Jill Ellice Marcum, Fisherville
Alisa Ellen Marshalls", West Liberty
John Kevin Marshall, Louisville
Sarah King Martin, Stanford
Sharon Frasure Martin", Allen
James Randall Mason, Jr., Owensboro
Garry Lee Mattingly, Lexington
Katrina C. Thacker Mattinglyv", Lexington
Myron Keith Mattingly, Lebanon
Mary Deborah Mayer, Elizabethtown
Charles Dennis Mayne", Versailles
Scott Harrison McCain··, Owensboro
William Joseph McCluskey III, Cincinnati,
OH
Cynthia Kay McCollum·, Lexington
Sharon Lynn Mccuners-, Lexington
Anne Renee McDonald, Central City
Daniel E. McKay, Maysville
Patrick Campbell Mcj'herson, Louisville
David Michael Mc'Swains ", Ft. Thomas
Ronald Lee Meade, Waynesburg
Michael Daren Medleyv'", Lexington
William Meigs O'Bryan Medley, Owensboro
Donald James Mellon, Owensboro
Mark Edward Messick, Campbellsville
Kimberly Ann Haugland Metry, Louisville
Scott Anthony Metts, Louisville
Gary P. Metzgar, Erie, PA
Jacqueline Dawn Miley, Brooksville
Lee Barton Miller, Owensboro
Melissa Lizabeth Miller, Danville
Michael D. Miller, Louisville
Stuart Sevier Miller, Tuxedo, NC
William Robert Miller, Ironton, OH
Carla A. Mimms", Lexington
Deidre Anne Miniardv", Lexington
Tammy Lynn Mitchell··, Paris
Frederick Michael Moir, Jr., Louisville
Christopher Dean Montmeny", Ft. Mitchell
Anthony Lee Moore, Madisonville
Gregory Darrell Moore, Sturgis
John Allan Moore, Lewisport
Stacey Kammer Moore, Lexington
Chris Joseph Mooser", Louisville
George McCall Morehead, New Orleans, LA
Kevin Curtis Morris, Ekron
Phillip R. Mudd, Owensboro
Sean Arthur Muldoon, Columbus, OH
Dale Ronald Mullins, Independence
Michelle Marie Musacchio**, Louisville
Jeffrey Richard Nally, Louisville
Todd Coleman Nickerson'?", Lexington
Gary J. Nitzken**, Louisville
Barry Grant Noffsinger, Sacramento
Barry Wayne Norfleet, Frankfort
Joseph Patrick Olliges*, Louisville
Kenneth Martin Olsen, Paducah
Michael Joseph Orefice, Bowling Green
Mary Lisa Osbourn, Lebanon
Randal Thomas Overstreet, Paducah
James Thomas Owen**, Louisville
Lawrence Edward Paden, Jr., Louisville
David Andrew Papp"'*, Danville
Paul Conroy Parker", Louisville
Jeffrey Scott Parrish**, Lexington
Cynthia Ann Parrott, Lexington
Timothy David Parsons?", Columbus, OH
Lisa Marie Passafiume, Lexington
Doyle Frank Patrick, Jr., Louisville
Michael Edward Patton, Louisville
Lori Rene Paul, Dayton, OH
William Todd Paul, Lexington
Stephanie Pease, Henderson
Douglas Patrick Pedigo, Louisville
Cyril Alcardo Peebles, Lexington
Elizabeth Adair Pendleton":", Lexington
John Huston Pendleton", Columbia
Carla Raye Penticuff', Nashville, TN
H. Harris Pepper, Jr., Bowling Green
Warren Everett Perez, Lexington
Nathan Peterson**, Grayson
Zane Peyton"", Campbellsburg
Michael Gary Phillips**, Richmond
Luther Bruce Pittman, Jr., Owensboro
Elizabeth Ellen Poshadel*, Fairmont, WV
Kenneth M. Powers">, Brandenburg
William Robert Precious's", Lexington
Sheri Helen Prow, Madisonville
Thomas E. Raisbeck, Ft. Thomas
Diane Renee Ramsey", Louisville
Ronald Fisher Randall II", Mitchell, SD
Robert Lee Raque, Jr., Louisville
Daniel Paul Raterman, Louisville
Karen Lynn Ratliff"", Pikeville
Stephen Russell Ray'<", Louisville
Thomas Burton Ray, Louisville
Mark David Reaguer, Lexington
Andrew Eugene Redmond'?", Fairview, PA
Lesley Neal Reed, Salyersville
David Anthony Reesor":", Elizabethtown
Denise Marie Reid, Fisherville
Janet Lee Reynolds, Lexington
Kevin Andrew Reynolds, Cadiz
Claude Richard Rhorer, Lexington
Bettina Marie Rice, Paintsville
Jennifer Lynn Riddle, Lexington
Sylvia Lewis Ribas>, Lexington
Nancy Margaret Rivers"", Louisville
Jim S. Rives, Louisville
Suzell Roach, Hanson
Laura Lyle Roark'?", Lexington
Charles Brent Robbins, Louisville
Glenn F. Roberts Ill, Ft. Thomas
Kevin L. Roberts, Lewisport
Karen Heidorn Robertson, Lexington
Julie D. Robinson's", Paola, KS
Frank S. Rodgers", Frankfort
Boyd Douglas Rogers II, Lexington
Kathy Michele Rogers?", Louisville
Kathleen Marie Rooney"", Lexington
Geneva Marie Ross, Elizabethtown
Martin Blake Ross, Catlettsburg
Kimberly Denise Safreedv", Owensboro
Jeffrey S. Sallee, Lexington
Marvin Eugene Samples?", Crestwood
Jane Anne Sandefur, Louisville
Joseph Patrick Sanders", Salvisa
Jeffrey Paul Savage", Lexington
Kathy Ellen Saylor", Evarts
Duane David Scarboro"?", Paducah
Michael Kenneth Schmeling, Kohler, WI
Erich Andrew Schneider, Medway, OH
Scott Douglas Schradere ", Louisville
Todd G. Schroering, Louisville
Jeffrey Louis Schumacher", Maysville
Stephen Charles Schuster, Harrodsburg
Todd Eugene Schwartz'<", Flemingsburg
Jeffrey Morgan Searcy, Lexington
Roy Lee Searcy"", Lexington
David Patrick Sermersheim, Louisville
Billy R. Severance, Jr., Crab Orchard
Gary D. Shanklin, Hopkinsville
Bill Clark Shehan, Jr., Florence
Pamela Jean Simpson", Lexington
Gerald Todd Slatin, Jr., Lexington
Bryan Edward Smith, Owensboro
Jeri Lynn Smith", Lexington
John Christopher Smith"'*, Louisville
Natalie Darice Smith, McAllen, TX
Nita Jean Smith, Radcliff
Richard Beck Smith, Lebanon
Scott Harrison Smith, Bardstown
Eric W. Sneed, Ashland
Peter Ehren Sorensen, Glasgow
Ronda Ferrell Southerland, Danville
Robert Lee Sparksw, Lexington
Matthias Arnold Spruill IV, Jacksonville, FL
Shari Sue S1. Clair, Princeton, IN
Todd Edward Stephens", Lexington
Susan Marie Stevie, Campbellsville
Paul Joseph Stich, Louisville
Kimberly Elston Stiff, Danville
Richard Scott Strobel, Louisville
Christopher Scott Struck, Louisville
George Joseph Stump>", Lexington
Elizabeth Sullivan, Frankfort
Kathleen Sullivan**, Frankfort
Carla Glynn Surratt, Louisville
Robert Kevin Sutphin", Ashland
James Earl Tackett, Inez
Naohiro Takano, Louisville
Michael H. Taylorv'", Lawrenceburg
Julie Ann Thiel, Edgewood
Mary Caroline Thomas, Lexington
David Mays Thompson, Lexington
Gregory Jordan Thompson, Nicholasville
Harry Tyrone Thompson", Lexington
Brian Hayden Timmons, LaGrange
Gordon David Tingle, Woodbridge, VA
Curtis G. Tolson, Middletown
Kenneth William Tramontinv'", Frankfort
Pamela J. Trautner?", Versailles
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Lisa Ann Traylor, Nebo
Fielding L. Turner, Lexington
Ron J. Turnier, Madisonville
Steven M. Tylerv", Louisville
William G. Ulbricht, Jr.", Louisville
Alvin Mark Underwood**, Lexington
Dwain Lee Underwoodw, Tollesboro
Helen Tanner Urch, Frankfort
Pamela Faith Valdez, Owensboro
Patrick Y. Van Pee, Lexington
Jeff Paul VanderHorst, Berea
Timothy C. Vaughn, Benton
Karen Susette Vaught, Lexington
Douglas Wayne Vercellotti, Joliet, IL
Michael Andrew Vescio, Lexington
Karla Renee Vest, Lexington
David Mitchell Vincent, Louisville
Mitzi Marie Vineyarde", Lexington
Alan Wade Vlrginw, Russell
Ruth Ann Wachter, Versailles
James Porter Walker, Jr., Louisville
Owen Matthew Walling, Lexington
Laura Ann Warren, Lexington
Lucinda Ann Warren", Annandale, VA
Nathalie Anne warrenv", Radcliff
Anthony Lee Webb, Jr.", Lawrenceburg
Mark Ray Webb, Lawrenceburg
Carol Lynn Weber, Ashland
Karen Gail Wekstein"", Lexington
Ronald Jerry Welch, Jr."", Carrollton
Craig Lee Weltman, Philadelphia, PA
Michael Raymond Wemyss, Elm Grove, WI
Lisa Dawn Wethington, Lexington
Lafe Jeff Wheeler, Jr.", Danville
Stacey Renee Wheeler, Campbellsville
Joseph Frederick Whelan, Jr. **, Dickson, TN
William M. Whelan III, Louisville
Kenneth Todd Whitaker, Madison, IN
John Noel White, Lexington
Patricia J. Wiers, Lexington
Selby Schlegel Wiggins, Richmond
Martyn Hanson Wilby, Darlington, England
Carrie Christine Williams", Catlettsburg
Robert Glenn Williams", Lexington
Mark Douglas Wilson, Lexington
Rosa Elena Wilson", Prospect
Philip Andrew Wittich, Ashland
Charles Lewis Wooton, Barbourville
Daniel Buzette Wooton, Louisville
Patricia Sue Workman", Lexington
Byron Chadwick Wynn", Edgewood
Stephen Patrick Yates", Louisville
Kimberly Kay Young, Morning View
Oscar Charles Young, Southgate
Twila Ann Young, Lexington
Mary Ellen Zinser, Nashville, TN
Paul Alan Zuberer, Owensboro
Bachelor of Science
in Accounting
James Douglas Adams II, Prestonsburg
Veronica Karen Alford, Lebanon
Vanessa Lynn Andersons>, Lexington
Karen Stoltz Arnold, Lexington
William Blaine Atkins, Harlan
James Fitzgerald Baker?", Lexington
John Andrew Baldock, Ashland
Lynda Cheryl Bannister, Sadieville
Sheryl Dieball Bell'?", Lexington
Barbara Marie Bendis, Versailles
Sharon Elaine Hardy Black... , Lexington
Kent W. Blake, Elkton
Adele Emilia Long Bolton, Louisville
James Michael Bolus, Louisville
Priscilla Ann Boydv'", Elkhorn City
Charles Edwin Bradley, Midway
Jennifer Celeste Brown, Louisville
Jurandia Lee Brown, Lexington
Charles Edward Bullard, Logansport, IN
Jeffrey Alan Bush', Atlanta, GA
Jennifer Linlee Calvert", Versailles
John Thomas Campbell', Corbin
Richard Kent Campbell, Frankfort
Teresa Gail Carter", Lexington
Karen Lynelle Chaffin", Flatwoods
Deborah Ramsey Chenault", Lexington
James Edward Clark, Versailles
Teresa L. Messer Clark', Danville
Dana Lynne Clayton, Bardstown
Clara Ruth Cole, Lexington
David Allen Combs", Whitesburg
Mark Christopher Combs', Whitesburg
Timothy Gale Cook, Chaplin
Benita Lynn Copley", Saline, MI
Perry Stephen Cornett, Jr.?", Manchester
Sheila Dianne Crace, Lexington
Tracy Glenn Cross, Albany
Kevin William Crumbo, New Albany, IN
Joseph Barton Culver, Lexington
Karen Sue Curnutte", Lexington
Melba Gene Custer', Winchester, TN
Kimberly Lynn Dale, Phelps
Timothy George Deitmaring, Ft. Mitchell
Kreg Darren Denton', LaCenter
Melissa R. Derifield, Ashland
Edward Keith Dillon", Lexington
Elizabeth Nell Dorris, Hopkinsville
Debra Ruth Wakefield Drury, Lawrenceburg
Paula Lynn Durst, Charleston, WV
Nancy S. Eifler, Louisville
James Bradley Elams ", Lexington
Christopher David Ellis, Lexington
Charlene Wells Fields, Hyden
John Scott Fischer, Houston, TX
Diana Carol Fister, Lexington
Joann Foster", Somerset
Donald L. Fowler, Louisville
Brad C. Freeman', Cumberland
Steven Carter Fulton, Harrodsburg
Tina Carole Garrison, Cynthiana
Stuart Hamilton Goldsborough', Lexington
Calvin R. Goiter", Lexington
Sandra Marie Goodin", Lebanon
E. Marie Gorham", Lexington
Vivian Lee Greenlief", Lawrenceburg
Charles Lee Griffin', Lexington
Stephen J. Grubbs, Flatwoods
Donna Jane Hagan, Owensboro
Scott Andrew Haire', Talbott, TN
Joseph Edmon Hanson, Owenton
Brenda Kaye Harris", Elizabethtown
Deborah Anne Hatton, Union
John Richard Hayes, Louisville
Melissa Suzanne Hayes, Louisville
Tina Luann Herndon", Warsaw
Frank Neil Hestand, Middletown
Jonathan Deverl Higgins, Lexington
Darrin Lee Hines", Somerset
Roy Christopher Hines", Lexington
Elizabeth Ann Payne Hobbs, Lexington
Byron Keith Holloway", Owensboro
Leah Diane Holmes', Somerset
Timothy Alan Horn', Owensboro
Allison Lynn Houghton, Hixson, TN
Gary Eugene Howard', Lexington
William Leo Huesman, Erlanger
Andrew Houston Huggins, Lexington
Frank Dean Hughes, Jr.", Portsmouth, OH
Holly Anne Hume, Owensboro
Eric Lee Hurley, Lexington
Robert Gregory Jackson", Winchester
Sheila Ann Jackson, Bledsoe
Denise Lucas Jefferson", Lexington
Carol J. Johoson, Lexington
Jerry Don Johnson", Paducah
Kent Eugene Kelley", Lexington
Edward Thomas Kelty', Lexington
John Michael King, Jr., Salyersville
Scott Louis Kries, Georgetown
Margaret Jane Lambert", Prestonsburg
Tammy Lynne Lankford, Nicholasville
Laura A. Lashley-Chiles, Ironton, MO
Michelle Angela LeFevers, Lexington
John K. Lehman", Louisville
Thomas Turner Lewis, Lexington
Mark F. Liston, Owensboro
Dana Michelle Logan', Louisville
Sally Geraldine Loveless", Liberty
John Charles Mains", Maysville
Deborah Ann Majors', Greenville
James E. Marcinek", Lexington
Eva Margrit Marlow-Batt*"', Elizabethtown
BridgetteDeniseCreech Marston", Lexington
Brian Keith McDonald, Lexington
Barry Scott McKenzie, Lexington
Karen Beth Miller, Charleston, WV
Mark Alan Mitchen, Crestwood
Angela Jo Moore, Nicholasville
Ann Eubank Moore, Bowling Green
Jeffrey Allen Morris", Cynthiana
Phillip Bruner Mouser", New Haven
Jon Edward Murphy, Owensboro
Johnny Edward Napier, Beattyville
Raemel Nichols, Versailles
Mary Beth Nunley, Ironton, OR
Krista Anne Ogle", Louisville
Ronald Bryan Oliver, Harrodsburg
Evelyn Denise Osborne', West Liberty
Jeffrey Walker Osborne', Lexington
Ronald Scott Pace', Lexington
Maria Ann Parman", Florence
Bonnie Chatterton Parr', Germany
Regina Kaye Pauley, Hardy
James Thomas Penn, Cynthiana
Elizabeth Mary Peterson, Louisville
Steven Douglas Phillips, Lexington
Stephanie Lynne Proctor, Madisonville
Denzil James Ramsey, Jr.', Frankfort
Jeffrey Glenn Reed, Prestonsburg
Mary Catherine Reyes, Lexington
James Hugh Reynolds, Portsmouth, OH
Margaret Marsh Rice, Harlan
Don H. Rickert, Lexington
Janna Sue Evans Rigney, Danville
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Michael Richard Riney II, Owensboro
Jean Jacobs Roberson, Columbus, IN
Pamela Lynne Rogers', Harrodsburg
Alan Clair Ross', Lexington
Ladina Jennifer Rutz, Winchester
Gregory Robert Sadler, Charleston, WV
Theresa Gail Salley, Argillite
Michael Gene Saylor", Harlan
Cynthia Ann Schuster, Cleveland, OR
Lori Phelps Shaw", Lexington
Audrey Martin Shepherd...., Frankfort
Eva Marie Shiley, Louisville
Fred Barton Shockley II, Lexington
Melissa Claire Shore, Elizabethtown
Laura Brooks Simmons, Lexington
Brent Douglas Simpson, Frankfort
David Charles Simpson, Owensboro
Vickie Ja Smillie", Lexington
Angela J. Smith, Louisville
Paul Revis Smith, LeBurn
Wanda Fay Smith, Barbourville
Bryan Stephen Spalding, Louisville
Lisa Lynn Standridge, Lynch
David Thomas Stevens' ", Lancaster
John Earl Stevens, Jr.", Stanford
Leanne Maria Stevens, Louisville
James Henry Stewart II", Ashland
Timothy DaB Stokes, Hopkinsville
Steven Mark Suetholzv'", Lexington
Mary Terese Tenfeldes ", Lexington
Lisa Ann Thomas", Elizabethtown
Julia Kay Tinnell, Louisville
Julie Lynn Tolliver", Harlan
Daren Kendall Varble, Lexington
William Stanley Victor, Lexington
Stacey Lynn Volk, Owensboro
Kathy Rena Walker, Calvert City
Rebecca Ann Wallace", Hopkinsville
William Morgan Wallace, Radcliff
Lisa M. Wallin, Lexington
Kevin B. Warren', Winchester
Tracy Ann Warren, Owensboro
Catherine Louise Wedding, Lexington
Jennifer Lynn Wells, Inez
Curtis Lynn Wenzler", Owensboro
Susan Carol White, Lexington
Gregory Lee Williams, Alexandria
Kay Marie Williams, Frankfort
Mark Wayne Williams, Elizabethtown
Melinda G. Williams, Lexington
Gary Randall Wilson, Lexington
Lisa Rae Wimsatt, Bardstown
Michelle Denise Yankey, Springfield
Derry Thomas Young', Bakerton
Lisa Lynn Young", Lexington
Howard Jeffery Zachariah', Louisville
Bachelor of Science in
Business and Economics
Mary Frances Ashby', Corydon
Nicholas Rapier Brown, Louisville
Gregory Lee Davis, Trenton
Kelly Brent Harle, Munfordville
John Nash Houchens, Louisville
Lucien Samuel Johnson III", Orlando, FL
Robert Laurin, Miami, FL
Jeffrey Wayne Million, Danville
Mary Catherine Ransdell", Frankfort
Carroll Morris Redford Ill**, Glasgow
Ben Alan Setters, Mt. Sterling
Beverly J. Smithers". Lexington
Mary C. Stone, Lexington
Gary Reed Stratton**, Harrodsburg
Carla Glynn Surratt. Louisville
Robert Chealis Welleford, Hopkinsville
Gregory Lee Williamson**, Lexington
Terry Nelson Wright. Frankfort
Scott Thomas Zollars". Park Hills
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College of Communications
Dean: Douglas A. Boyd
Bachelar af Arts
Stanley Drake Abell, Paducah
Rebecca Rose Adams", Frankfort
Tylene Christine Adams, Lexington
Christopher Thomas Aldridge, Hopkinsville
Thomas Glenn Allen, Albany
Frances Michelle Allison, Lexington
Tamara Leigh Allison, Lexington
Stephen Michael Ally", Cleveland, OH
Meredith Ellen Applev'", Louisville
Jeffrey Paul Armstrong, Louisville
Clinton Barrett Anthony Arnold, Dayton, OH
Cynthia K. Ashcraft, Florence
Jennifer Kathryn Baker?", Marion
Jennifer L. Ballard, Louisville
Jeffery Todd Banks, Hillsboro, OH
Nathan McDowell Banks, Wheeling, WV
Hope Celeste Barbian, Ashland
Dwayne Christopher Barker, South
Williamson
William Curt Barker. Lexington
LouAnn Bashamv", Irvington
Dana Lynn Bauer", Louisville
Michael Lynn Beard, Albany
William John Beauregard, Detroit, MI
Thomas Gerard Beck", Louisville
AngeQuita Marie Beeler, Louisville
Sissy Bertino, Lexington
Edward A. Bessler", Ft. Mitchell
Natasha Elizabeth Biesinger, Lexington
Tara Ann Billinger, Louisville
Janet Kay Bixler, Georgetown
Mary Patricia Bloemer", Taylorsville
Laura Beth Blom, Lexington
Gina Ann Boling, Foster
Thea Renee Booher, Dayton, OH
Michelle Marie Bordelon, Barrington, IL
Julia Ann Bourke, Louisville
James Stephen Bragg, Aflex
Eric Lee Brown", Lexington
Lesley Ann Bryant", Anchorage
Virginia Lee Burge, Louisville
William Walter Burns, Jr., Williamsburg, VA
Kristin Robin Burton, Frankfort
Marcel Elaine Bush", Lexington
Cathy Glatzmayer Callaway, Lexington
Kristin Kendell Calvert, Lexington
Charles Stephen Campbell"", Lexington
Dana Rochelle Canedy, Radcliff
Christy Marie Carman, Lexington
Andrea Len Carter, Lexington
Sally Ann Chesser", Lexington
Penny Lynn Childers", Hindman
Deborah Elaine Cissell, LaGrange
Beth Ann Clark, Mayfield
Monica Jean Clark", Lexington
Jennifer Lee Claxton", Louisville
Joe Mayes Cline, Danville
Timothy John Conlin, Frankfort
Catherine Mary Consaga, Ossining, NY
Trudi Leigh Cooke", Louisville
Thad Mason Cosby, Louisville
Gary Allan Crew", Louisville
Laura Marie Crist", Lexington
Michelle Marie Cropper**, Edgewood
Rose Michelle Embry Dabney, Richmond
Lisa Renee Dausman**, Newburgh, IN
Cindy Jane DeBow, Paducah
William Milward Dedman, Jr., Harrodsburg
Sean Errol De Haan, Lexington
Frank Leslie Dempsey, Frankfort
Carolyn Michele Derrick", Lexington
Brenda Kay Dinkins, Louisville
Elizabeth Anne Doll, Centerville, OH
Mary Agnes Donohue", Paris
Dawn R. Duncan, Lexington
Veronica 10 Duncan, Russellville
Lonnie David Eades, Shelbyville
Karen Elizabeth Ebert, Florence
Carolyn Louise Edwards**, Circleville, OH
Mary Elizabeth Edwards, Greensburg
Emily Susan Elder, Webster
Jeffery Allyn English, Owensboro
Carol Elaine Faulkner, Corbin
Michael A. Fehr"", Somerset
Scott Gaitskill Ferguson, Lexington
Elisabeth Ford, Birmingham, AL
Rodney Lawrence Ford, Florence
Angela Vann Fox, Louisville
Janet Louise Fox", Louisville
Toni Vanessa Fox, Lexington
Michael V. Frediani?", Pittsburgh, PA
James L. Frentz**, Louisville
Les Davis Fry, Bagdad
Shannon Gale Gallagher":", Lexington
Beverly June Edwards Galvin, Lansing, IL
Robert Gardiner, River Forest, IL
Ann Lindsey Garvin, Bowling Green
Kimberly Ann Gehlert, S1. Louis, MO
Bradley Jay Gemeinhart, Grayson
Patricia Anne George, Frankfort
Robin Brooke Georgehead, Louisville
Deborah L. Giannini, Lexington
David John Gibbs, Lexington
Karen Jane Goldberg", Corydon, IN
Tonia Gail Gordon, Milton
John Jay Gough, Lexington
Andy Graham, Jr.", Campton
Julie Elizabeth Greenwell, Louisville
Anita Lou Griffin, Lexington
Nikki Cathryn Haddix, Lexington
Martha Marceille Hale" ", Lexington
Craig Scott Hammons'?", LaGrange
Santina A. Harding, Auburn, NY
Dana MozeU Harned, Custer
Dorothea Leigh Harris, Greensburg
Elaine Carol Harris, Lexington
Elizabeth Mason Harsh, LaGrange
Rebecca Webb Harsh, Buckner
Heidi Marilee Hatch, Florence
Martin Clay Hausberger, Cynthiana
Heather Bianca Hayes**, Upper Marlboro,
MD
Amy Hill Heckrotte, Danville
Victoria Ann Hesen, Louisville
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Deborah Ann Heuer, Edgewood
Jeffrey Allan Hiemer'?", Prospect
Anthony Brent Hinton, Louisville
Tamara Kaye Hodgkins, Jacksonville, FL
Derrick Scott Hood", Louisville
Elizabeth Nicole Howell**, Frankfort
Anne Marie Hughes, Louisville
Coleman D. Hulette, Frankfort
Sue Spotswood Hyatt"", Abingdon, VA
Keith L. Jackson'?", Lexington
Rebecca Gayle Jackson, Crestwood
Mary Ann Jaggers**, Louisville
David W. James, Lexington
Joellen Elizabeth Jenkins, Richmond
Julie Ellen Jenkins, Louisville
Medina Lynn Jewell, Princeton
Holly Elizabeth Tosh Johnsons ", Anchorage
Joni Susan Johnson, Bardstown
Todd Alan Jones, Alexandria
Denise Christine Jordan, Miamisburg, OH
Paul Wayne Jordan, Madisonville
Renaldo O. Juanso*, Lexington
Kristin Hartwell Karlson, Falls Church, VA
Warren Kevin Kerfoot, Lexington
Erik Joseph Knappenberger, Louisville
Daryl Stephen Kries, Georgetown
Joseph Edward Kuykendall, Lexington
Burton Thomas Ladd"", Lexington
Melissa Dawn Lamb, Frankfort
Jacqueline Amy Latimer, Louisville
Kimberly Keene Laurin, Louisville
Elizabeth Martinez Lawson", Rineyville
Sondra Elizabeth Leav", Louisville
Steven W. Leigh, Lexington
Susanti Thio Lengfellner"", Lexington
Claude Alan Lessig, Lexington
Dena Diane Livingston, Wichita, KS
Martha Coleman Long, Campbellsville
John Alexander Lucas, Lexington
Melissa A. Madison, Franklin
Sharon D. Mahoney, Elizabethtown
Brian Craig Mallory, Lexington
George A. Maranville", Lexington
Jeffrey Lee Marcum, Raleigh, NC
Karen Joyce Marsh, Cynthiana
Marian Rose Marshall '"", Louisville
Henry Marzan, Columbia, SC
Denise Ann Mattingly", Rineyville
Kim A. McCarson**, Crestwood
Varina Jean McDuffie, Louisville
Emily Catherine McGraw, Crestwood
Lindsay Thompson McKenney, Georgetown
Jill Carole McLoney, Georgetown
Wendy Frances McLorg*, Lexington
Leslie Ann McPeek*, Lexington
Bobbi Lynn Meek, Paintsville
Brenda Kay Messer", Grosse Pointe, MI
Patrick Graham Mikles, Virgie
Ann Norris Miller, Versailles
Clarence Shelton Miller, Jr., Lexington
Jack S. Miller, Short Hills, NJ
Wesley Todd Miller, Portsmouth, OH
Heather Marcia Moore, Lexington
Jeannie Katharine Moore, Prospect
Kathryn Shawn Moren, Catlettsburg
Charles Steven Moss, Georgetown
Ronald Jay Naegle, Frankfort
Lucy Gip Neal, Owensboro
Ladonna Marie Nicolas'", Jeffersontown
Heather Leah Nolan":", Danville
Kevin Patrick Noone, Mansfield, OH
M. Bridget O'Neill, Louisville
Robert Glenn Osborne", Henderson
David Thomas Otis, Hodgenville
James Paul Overly, Edgewood
Henry Clay Owen III, Paris
Denise Cox Owens", Nicholasville
Douglas Ray Owens, Danville
Robert P. Pemberton, Jr., Austin, AR
Julia Elizabeth Pheifer, Owensboro
Joe Phillips, Franklin
Julia Mettam Pickard", Danville, IL
Leigh Ann Pigue, Lexington
Adele Marlene Pinto, Louisville
Jana Lynn Poindexter", Lexington
Mary Annette Poole", Frankfort
Rebecca Lea Poynter, Keavy
Mark David Profitt, Lancaster
Leslie Renee Raider, Lexington
Angela Beth Ray, Huntington, WV
Rhonda Gail Reed, Lexington
Christina Maria Reisert, Louisville
Jeffery Todd Ricketts, Turners Station
Linda M. Roberts, Lexington
William Randall Roberts", Lexington
Jon Andrew Rubinstein, Ellenville, NY
Stephanie Leigh Russell, Louisville
June C. Salsman, Bardstown
Denise Yvette Saunders, Radcliff
Jolene K. Schmuck, Lexington
Nancy Ann Schoenbachler"", Louisville
Gilbert Joseph Schrage, Louisville
Leslie Gail Sellers", Lexington
Paula Lynn Setser", Paintsville
Janalee Shaw", Alexandria
James Eugene Sheehy, Louisville
Cori F. Sheets", Lexington
Diane Sue Sims, Lawrenceburg
Timothy Frank Smile'", Lexington
Andre Marcellous Smith", Granda Hills, CA
Brian Anthony Sosby, Paris
Ginny Davis Sparrow, Shelbyville
Linda Price Stallings, Louisville
Craig Joseph Stein, Louisville
James Gregory Stein", Louisville
Thomas Eugene Stephens, Louisville
Anita J0 Stevenson", Carlisle
Lillian Frances Stewart", Maysville
Teri Lynne Steyn, Louisville
Monica Anne Stech'?", Hoyt Lakes, MN
Stephanie Kay Strohmier, Brookville, IN
Jayme Elise Tarczynski", Reading, PA
Lisa Allen Taylor, Louisville
Kevin Edward Thomas, Versailles
Lisa Michelle Thomas, Richmond
Robert Scroggins Thompson, Lexington
Mary Patricia Thursack'?", St. Albans, WV
Joy Helene Tillerson, Henderson
Steven Wayne Trego, Florence
Susan Barlow Tucker, Louisville
Karen Susette Vaught, Lexington
James C. Verney", Anaheim Hills, CA
David Thomas Voit, Lexington
Mary Ingrid vonNostitz, Louisville
Margaret Michele Wagner, Lexington
Karen Diane Waldrop, Campbellsville
Michelle Ann Walker, Lexington
Stephanie Ann Wallner", Cleveland, OH
Scott A. Ward, Louisville
Claude Richard Wayman, Lexington
Gary Weber, Louisville
Mark Wegel, Miami, FL
Richard Allen Wells, Jr., Wilmore
Harold A. Wentworth III, Louisville
Larry Charles West, Jr.", Ft. Mitchell
Cara Lynn Westwood, Arlington Heights
Wendy Alane Wheeler-Mullins, Lexington
Cary David White, Peoria, IL
David Robert White, Erlanger
Mary Elizabeth Whitler", Lexington
Stacy Paige Wilding, Huntington, WV
Jason Kent Williams, Lexington
Roberta Lynn Woloch"", Lebanon Junction
Theresa Marie Wooldridge, Louisville
Stephen Alan Wroble"", Louisville
Katherine Lynn Yancey, Lexington
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Bachelor of Science
Stephanie Anita Stowell Adams, Rockford, IL
Robert Wesley Anderson, Danville
Jeanne Devon Bennett?", Lexington
Robert James Benvenuti lII, Sparta, NJ
Christopher Lee Blair, Bardstown
Wanda Gail Branham'?", Lexington
Charles Thomas Bratton, Stamping Ground
Micah Dee Brown":", Monticello
Steven Franklin Bryant, Sebree
George Steve Carlson", Pikeville
David Scott Clay, Dayton, OH
Thomas Michael Cox, Lexington
Cathy Lynne Cummings", Ft. Myers, FL
Brian S. Daugherty?", Ankeay, IA
David Michael Dees'", Edgewood
L. Byron Duell, Somerset
Sheila J. Eaves, Atlanta, GA
Craig James Fort, Owensboro
David E. Harrison?", Fairfield, IL
John Riley Heflin?", Owensboro
David Steven Henderson", Stockbridge, GA
James Alan Johnson, Lexington
Dana Ann Lester, Louisville
Gregory Alan Lewis, Harlan
Heather Mary Mckeever, Edgewood
Laura Ann Miller?", Louisville
Heather L. Priest, Bowling Green
Paul Johannes Ramsey, Richmond
Lisa Dawn Sammons", Lexington
Brian Patrick Sharp, Lexington
Matt Christian Shockey, Lexington
Alicia Diane Smaha, Louisville
Tabatha Elaine Sparrow, Danville
Keith Ray Strausburg, Louisville
Jeffrey Todd Stretch?", Hamilton, OH
Jeffrey Gordon Tucker, Owensboro
Anthony Shawn Turner", Lexington
DeAnne VorrGruenigen, Cynthiana
Vincent Tyrone Walker?", Paducah
Michael Desha Whiteker, Lexington
Jonathan Daniel Williams, Jamestown
Debra Dee Witre"", Lexington
Mary E. Youngstafel, Indianapolis, IN
College of Education
Dean: Edgar L. Sagan
Bachelor of Arts
in Education
Donald Tim Abrams, Mt. Eden
Denise Cox Allen, Lexington
Shelia Rhea Allen", Minnie
Lori Huffaker Anderson, Monticello
Andrea Ardeshir ....
Gina Carroll Arnold, Lexington
Freda Lewis Asher". Hyden
Melissa Kay Atchison, Winchester
Patricia Mahoney Baldwin, Lawrence, MA
Jonathan Neil Ballard", Elizabethtown
Gregory Scott Banks, Hillsboro, OH
Margaret A. Joseph Barnes", Salyersville
Sandra R. Barriger, Lawrenceburg
Dehea Kay Baste", Simla, CO
Kathryn Kellie Beards ", Crestwood
Nancy Lynn Biltz, Ft. Thomas
Melanie Ann Bloyd". Crestwood
Suzanne Denise Breeden, Mt. Washington
Emily Hope Brewer, Hazard
Jane Frances Brown", Madisonville
Ann Bryant, Glasgow
Tabitha Sue Buchanans ", Ransom
Barbara Ann Burchett, Paintsville
James Anderson Burnley", Danville
Brenda Susan Burton, Lexington
Melanie Carole Byers, Lexington
Sara R. Caldwell, Charleston, WV
Lisa Beth Campbell, Plano, TX
Antoinette Naomi Carlson's", Lexington
Belinda Carole Caudill, Paintsville
Lori Carol Cecil, Versailles
Brent Fook On Changs ", Honolulu, HI
Teresa A. Little Chinnw, Flatwoods
Alichia Ann Linville Cline, Lexington
Donna Washington Cockrel, Lynch
Dawn Renee Combs, Versailles
Pamela Dawn Conley-e. Paintsville
Rhonda Del Cook, Frankfort
Karen Landolt Cookew, Lexington
Joanne Corl'"
Michele Horine Cornett, Lexington
E. Carlton Courtney, II··, Lexington
Jill Louise Reed Cowan, Lexington
Diana Cornett Cromer, Lexington
Gregory Elbert Dannenberg, New Richmond,
OH
Carol Sue Davis, Farmer City, IL
Donna Ruth Davis, Walton
Dermontti F. Dawson, Lexington
Maureen Anne de Castro" ", Lexington
Richard Elmer Del.eng, Tomahawk
Leilani Naomi Denbeau, Ft. Leavenworth, KS
Mary Helen Devrtes-v, Brandenburg
Tina Slagle Dickv'", Monticello
Holly Harris Dodds, Champaign, IL
Jamie Jesseca Dunbar, Lexington
Kenneth Edward Dunns ", Richmond
Tina Mary Durbin, Lexington
Cynthia Jewel Durr, Forest Grove, PA
Mary Jane Ecton, Lexington
Michael Douglas Ekman, Louisville
Robert Lyle Ellington, Versailles
Betty Taylor Englishs ", Paintsville
Allison Marjorie Evans, Louisville
Sonnie M. Fankell, Grayson
Jennifer Hytha Fannlnw , Lexington
Robert C. Fehr'?", Somerset
John Wilson Fish, Jr., Louisville
Larry Thomas Fosterv", Lexington
Kristin Lee Claypool Frank, Burlington
Charles Kevin Franklin, Catlettsburg
Christa Lynette Gaynor, Lexington
Russell Lee Gilreathw, Marshes Siding
Sandy L. Godbey, Lexington
Pamela M. Goodman, Lexington
Kimberly Renee Oram-«, Lexington
Kathleen Mary Graves'?", Lexington
Betty Jean Greys>, Allen
Jill Linette Griffith"', Lexington
Lila McCoy Grimes, Crestwood
Lisa Jo Gumm, Glasgow
Amy Petry Hack, Louisville
Lisa Michele Hacker", Lexington
Karen Renee Hagerv", Paintsville
Michael John Haley", Lexington
Suzetta Rae Hatt-«, Lexington
Mary Elizabeth Hampton'?", Stanton
Rosanna Elizabeth Hansen, Murray
Elizabeth Ann Brahm Harned, New Haven
Melissa Ann Harris, Hebron
Patton Ray Hart, Catlettsburg
Gregory Todd Hash, Campbellsville
Stuart Gregory Haven, Harrodsburg
Foster Todd Haydon, Springfield
Patricia Joan Hedges, Louisville
Ginny L. Heinrichs, Lexington
Beverly Jean Hester, Hustonville
Mona M. Higdonv", Rineyville
Kristine Matney Hobson, Mt. Gilead, OH
Susan Kaye Homs ", Corbin
Timi Lee Hortons ", Lexington
Jamie Allyson Humlong, Lexington
Gail S. Hurst's, Lexington
Karen Leigh Isaacs", Hazard
Tabatha Lynn Isaacs, Independence
Cheryl Anne Ison, Jackson
Andrea Lynn Jaha, Louisville
Amy Davis Janes, Lexington
Gary Lee Jennings, Morgantown
Barbara Ann Jette'?", Crestwood
Courtney Allen Johnson, Williamsburg
Jamie Sue Johnson, Elizabethtown
Kathryn Adams Johnsonv", Ashland
Leslie Ann Johnson, Louisville
Meredith Charles Johnson"
Trina Michelle Johnson", Lexington
Rhonda Belinda Justice?", McAndrews
Jill Hunter Kaiser, Lexington
Elizabeth DeWitt King, Louisville
Rhonda Yvette Kirkland", Flint, MI
Kathleen Ann Kirksey", Wyckoff, NJ
Daniel E. Klapheke, Louisville
Melissa Ann Knightw, LaGrange
Kelly Renee Lambert, Owensboro
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Sarah Elizabeth Lawson, Elizabethtown
Joanna Lynn Lazear, Ashland
Alanna Taulbee Ledfordw, Lexington
Deborah Ann Lemmon, Louisville
Marci Lynn Levine, Lexington
Rhonda Paulette Lewis, Cumberland
Sharon L. Lucier, Lexington
Nancy Jeannine MacMillan, MI
Jennifer Lynn Mangin, Brandenburg
Margaret A. Golden Marks", Lexington
Cynthia Lee Martin, Horse Cave
Kellianne Theresa McCaa··, Louisville
Bruce Patrick McCann, Des Moines, IA
Tracee Lynne McCarter, Edgewood
Maria Sue Mccarty, Louisville
Mary Ann McCoy··, Munfordville
Joyce Lynn Mcnonatd-«, Hodgenville
V. Gene Mcxweeney", Lexington
Michele Mellingers ", Ashland
Ann Mayo Miller s ", Columbus
Robert Eugene Milliganv", Somerset
Jonathan Clarke Moless ", Lexington
Kelly Anne Moorev", Barbourville
Sherry Michelle Morgan, Mount Olivet
Melissa Elaine Morris, Lexington
Debbra Lynne Motley's", Frenchburg
Deborah Ann Mullins, Dwarf
Karen Alicia Wright Mullins, Fleming-Neon
James L. Murray, Lexington
Tia Rene Music, Prestonsburg
Paul Arthur Myles, Lexington
Betsy Ann Nantz, Harlan
Lisa Kay Neal, Florence
Bobbie Lee Nevels", Pine Knot
Nathan Hale Nevels, II*"', Whitley City
Laura Leigh Daugherty Nichols, Elizabethtown
Wendi Nicholss ", New Mexico
Kurt Stephan Niedenzu, Lexington
Karlynn Ann Norris, Huntsville, AL
Linda H. Oliver", Winchester
Lisa Carol Owens, Belcher
Michele Parks>, Lexington
Patricia K. Parman, London
Kathryn Renee Parsons, Lexington
Tina Lynn Parsons, Lexington
Sandra Genevieve Patterson, Ft. Mitchell
Trina Michelle Payne-«, Owensboro
Lainna Perkins'<", Owenton
Sonya Kay Poage, Lexington
Katherine King Polites, Lexington
Ann Barret Preston, Middlesboro
Joseph Keith Prtnce-», Mayfield
Sarah Jane Purdy, Louisville
Teri Lynn Pursiful", Louisville
Bryant C. Quisenberryv", Lexington
Martin G. Ramey", Lexington
Martha Elizabeth Randolph", Lexington
Bruce Alan Rector's", Pendleton, IN
Elizabeth Guthrie Revo'<", Lexington
Sheila Rae Roark", Lawrenceburg
Gary Leon Roberson, Lexington
Diane Christian Robertson">, Louisville
Jennifer L. Rogerss ", Bowling Green
Samuel Alexander Rotella, Jr.", Wintersville, OH
Lora Lynn Rucker, Paintsville
Patricia Ann Rusch, Louisville
John Laurence Ryan*"', Louisville
Nancy Nollenberger Sallee, Lexington
Colleen Ann Scanlon'?", Westlake, OH
William Gregory Schultz, Louisville
Johanna L. Scott?", Madisonville
Kimberly Ann Setser'?", Versailles
Martha Sue Shaver, Central City
Lauren M. Slpes'", Louisville
Kelly Sue Skinner, Crestview Hills
Lillian Marie Smallwood", Bardstown
Susan Jane Smart, Ottumwa, IA
Amanda Brinson Smith", Cynthiana
Denette Lynn Smith, Louisville
Lawrence Abell Smith", Springfield
William Timothy Smith, Pine Knot
Eugene Price Southworth, II·, Versailles
Patricia Spaniol", Somerset
Margaret Anne Spragens, Lebanon
Sean Patrick Staples?", Lexington
Sherri Lynn Stapleton, Lexington
Wendy Jo Starbuck, Lexington
Candrea Lee Baker Stokley, Stanton
Joseph Wayne Stone, Hopkinsville
Cara Beth Stroub, Cynthiana
Philip J. Sudkamp, Ft. Thomas
Mary Beth Sugg, Henderson
Thomas Stuart Swanberg, Henderson
Ronni Lynn Tallent?", Winchester
Brian Alan Taylor, Louisville
Nancy Marie Theobald", Louisville
Mary Ellen Thompson, Lexington
Whitney Ann Thompson>", Lexington
Carol Lorraine Tingle, Eminence
Krista Jill Trerathan'?", Lexington
Linda Marie Tucker, Lexington
Paul Aquila Turner, Happy
Cynthia Lee Twyford, Monticello
Foy Lamar Underwood", Pensacola, FL
Kimberly Alyce VanHoose*"', Paintsville
Lisa Bowman Waitsv"
Ervin Kyle Wall
Pamela Poland Wallace'<", Lexington
Lisa Carol Watson*"', Hodgenville
Richard Meldon Watt, Bowling Green
Lisa Downey Watts, Nicholasville
Robert Wesley Webb, Jr.", Owensboro
Marjorie A. Weber, Louisville
Lisa Arlene Weddle, Nancy
Rena Chaney Welchv'", Lexington
Lesley Jean Weldon "", Lexington
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Melanie Ann Wells*"', Nicholasville
Jean Carol White, Lexington
Susan Adele White", Lexington
Marcia Carol Wilcher*"', Stanford
Lori Alison Wiles", Somerset
Jennifer Denise Williams, Daisy
Sheila Smith Willis, Columbia
Amber Dawn Witten*"', Hodgenville
Julie Roby Wright, Louisville
MaryBeth McCluskey Wynn, Jamestown, NY
Donald Jeffery Yarano", Zanesville, OH
Carmen Rene Yoder?", Lexington
Karen Dodson Yurt, Lexington
Claudia Kim Zappalav", Brandenburg
Bachelor of Science
in Education
David O. Fanninv", Perryville
Billy J. Long'?", Lexington
Guy Wallace Neal, Gallatin, TN
Robert Thomas Sutton, Mt. Sterling
Mary Kathern Warner*"', Cynthiana
College of Engineering
Dean: Ray M. Bowen
Bachelor of Science in
Agricultural Engineering
James Wayne Baier?", Oldtown
Cynthia Marie Brumfield, Nicholasville
Mee Ting Lau, Malaysia
Susan Martha Lewis", Lexington
James Michael Ward?", Calhoun
Bachelor of Science
in Chemical Engineering
Azhar Ali, Malaysia
Edward Christopher Ballard", Bardstown
Mark Andrew Clements, Waverly
Kimra Harper Cole", Richmond
Phillip Owen Dale, Versailles
Theodore Paul Frey", Louisville
James Craig Frizzell, Beaver Dam
Angela Carol Gatlin, Lexington
Randall Lee Hardy, South Point, OH
Jason Alexander Harper, London
Frank Allen Hewitt, Louisville
Kevin Hobbs, Flaherty
Rocky Lane Hudson, Benton
Christine Marie Jelf, Erlanger
Maureen Elizabeth Marra, Lexington
Robert Komron Montazemi, Edgewood
Matthew Lee Montgomery", Charleston, WV
Donald Lee Reynolds, Jr., Ft. Mitchell
William Joseph Rogier, Greenville
Kimberley Lynn Sibley, Louisville
Harold L. Sparks, Grayson
Hanizam Bin Sulaiman, Selangor, Malaysia
Brian Micheal Thompson, Morganfield
Rick Thompson, London
Stephen Joel Wallace, Dorton
Matthew Todd Williamson, Cincinnati, OH
Russell Andrew Wozniak, Bowling Green
David Robert Zint, Alexandria
Bachelor of Science
in Civil Engineering
Robert Alexander Amato*, Frankfort
Luis Jorge Arduz, La Paz, Bolivia
Alan Keith Ashley, Hindman
James Elmer Ballinger'?", Mt. Vernon
Kenneth Ray Barrett**, Lexington
Jeffrey Scott Blanton, Paintsville
Kerry Steven Bohannon, Scottsville
John Major Bradford?", Franklin
Joseph Albert Brake, Jr.**, Ashland
James Thomas Brannon, Edgewood
Kevin Jerome Brian, Louisville
Linda Carol Bridwell, Lexington
Robert Keith Caudill**, Hallie
Charles Brent Childers, Hindman
James Williams Clay**, Winchester
Daniel Blain Click, Irvine
Henry Edward Compton, Prestonsburg
Kenneth Cornett, Hindman
Karen Louise Curtis**, Lexington
Wesley Thomas Dixon**, Ulvah
Kathleen Mary Foley*, Frankfort
Warren Samuel Fay, Lexington
Ronnie Clark Graves, 11**, Grayson
George Howard Greenwell**, Bardstown
Daniel Joseph Guilford'?", Westchester, OH
Danl Lyle Hall*, Pikeville
Kevin Louis Jasper, Carrollton
Gregory Newman Jones, Louisville
Christopher Shannon Kelly**, Lexington
Jennifer Elaine Kessler, Charleston, WV
Mark Edward Krebs, Louisville
David Allan Lamb, Madisonville
David Eric Leaver**, Ashland
Martin L. Lockard *, Lexington
Calvin Reece Mason **, Hebron
David Glen McDowell**, Grayson
Joseph Lee McDowell**, Grayson
Maureen Melton, Eubank
Allen Harrison Myers, Lexington
Penny G. Newton, Somerset
Robert William Nunley**, Ironton, OH
Kim Hunt Oatman**, Madisonville
Keith Ray Reed**, Pineville
Brian D. Roark**, Flatwoods
Ronald Charles Rothert, Anaheim, CA
Jackie L. Salyer, Jr., Flat Gap
James E. Simpson, Lexington
Larry Willet Snedegar", Frankford, WV
Hank A. Spaulding*, Hazard
George Andrew Sprague**, Sturgis
Darren B. Stamper**, Mallie
Joseph Franklin Stanley**, Pikeville
Steven Bishop Staten, Beavercreek, OH
John R. Thiel**, Paris
Casper Jay Wynn**, Whitesburg
Singleton Joseph Yeary III, Nicholasville
Bachelor of Science
in Electrical Engineering
Nabiel Yusuf Ahmed, Lexington
Martha Burke Allard, Lewisport
Richard Brantly Arnold**, Lexington
Pamela Dianne Asberry, Albany
Gerald Whitney Bankes, Jr., Winchester
Joseph Gregory Barrett**, Beaver Dam
Bruce Anthony Barton, Middlesboro
Joseph Charles Bastian, Ashland
Brent S. Bell**, Warsaw
John Bruce Berry**, Mays Lick
Michael Wayne Boshears**, Union
Timothy Harold Brandenburg, Beattyville
Robert Kendall Broadbent, 11**, Cadiz
Allan Worth Brown **,-LeGrange
Stephen Edgar Carroll, Lexington
Timothy Jon Clatterbuck, Lexington
Edgar Jay Claytonv", Ashland
Richard Maurice Compton, Jr., Georgetown
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Teresa K. Daniel, Henderson
Lisa Marie Downey"", Hustonville
Daniel Wallen Eaton, Great Bend, KS
David Warren England, Louisa
Allen Douglas Ferrell, Lexington
William Carroll Fisher, Lexington
Louis E. French**, Elizabethtown
James Derek Gallaher**, Manchester
Cullen Cole Gault, Lexington
Dennis William Gibson, Cincinnati, OH
Guy Walter Goodlett, Jr., Burgin
Patrick A. Grant**, Leitchfield
Roy Douglas Gray**, Taylorsville
Steven John Greenleaf, Louisville
Scott Wayne Hall, Pleasureville
Paul Clifton Hamilton, Jr. **, Lexington
Howard Scott Hardin, Louisville
Steven Kenneth Hayden**, Cecilia
Harold Deane Heinrichs, Jr., Lexington
Donald Lucas Hendry III, Lawrenceburg
Brian Eugene Highlander, Hurricane, WV
Atsuko Yokoyama Hildebrand
Christopher Charles Hobbs, Lexington
Wendy Lynn Hoffman, Louisville
Cecil Edward Hurley"", Pineville
Roy Darrell Johnson**, Taylorsville
William Ejner Johnson, Jr., Hopkinsville
Phillip B. Juett**, Lexington
Thomas Warfield Kinkead, 111**,Lexington
Frank C. Kopas III, Northfield, OH
L. Patrick Kroger**, Union
Sean Brian Lafferty**, Florence
Robert Todd Latimore**, Owensboro
John Mark Lelvlasters ", Bagdad
Robert Lee Martin'?", Bowling Green
Daniel Ross Mcclure-", Lexington
Douglas Ray Meadows, Winchester
Daniel Wesley Medley, Jr., Louisville
John Marion Miller, South Shore
William Frederick Mills, Marion
Stephen Irwin Moore, Paducah
Brian Scott Morgan", Lexington
Roland Dyche Mullins, Mt. Vernon
Daniel Glenn Nance**, Madisonville
Samuel Craig Nation*, Henderson
Kevin Clark Neely**, Somerset
Kevin Edward Neill, Ashland
Lanhuong Nguyen**
Minhkien T. Nguyen**, Lexington
Thuyhong Nguyen**
Mark Noviasky", Winsted, CT
John F. O'Bryan, Owensboro
Stuart W. Perry, Washington, DC
Tony Lee Peters**, Sonora
David Allen Pickard", Barbourville
Walter Kenneth Pitt, Lexington
Charlie Thomas Ploeger, Alexandria
Philip M. Rabe, Verona
Bennie Ray Sexton*'", Leburn
Samuel Wayne Sexton**, Louisville
Robert Eyrl Simpson, Sturgis
Richard Scott Souder*·, Falmouth
Timothy W. Stephens**, Grayson
Michael Thomas Stethen, Carrollton
John Sidney Stewart'?", West Liberty
Amir Alaeddin Tabatabaie", Khorramshahr,
Iran
John Andrew Tomlinson", Frankfort
Jeannine Ann Topmiller, Covington
Clarence J. Turner, Central City
Sally Charlton Waits, Louisville
Barry Kevin Wallace, Somerset
Michael Dale Watson"", Irvine
Steven David Wilkinson, Altoona, PA
Joe Morris Woosley, Jr., Hopkinsville
Mark Kelly Younge>, Louisville
Robert J. Zile**, Rosedale Covington
Bachelar of Science
in Mechanical Engineering
Robert Kevin Abshers ", Paducah
Duane Jay Adamson, Lexington
Ottis Jay Amburgey, Whitesburg
Beth Anne Bennettv'", Union
James Albert Brewer, Wooton
Frank Preston Brown"", Grayson
Michael D. Bushe'", Grayson
Michael F. Cahillv'", Butler
Edward J. Cigalliow, Alexandria
James Franklin Conder, Jr. "". Elizabethtown
Stephen Wayne Crocker":", Franklin
Jeffrey Carroll Downes?", Salisbury, MD
Shannon Clark Durham's>, Lexington
John Paul Elias"'''', Danville
Mark Donavan Elliotts ", Philpot
William Barry Faulkner'<", Lexington
Gwynn Anne Fister", Danville
Robert Anderson Francis, Jr., Jeffersontown
Jennifer Lee Fry, Bellevue
Dan Christopher Funke", Demossville
Gregory John Geissbuhlerv"
Jeffrey Scott Goodyear, Flat Rock, MI
Teresa Diane Gross, Paducah
Husam O. Hallak, Jerusalem
Stephen Eugene Hamby'?", LeGrange
David Allen Hamilton, Paris
Christopher Gaynor Haragan, Louisville
Esmail-Tolou Hassanpour, Iran/Mashad
William Charles Healy", Ashland
Paul Louis Higdon, Lebanon
Sean Hill, Stanton
Paul Gregory Houlihan, Lexington
Mary Diane Jones, Louisville
Arthur Edward Jumper, Jr., Louisville
Mark Miller Kirkhamw , Hopkinsville
Paul Brooks Kreitz, Winchester
Jeffrey Scott Lebeguee'", Argillite
James Ling, F1. Thomas
Sheldon Michael Lovelace", Wickliffe
Denise Kelly Lyon*"', Lexington
William Alden Madden, Happy
David Alan Mattingly*"', Lebanon
John David Mitchell, Owensboro
Lori Ann Mitchell, Burlington
Craig David Morgans", Lexington
William David Murry, Paintsville
Todd O'Brienv", Stanville
Thomas Papanicolaou":", Lamia, Greece
A. Scott Plummer, Carthage, NY
Ann Carolyn Riney**, Owensboro
Marvin Thomas Robertson, Lexington
John Craig Rochester, Lexington
Timothy Lynn Rose, Benton
Steven Sadettin Saran**, Ankara, Turkey
Michael Robert Schroeder'?", Louisville
Michael David Shadoan*"', Richmond
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Scott Patrick Shirley**, Toledo, OH
Gary Berlin Slone, Pippa Passes
Gregory Lee S1. Clair**, Somerset
Donald Anthony Summers, Lexington
Billy Christopher Tarver, Morganfield
Barry Lewis Thomas, Leitchfield
Robert E. Thompson*"', Lexington
Henry Richard Vinson III, Hopkinsville
Hugh Richard Voit II, Louisville
Frank J. Warburg*"', Monticello
Tony Weckerlingv", Lexington
Joseph Edward Whelan, Flaherty
Thomas Edgar Wohlwender*"', F1. Wright
David Wayne Wright*"', Lexington
Tammy Jean Young*"', Louisville
Bachelor of Science
in Metallurgical Engineering
Gary Lee Adams, Ashland
Joseph Lee Blake, New Cumberland, WV
Darren Ray Spainhowerv", Worthington
James Todd Taylore'", Louisville
Bachelor of Science
in Mining Engineering
Alan Keith Ashley", Hindman
John Larry Cline, Jr., Lovely
Scott R. Kramer**, Sturgis
George Alex Smiths>, Hazard
Timothy Roy Watkins, Jackson
Gregory Scott Whitaker, Hazard
College of Fine Arts
Dean: Richard C. Domek, Jr.
Bachelor af Arts
Marjorie Rollyson Bailey?", Memphis. TN
Julia Brooke Beattie, San Marino, CA
Todd Nathan Bezold, California
Cheryl Lee Biagini", Danville
Carrie Ellen Bippert, Paducah
Lisa C. Blevins, Lexington
Mary J. Boguslawv"
Susan Ahler Buchananv", Elizabethtown
Kristen Marie Burris, Stuart, FL
Michael Scott Camenisch, Lexington
Stephen Douglas Currens, Versailles
Philip James Duncan?", Cincinnati, OH
Nelson Earl Fieldsv ", Georgetown
Joseph A. Figliulo, Batavia, NY
Laura Anne Finch, Lexington
Deborah Anne Gatewood, Frankfort
Paula Clark Gold?", Versailles
Robert Morris Gretter"", Lexington
Andrew Clyde Grimes, Coats, NC
Robert Wayne Hartley"", Louisville
Sarah Jean Henderson, Lexington
Frederick Charles Herrmann, Vicksburg, MS
Brian Keith Holman, Mt. Vernon
Bruce Owen Jones?", Danville
William Noah Jones, Somerset
Janette Joanne Castner Jude"", Middletown,
OH
Catherine Lynn Kaufman, Cincinnati, OH
Alberta Lanceta Labrillazo, Radcliff
Loren Charles Long" ", Lexington
Peter J. Malinoski, Mayville, NY
John P. Menkhaus, Jr.", Ft. Thomas
Molly Ann Mizer, Columbus, OR
Brian Frank Moore, Lexington
Trang Thi Thien Nguyen, Louisville
Margaret Carol Parsons, Lexington
William Todd Pickett, Lexington
Treacy J. Regan"", Lexington
Eileen F. Rooney, Scherevus, NY
Thomas M. Schaub, Lexington
Kent Eric Seidel"". Lexington
Philip Sullivan Shine, Nicholasville
Kimberly Carol Spence'?", Lexington
Virginia Helen Stanko, Lexington
Sullivan Canaday White, Irvine
Daniel C. Wilds, Versailles
Meiling Lorraine Williams, Greenville, SC
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Brian Keith Holman, Mt. Vernon
Michael James Wren Picasso, Gaithersburg,
MD
Robert Lincoln Sirotav'", Lexington
Ellen Wade Skidmore, Stanton
Stephanie Richard Sykes, Elkhorn City
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Bachelor of Music
William Jenkins Adams, Hopkinsville
David J. Branstrator, Evansville, IN
Brent C. Conley, Sandy Hook
Melinda K. Cumberledge, Lexington
Victor Durant Dunston, Bonaire, GA
Douglas Clayton Gaddis, Owensboro
Gina Lyn Scaggs, Ashland
Stuart Randolph Smith, Macedon, NY
Peggy Estes Spencer, Winchester
Jerry Daniel Weymiller, Fairbanks, AK
Bachelor of Music
in Music Education
Joni Lynne Gregory, Corbin
Walter Joe Hickss ", Ashland
Jean Preston Kloecker, Lexington
Jennifer Lynn Naylor"'*, Crab Orchard
Joey Edwin Neal"'*, Monticello
Wanda Lanette Orr, Radcliff
Perry Albert Ralenkotter, Florence
Stephen Harold Rice, Paintsville
Deborah Ann Roberson, Edgewood
Charles Michael Smith?", Cynthiana
William D. Stewart", Columbus, OH
College of Home Economics
Dean: Peggy S. Meszaros
Bachelar of Arts in
Housing and Interior Design
Beth Ann Belt, Lexington
Ingrid C. Bishop, Bedford
Stephanie Clare Bobbitt, Lexington
Peggy Catherine Bowling, Burlington
Catherine Clark Brown, Russellville
Mary Kathryn Buchanan, Frankfort
Julie Kay Carpenter, Louisville
Kathy S. Carr, Georgetown
Jennifer Brown Chaney, Morehead
Susan Vance Chenault, Richmond
Tanya Renee Cocanougher, Danville
Sherri Lynn Elliott?", Lexington
Denise Edell Eversmeyer, Murray
Katherine Knox Gunn, Lexington
Barbara Renner Holbrook, Nicholasville
Caroline K. Horn, Henderson
Lisa Ann Wood Hunt, Elizabethtown
Martha Lynn Hutchinson, Charleston, WV
Melisa Rena Isaac. Deane
Timothy Allen Johnson, Elkton
Mona Hyden Lewis", Danville
Elizabeth Suzanne Lunsfordv"
Linda Dale Martin, Hopkinsville
Cynthia Ford Meadows, Lexington
Claudia F. Miller, Wilmore
Doris Linda Cain Miller, Versailles
Cindy Mitchell, Lexington
Leah Anne Moore", Lexington
Drusilla Carson Morgan
Susan Michele Morgan, Elizabethtown
Joseph Lee Myers, Jr., Louisville
David Keith Powell"", Bedford
Ronald Gene Robinson, Somerset
Joni Tupman Schulz**, Lexington
Sonja Lane Shelton, Lexington
Tanya Ann Stevensonv", Lexington
Susan Kathryn Timmons, Morganfield
Julie Anne Todd, Lexington
Shelly Marie Wade, Ned
Linda Davis Watson, Lake Charles, LA
Renee Lynn Wedel, Chandler, IN
Elizabeth Lloyd Weisenberger, Midway
William Lee Rue Wesley**, Somerset
Mary Tanya Young, Lebanon
Bachelor of Science
in Dietetics
Mary Veronica Ballard, Versailles
Barbara Sue Blandford, Louisville
Tricia Lyn Cunningham":", Juneau, AK
Cynthia Jane Hardin *". Lexington
Deborah E. Lauber, London
Michele Denise Miller Malinoski, Maysville,
NY
Andrea Suzette Martin, Morgantown
Bettie Trammell Poage, Lexington
Dora Heflin Poindexter, Maysville
Jennifer Lynn Reed", Ashland
Lisa Gayle Scalf, Nancy
Julie Marie Steber, Danville
Sheri Lynn Thilo, Louisville
Sheree Lynette Thaxton Thompson, Ashland
Patricia Ann Tyrrell, Clifton Park, NY
Elizabeth Ann Walden, Winchester
Lydia Kathryn Watkins, Louisville
Katherine HopeHobbs Young, Versailles
Bachelor of Science
in Family Studies
Kimberly Rochelle Bender, Louisville
Lindrell Ferrell Blackwell, Paris
Sarah Elizabeth Bolender, Lexington
Mary Louise Earheart Brownv", Tullahoma,
TN
Melody Morefield Byrum, Winchester
Donna Jo Osborne Conway", Lexington
Sandra Denise Cook, Lexington
Julia B. Drake, Lexington
Douglas Patrick Ernst, Lexington
Michelle Lee Evans"", Louisville
Roberta Lee Knecht?", Brookville, IN
Sadie Catherine McCormick**, Winchester
Michelle Maria Mulloy, Louisville
Lori Ann O'Koon"", Louisville
Jane Ellen Coppinger Osteme "
Anne Mary Parlanti, Lexington
Mary Denise Prater**, Oil Springs
Julie Ann Chemberlin Quick, Lexington
Kimberly Ruth Salmons, Mantow
Valerie Lachelle Simms, Madisonville
Mary Debra Zuerner", Owensboro
Bachelor of Science
in Home Economics
Michelle Minix Barnette'?", Paintsville
Pamela Ann Bays"", Nicholasville
Kelly Lynn Boehm, Union
Carol Ann Byrne, Chicago, IL
Elizabeth Anne Campbell, Danville
Cynthia Anne Cannon *
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Marlene Jeanette Combs, Hazard
Deborah Lynette Cooksey"", Louisville
Tracey Ann Cooper"?", Louisville
Sandra Kay Curtis?", Danville
Elizabeth Scott Edwards?", Louisville
Susan Morse Estes", LeGrange
Annette Marie Bwasek, Dearborn, MI
Lynn E. Ferne, Ashland
Belinda Fleischer", Louisville
Janet Lynne Greene, Lexington
Robin Leigh Hager, Louisville
Janice Kay Halpin", Bellevue
Nancy Margaret Hammonds", Lancaster
Michael Andrew Haunert, Ft. Thomas
Karen Denise Henson, Versailles
Tracie Lew Hoffman, Georgetown
Angela Margaret Houlihan, Winchester
Mary Roberta Howard, Whitesville
Brenda A. Hudnell":", Athens, OH
Angela Paige Hurley<", Dayton Beach, FL
James P. Kelley, Bardstown
Elizabeth Louise Morris Kingsland?",
Lexington
Tami Deneise Kinsey", Barlow
Teresa Lynn Knoll'?", Frankfort
Cynthia Frances Kowalkoski**, Elizabethtown
Patricia L. Long
Julia Lynn Malicote, Lexington
Lori Anne Mason, Madisonville
David Allen Mcintosh, Lexington
Theresa Jane McKenzie, Lexington
Marysusan Miles**, Nicholasville
Stacy Anne Neel", Hardinsburg
Lisa Renee Peterson?", Campbellsville
Marcie Lynn Polly*"', Georgetown
Sherri Lynne Gaddie Porter, Fisherville
Mary Denise Prater**, Oil Springs
Margaret Lamme Price, Russellville
Melissa Ann Proffitt, London
Marcie Lynn Puckett**, Frankfort
Amy Lynn Sand**, Ft. Thomas
Laura Ann Sanders
Julianne Schurman?", Louisville
Carolyn Mills Sears, Nicholasville
Sylvia Lee Shameia", Lexington
Irene Frances Smyth, Long Beach, CA
Pamela Hill Snyder, Louisville
Teri L. Spencer, Lexington
Janice Marie Steiner", Elizabethtown
Anne Pennington Stofer, Lexington
Wendy Anderton Templeton", Lexington
Amy Louise Watson", Frankfort
Julie Marie Welter, Louisville
Thelma Dee-Etta Whitlock**, Hodgenville
Sara Castleman Winchester, Somerset
College of Nursing
Dean: Carolyn A. Williams
Bachelor of Science
in Nursing
Mary Ellen Anders, Lexington
Diane Marie Anderson, Westerville, QH
Cynthia E. Gibbs Arbra, Lexington
Jill Michele Ater, Louisville
Angela Lee Suetnam Ballard, Lexington
Lee Andrea Beck, Cynthiana
Allison Harper Beneke, Louisville
Carolyn June Black, Frankfort
Becky Woodard Blackton, Lexington
Barbara Ann Blake, Lexington
Teri Maria Blevins, Williamson, WV
Ann Elizabeth McConnell Bobo, Russell
Ronald Bruce Borgmeier, Louisville
Jodi Lynn Bowers, Lexington
Sheryl Linn Brown, West Carrollton, OH
John Thomas Butcher, Jr., Ashland
Terry S. Campbell, Lancaster
Paula Anne Cather, Lexington
Magali Suzanne Chapelle, Los Angeles, CA
La.lava Nell Chenault, Paris
Kathryn Mullikin Collings, Owensboro
Camella Carole Colwell, Yerkes
Robin Lynne Compton, Ann Arbor, MI
Lisa C. Cranfill, Lexington
Ruth Mae Crew"
Marilyn H. Criner, Nicholasville
Holly Sue Dampier, Lexington
Jennifer Louise DeFoor, Harrodsburg
Anita Fay Dixon, Independence
Pamela Freeman Dolen, Wilmore
Tamura Shaun Elliott, Morning View
Susan Margaret Fleming, Lexington
Andrea Lynne Fuller, Lexington
Rita Catherine Funke, Demossville
Janet Gould, Lexington
Jennifer Sue Greene, Lexington
Judy Kay Greer, Louisville
Rita J. Gregg, Lexington
Ann E. Griesser, Cincinnati, OH
Beverly Ann DeBardelaben Griggs, Rockford,
AL
Pamela Kay Guilfoil, Lexington
Lynn Ann Hacker, Lexington
Shari Lynn Hage, Huntington, WV
Rhonda Carol Haggan, Elizabethtown
Marilyn Lee Makin Harris, Carrollton
Heidi Denise Hayden, Campbellsburg
Beth Lynn Herberger, Eastview
Peggy Dickerson Herrmann, Greenup
Laura Elizabeth Hill", Dunbar, WV
Nancy Beth Hite, Bardstown
Holly Lynne Hoffer, Louisville
Catherine Crump Hollander, Lexington
Joy Lynne Hoskins, Lexington
Catherine Mary Howard, Joliet, IL
Tammie Lynn Hunt, Bardstown
Jennifer Lynn Hunter, Ashland
Anita Lukjan Jones, Lexington
Jill Yvette Jones, Lexington
Brigid Mary Kearns, Ashland
Amy Constance Kerr, Lexington
Jacqueline Marie Kotarek, Owensboro
Mary Waltraud Kroboth, Lexington
Susan Marie Ladd, Prospect
Kristin Michelle Levan, Ashland
Lois Jane Lewis, Ashland
Lorra Gayle Linville, Lexington
Margaret E. Lloyd, Louisville
Laura Little Lykins, Versailles
Patricia Karen Martin, Elizabethtown
Mary Monica McDonald, Lexington
Carol Downey McGonigal, Hopkinsville
Connie A. McNeely, Lexington
Sandra Royalty Mojesky, Bardstown
Elizabeth Ann Moore, Lexington
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Teresa Gail Epley Munson, Union
Nancy A. Murphy, Lexington
Tina Meade Music, Paintsville
Cheryl Lynn Nonneman, Lexington
Bettie McKenney Ockerman, Lexington
Jacqueline Lea Ofner, Louisville
Carol Joann Olson, Granada Hills, CA
Mincha Gendreau Parker, Clarksville, TN
Natalie Ann Pascuzzi, Winchester
Pamela Ruby Pierson, Radcliff
Mary Patricia Platt, Louisville
Karen Renee Pruett, Louisville
Kimberly Levens Rhineheimer, Lexington
Laura Gaye Richerson, Mayfield
Stanley Lee Ridner, Independence
Gail Lynn Riggins, Russell Springs
Susan Diana Robbins, Independence
Molly Maureen Roberts, FI. Thomas
Cathy Jean Sandhage, Lexington
Sherry G. Sedoris, Lexington
Constance Anna Sehlinger, Frankfort
Mary Jean Sharp, Middlesboro
Kimberly Short, Hindman
David M. Slaughter, Mayfield
Deidrah Gay Smithers, Lexington
Elizabeth Birnie Speltz, Lake Forest, IL
Tracy Lynn Struessel, Columbia, MO
Susan Gayle Tyree Taylor, Louisville
Kathy Diane Tevis, Lexington
Brenda G. Thomas, Lexington
Darcy Sue Thomas, Vandalia, OH
Joyce Lynn Thompson, Pikeville
Patricia Metcalfe Thompson, Bardstown
Mary Jane Trimble, Somerset
Karen Kuck Tufts, Lexington
Cristine Doris Kay Tyler, Shepherdsville
Mary Denise Von Handorf, Park Hills
Karen Marie Wahl, Lexington
Lisa Ann Wilson, Olive Hill
College of Pharmacy
Dean: Jordan L. Cohen
Doctor of Pharmacy
William Paul Allen", Louisville
David Clark Cottrell?", Danville
Clifford DiLea*, NJ
Robert Scott Duvall?", Owensboro
Elizabeth Elliott Howell, Henderson
Cecelia Nathan", Dawson, GA
Karen K. Nishihara", Honolulu, HI
Kimberly Paige Skaggs, Scottsville
Deborah Ann Smiths"
Margaret O. Smith", Donaldsonville, LA
Sheila Beasley Walkerv", Calhoun
Lori Ann Wall?", Frankfort
Marie Ann Wilkerson, Chattanooga, TN
Bachelor of Science
in Pharmacy
Carolyn Ebuwa Aguebor**, Lexington
James Herman Allen, Louisville
Lisa Ann Andrew, Edgewood
Glenn Timothy Armstrong?", Mt. Washington
Mary Catherine Baker, Elizabethtown
Joan E. Barker, Somerset
Cynthia Ann Bessler, Ft. Mitchell
Steven Danard Bickel, Louisville
Michael Midden Box, Cynthiana
Connie Scott Boyce"", Lexington
Margann Tabor Boylesv", Scottsville
Margaret H. Brashear" ", Lebanon
Nancy Ruth Brown, Louisville
Ann Kristin Buchanan, Elizabethtown
Brian Rollin Caniff, Flatwoods
Priscilla Beth Carr, Lexington
Sherry Lynn Combs"", Hazard
Carla Ann Coomes, Owensboro
Alesia Coscia, Middlesboro
David Clark Cottrell**, Danville
Cathy Leigh Crace**, Ashland
Ginny Lynne Creasman, Wilmington, CA
Betsy Jeanne DeKoster, Louisville
Dawn Marie DiOrio, Louisville
Robert Scott Duvall?", Owensboro
Bruce Thaddeus Eckerle, Louisville
Kecia Blaine Flege"", Dry Ridge
Lonna Caye Furr, Murray
Kathryn Lynne Gallagher?", McMurray, PA
Louis P. Glavinos" ", Dayton, OR
James Francis Goodin**, Lebanon
Jill Ann Greenwell"", Huntington, WV
Ruth Lynn Hall, Lexington
Jamie Marie Harper?", Columbia
Molly S. Harrington, Floyds Knobs, IN
Cheryl Ann Haven**, Florence
Deborah Leah Hightower, Lexington
Frieda Ann Hill, Springfield
Terri Lynne Hill, Bowling Green
Elizabeth Elliott Howell, Henderson
Paul R. Hunt"", Dawson Springs
Cathy Moses Hurst, Lexington
Jamie Diane Jones, Smyrna, TN
Steven Russell King**, Bardstown
Linda Jean Kornet, Lexington
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Theresa Ann Kruse* ", Louisville
Oi Lor Lam, Lexington
Janet S. Loy'?", Columbia
Richard Christian Lutz?", Elizabethtown
Melissa Beth Martin "", Horse Cave
Alicia Horne May, Owensboro
Sherri Lynn Miller**, Hazard
Joan Ellen Monhollon, Louisville
Nancy Celeste Nicklas, Lexington
Charles Kevin Owens?", Henderson
Kimberly Paige Porter'<", Richmond
Sherry Lynn Rains, Williamsburg
Robert F. Reister, Danville
Janet Elaine Rowe'?", Ironton, OH
Steven Wayne Roy, Russell Springs
Charles H. Sandusky, Columbia
Michael R. Shain, Louisville
Rebecca K. Shain, Louisville
Sherri McAninch Short, Richmond
Linda Ann Sits, Louisville
Kimberly Paige Skaggs, Scottsville
John Kevin Stephens""", Clinton
Christopher Shawn Stinnett?", Owensboro
Sherry Bowen Stratton, Lawrenceburg
Kelli Lynette Sutton, Georgetown
Kimberly Underwood Tinsley, Williamsburg
Alice Mauk Underwood, Greenup
Sheila Beasley Walker":", Calhoun
Lori Ann Wall**, Frankfort
Marie Ann Wilkerson, Chattanooga, TN
Robert Bennett Williams?", Louisville
Ronald M. Worley, Lexington
David Alan Wright, Louisville
College of Social Work
Dean: S. Zafar Hasan
Bachelor of Arts
in Social Work
LuAnn Bishop, Louisville
William Leslie Blackv", Louisville
Carol Rene Bland", Louisville
Traci Elizabeth Brent, Frankfort
Rachel Victoria Collins Burke, Whitesburg
Stephanie Denise Carter>", Lexington
Martha L. Clay", Lexington
Myrtle L. Cowan, Sturgis
Brian Douglas Davis", Brandon, FL
Brenda Fox Dixon*"'. Winchester
Julie Drexler, Charlottesville, VA
Sherrie Michele Dunning, Louisville
Barbara J. Edelen, Springfield
William Barker Edelen":", Springfield
Robin Kelly Ferguson, Hartford
Elizabeth Kathleen Ford, Louisville
Kay Marie Franz'' ", Centerville, OH
Anne Morrison Fye, Maysville
Rebekah K. Garrett .... , Morganfield
Carol Colon Hafley, Lexington
Leslie Elizabeth Hager. Boardman, OH
Ronald Joe Halcomb, Tateville
Claudia Kay Whittenburg Hopkinsv",
Wilmington, OH
Karen Lynne Houchin, Lexington
Jennie B. Hull, Lexington
Mitchell Brian Knox, West Bend, WI
Gregory Wayne Kunkel, Elsmere
Kathy Yvonne Sharp Lambert, Bartow, FL
Monika Haydon Logan, Owensboro
Gerald A. Love, Lexington
Tammy Lynn Lunsford, Florence
Marcie Jean Mandrella, Campbellsburg
Gail Lynn McCollum, East Bernstadt
Debra Ann Millerw , Liberty
Angela Marie Moran, Owensboro
Brad A. Myers'", Miamisburg, OH
Melody Ruth Nealis?", Lexington
Kevin O. Nelson .... , Dickson, TN
Jimmie Andrew O'Neal, Palatka, FL
Melanie D. Otis, Lexington
Mary Ann Downing Pass, Waukesha, WI
Velva Sue Reed, McDowell
Jerry Reese, Hopkinsville
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Sandra Dengg Reeves>, Louisville
Ann Robin Rhodus", Lexington
Katherine Johnson Rice .... , Lexington
Cheryl Hudson Saylor"", Jackson
MoUye Kay Schwab, Lexington
Ann Meriwether Shields, Bloomfield
Betty Linville Short'", Richmond
Dani T. Smith, Prestonsburg
Robin Ann Spiller"?", Ripley, OH
Sherry Ann Suedkamp", Cincinnati, OH
Robin Cheryl Taylor, Lexington
Brenda Sue Terpstra, Holland, MI
April Carmel Thomas, Louisville
Kelly F. Todd, Simpsonville
Analisa Wagoner, Lexington
Edgar Allen Wallace", Lexington
Melanie Rose Warren?", Owensboro
Audrey W. Weinzierl?", Lexington
Jennifer White", Jackson
George H. Wilburn, West Chester, OH
Sunni Lynn Wright, Lexington
Tracey Anne Ziegler", Hollywood, FL
Graduates with Hanars
Students who attain a standing of 3.6 or higher for at least three years are graduated with "With High Distinction".
Students who attain a standing of 3.4 or 3.6 for at least three years are graduated "With Distinction". A student
who has spent only two years at the University may receive either of the above honors if he or she attains a standing
of .2 higher than the three-year requirement.
Students eligible for these awards are identified by the white braided cord worn on the left shoulder.
With High Distinction
Teresa Reedy Adams
William Jenkins Adams
Frances Michelle Allison
Lori Huffaker Anderson
Keane L. Arney
Karen Stoltz Arnold
Melissa Kay Atchison
Donna Rae Baker*'"
Patricia Mahoney Baldwin
Lynda Cheryl Bannister
Hope Celeste Barbian
Joseph Gregory Barrett**
Sandra R. Barriger
Dehea Kay Bast**
Gina Maria Battaglia
Diane A. Beidleman **
Kimberly Dawn Bennett
John Bruce Berry**
Cynthia Ann Bessler
Becky Woodard Blackton
Kent W. Blake
Michele Marie Blanchard
Robert Nolan Bobo, Jr."
Gina Ann Boling
David Ray Bowden
Frank Gordon Bowers*'"
Roger Clarke Boyd, Jr.*'"
Steven Eugene Bratz
Dale Bernard Brockman **
Mary Louise Earheart Brownv"
William Jameson Brown
Margaret Lynn Buranenw
Thomas Francis Burke
Michael D. Bush"
Carol Ann Byrne
Melody Morefield Byrum
Cathy Glatzmayer Callaway
Dianne Lee Callaway
Kip Edward Campbell
Janet Ellen Coleman Carter
Annalee Edna Cato
Cynthia Ann Chalker-Welsh
Dale Reum Chapman
Deborah Ramsey Chenault"
Charles Brent Childers
John Dwight Clark"
Martha L. Clay"
Leon Neil Collard, Jr.
Clayton Brook Collier
David Edward Collins
Pamela Dawn Conley"
Wendi W. Conley
Donna Jo Osborne Conway"
Karen Landolt Cooke""
Michele Horine Cornett
David Clark Cottrell"
Stanley Earl Cox·
Tracy Anneen Criswell
Bethany Yates Dellagnello
Melissa R. Derifield
Emily Maria Digenis
David Domenev"
Michael John Donahue?"
David Ray Donaldson
Elizabeth Nell Dorris
Debra Ruth Wakefield Drury
Daniel Wallen Eaton
Carolyn Louise Edwards**
Chad Evans Edwards
Emily Susan Elder
Sheila Pulley Elrod
Mary Wis Estes
Sonnie M. Fankell
Edward Lee Fields 111**
John Scott Fischer
Kecia Blaine Flege**
Deborah Lee Foard
Kimberly Gayl Franke
Stephen Todd Freeland*
Elisabeth Mary Robson Freeman
William Pangburn French
Simeon Marcus Fulcher
Lonna Caye Furr
Anne Morrison Fye
Douglas Clayton Gaddis
Angela Carol Gatlin
James E. Geisler
Carol Jean Gertsch**
Susan Lynn Gloskowski
Paula Clark Gold**
John Jay Gough
Kathleen Mary Graves**
Lynn Della Guindon"
Amy Petry Hack
Karen Renee Hager"
Mary Beth Hale
Kecia Elaine Hall
Ruth Lynn Hall
Nancy Margaret Hammonds"
Cynthia Jane Hardin"
Jason Alexander Harper
Brenda Kaye Harris**
Cheryl Ann Haven**
Mark Hanna Hays III
Timothy Allan Heard"
Beth Lynn Herberger
Atsuko Yokoyama Hildebrand
Frieda Ann Hill
Mark William Hire**
Kevin Hobbs
Michael Keith Horn
Beve Pryor House III
Adrian Lee Hovious
Holly Anne Hume
Jennifer Lynn Hunter
Karen Elaine Woodall Imboden
Wilma Abney Ingram
Melisa Rena Isaac
Jackie Dwayne Jarrell**
Michelle Lynn Jenkins**
Courtney Allen Johnson
Glenn Terry Johnson II
Kelly L. Johnson
Roy Darrell Johnsons "
William Ejner Johnson, Jr.
Kimberly Hamilton Johnston**
Charles Anthony Jones
Julia Eva Keeling-
Kristina Lynn Kern
Elizabeth Louise Morris Kingsland-"
Mark Miller Kirkham**
David Scott Kirn
Drake Anthony Kitts"
Jean Preston Kloecker
Theodore Joseph Kluemper'<"
Cynthia Anne Koenig
Shaheed Ignatius Koury
Mark Edward Krebs
Darla Kay Kuntz
Lucy Kelly La Fontaine"
Nanette Mary Langhi
Abby L. Lawson'?"
Ronald Carl Lazas, Jr.
Susan Martha Lewis"
Thomas Turner Lewis
Elizabeth Ann Lietzans "
A. Charles Michael Linden
Mark F. Liston
Janet S. Loy"
Tammy Lynn Lunsford
Benjamin Paul Lyon
Una Marie MacCarthy
Kimberly K. Manuel
Charles Leland Marcum"
Jill Ellice Marcum
Eva Margrit Marlow-Bottv'"
Maureen Elizabeth Marra
Bridgette D. Creech Marston-"
Andrea Suzette Martin
Robert Lee Marrin"
Walter Bunn McAtee
Daniel Ross McClure*·
Irvin Charles McCullough
Brian Keith McDonald
Connie A. McNeely
Bruce Lee Meador
John P. Menkhaus, Jr."
Patricia Ann McWilliams Miller
Thomas Loyd Miller
Martha Ruth Minor
Tammy Lynn Mitchell"
Sandra Royalty Mojesky
Angela Jo Moore
Ann Eubank Moore
Heather Marcia Moore
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Sherry Michelle Morgan
Kevin Lane Morris"
Roland Dyche Mullins
Russell J. Mumper
Melody Ruth Nealis?"
Lorna Anne Nichols
Jan Marie Norris
Bettie McKenney Ockerman
Randall John Olocki
Robyn Parks"
Bonnie Chatterton Parr"
William Todd Paul
Susan Roberta Peck
Elizabeth Mary Peterson
Margaret Rickman Peterson
Steven Douglas Phillips
Walter Kenneth Pitt
Leslie Lynn Popplewell
Annette Marie Pulliam
Denzil James Ramsey, Jr."
Mary Catherine Ransdell"
Claude Richard Rhorer
Drake Anthony Ritts"
Diane Christian Robertsonv"
Lisa Marie Rohleder
Kathleen Marie Rooneys "
Theresa Gail Salley
Cathy Jean Sandhage
Kimberly Ann Schagene
Jolene K. Schmuck
Michael Robert Schroeder--
William Gregory Schultz
Joni Tupman Schulz"
Martin Andrew Scully*·
Kimberly Ann Setserv'"
Billie Ann Shepherd
Betty Linville Short."
Kelley Luanne Shuck
Carla Dellaira Shuman
Diane Sue Sims
Kimberly Susanne Siskv"
Sarah Owens Sizemore
Steven Lee Slonaker
Dennis Hugh Smiths
Kimberly Lynn Smith"
Richard Scott Souder"
Tabatha Elaine Sparrow
Kimberly Carol Spence"
Edward M. Standler
John Earl Stevens, Jr."
Leanne Maria Stevens
John Sidney Stewartv"
Lillian Frances Stewart?"
Kimberly Elston Stiff
Paula Sue Stockton
Steven Mark Suetholze "
Elizabeth Sullivan
Carla Glynn Surratt
William Kinney Swinford
Wendy Anderton Templeton"
Julie Ann Thiel
Lisa Ann Thomasv"
Paula C. Thomason
Rick Thompson
Carol Lorraine Tingle
Kimberly Underwood Tinsley
Krista Jill Trerathanv"
Maria Ann Trotter
Clarence J. Turner
Patrick Y. Van Pee
Kimberly Alyce Vanl-loosev"
Lori Ann Wallv"
Roderick Lance Warren"
Lydia Kathryn Watkins
Lisa Carol Watson··
Robin Denise Watts
Lisa Arlene Weddle
Audrey W. Weinzierlv"
Elizabeth Lloyd Weisenberger
Melanie Ann Wellsv"
Richard Murray West
Sullivan Canaday White
Susan Carol White
Charlene Kay Wiglesworth
Joan Marie Williams
Kay Marie Williams
Mark Wayne Williams
Philip Andrew Wittich
Roberta Lynn Wolochv"
Joe Morris Woosley, Jr.
Patricia Sue Workman"
Julie Roby Wright
Priscilla Jane Yadonw
Katherine L. Yancey
With Distinction
Gregory LaMott Adams"
Marsha Renee Mayo Adams"
Stephanie S. Adams
William Thomas Adams
Audrey Marilyn Adkins
Carol Yvette Aldridgev"
Christopher Thomas Aldridge
Thomas Glenn Allen
Susan Clark Allgeier
Vanessa Lynn Andersons "
Glenn Timothy Armstronge "
Angela Lee Suetnam Ballard
Jennifer L. Ballard
Mark Gardner Bates
Gustav Albert Benson
Beth Anne Bennette"
Carrie Ellen Bippert
James Michael Bolus
Brian W. Bottom
Janet Louise Boyd"
Margann Tabor Boylesv"
Charles Edwin Bradley
David J. Branstrator
Emily Hope Brewer
Linda Carol Bridwell
Mark Alan Brock
Derek Todd Brooks
Jennifer Celeste Brown
Nicholas Rapier Brown
Rosemary Balest Bryant
Sara R. Caldwell
Donna Kay Carman
Louis Carnovale
Chad Warren Carpenter"
Christopher Rennie Cashen
Belinda Carole Caudill
Robert Keith Caudills"
David Allen Chewning
Timothy Jon Clatterbuck
Alichia Ann Linville Cline
Susan Bettina Patton Coleman"
Dawn Renee Combs
Henry Todd Conway
Dawn Heather Corcoran
Gary William Cornett, Jr.
E. Carlton Courtney II··
Karena Leigh Crafton
Kimberly Joan Crawfordv"
Steven Wayne Crum
Mark Owen Cummins
Karen Louise Curtis'<"
Sandra Kay Curtisv"
Phillip Owen Dale
Jennifer Louise DeFoor
Kenneth Edward Dunne"
Robert Reynolds Dunn
Paula Lynn Durst
Kimberly Ann Dutton
Jack Keith Eardley
Joseph Brian Early
Michael Douglas Ekman
David Warren England
Mary Beth Fulford Evans
Jennifer Hytha Fannins "
Charlene Wells Fields
Margaret Ann Flowersw
Harry Eugene Fowler II
Melinda Sue Fowler
Toni Vanessa Fox
Deborah Anne Gatewood
Leroy Arlis Gilbert, Jr.·
Christopher Joseph Godfrey
Kimberly Joy Gonser
Rebecca Ann Gooch
Janet Gould
Kimberly Renee Grant··
Joy A. Graves
Ronnie Clark Graves II··
Roy Douglas Grayv"
Jenhifer Sue Greene
Rita J. Gregg
Clark Jackson Gross II··
John Robert Groves
Vickey S. Gunterv"
Barbara Sue Hackworthv"
Barbara Lynn Hagen
David Paul Haick
Janice Kay Halpin"
Stephen Eugene Hamby"
David Allen Hamilton
Paul Clifton Hamilton, Jr. ••
Gina Courtney Hampton
Howard Scott Hardin
Jeanette Hargreaves
Rebecca Webb Harsh
Deborah Anne Hatton
John Richard Hayes
Julia Elizabeth Heitz
Deborah Ann Heuer
Terri Lynne Hill
Nancy Beth Hite
Michael Kevin Hodgkinsv"
Michael Joseph Hom
Claudia K. Whittenburg Hopkinss"
Brian Scott Hoppestads "
John Nash Houchens
Andrea Kay Hudsons "
Jennie B. Hull
Lynne Truax Hunt
Cheryl Anne Ison
Michelle Lynn Jenkins'<"
Kathryn Adams Johnsonv"
Patrick D. Kane
Christopher Shannon Kellyv"
Richard Davidson Kolb
Paul Brooks Kreitz
Theresa Ann Kruse" II<
Paul Chun Ko Lai
Robert Todd Latimorev"
Kimberly Keene Laurin
Joelle Marie Leaumont
Tse-Hui Lei··
Kristin Michelle LeVan
Ernest Chadwell Lewis
Rhonda Paulette Lewis
William Hunter Lewis"
James Herbert Lindenbergerv"
Margaret E. Lloyd
Martha Coleman Long
William David Lundeen
Kela Joy Lyons"
Michele D. Miller Malinoski
Cynthia Lee Martin
Gillian Margaret Martin
William Theodoric Martin
Myron Keith Mattingly
Sharon Elizabeth McCauley
Sadie Catherine McCormick**
Anne Renee McDonald
Mary Monica McDonald
Joseph Lee Mclfowell-"
Carol Downey McGonigal
V. Gene Mc'Sweeney"
Cynthia Ford Meadows
Lori Michelle Medley
Steven R. Meredith'"
Claudia F. Miller
Karen Beth Miller
Cindy Mitchell
Michael Scott Mitchellv"
Susan Michele Morgan
Jennifer Lynn Naylorv'"
Jonathan Fox Noel
Sonia Marie Northcutt"
Carol Joann Olson
Jane Ellen Coppinger Osternv"
Lisa Carol Owens
Bethany Lynn Owsley"
Richard Car loss Page
Natalie Ann Pascuzzi
Mary Ann Downing Pass
Regina Kaye Pauley
Bryan Rankin Payne
Robert P. Pemberton
James Thomas Penn
Henry Harris Pepper, Jr.
Zane Peytonv"
Pamela Ruby Pierson
Sherri Lynne Gaddie Porter
Mary Denise Praterw
Stephanie Lynne Proctor
Melissa Ann Proffitt
Julie Ann Chemberlin Quick
Nancy Carol Ramp
Angela Beth Ray
Wayne H. Raybon··
David Ray Reberv"
Velva Sue Reed
Karen Marie Reinstedler
Katherine Johnson Rice"
Stanley Lee Ridner
Ann Carolyn Rineys"
Laura Lyle Roarks"
Earl Glen Robbins II
Deborah Ann Roberson
Pamela Lynne Rogers"
Ladina Jennifer Rutz
Annette-Marie Sasala
Cheryl Hudson Saylors>
Michele Leslie McGee Searcy
Sherry G. Sedoris
Paula Lynn Setserv"
Scott Patrick Shirleyv"
Laura Brooks Simmons
Robin Renee Slater
Shad Michael Sletto-
Lisa Ann Sloan
Curtiss E. Smith
Debra Dee Smith
Natalie Darice Smith
Larry Willet Snedegar"
Eric W. Sneed
Hank A. Spaulding"
Peggy Estes Spencer
Shari Sue St. Clair
Linda Price Stallings
Wendy Jo Starbuck
Jill Sadlon Starzmanw
Candrea Lee Baker Stokley
George Joseph Stumpv"
Sherry Ann Suedkamp"
Brenda Sue Terpstra
Gregory Jordan Thompson
Sheree L. Thaxton Thompson
Brian Hayden Timmons
Lisa Ann Traylor
Steven Patrick Vest
Mitzi Marie Vlneyard-"
Paul Edward Vcgt"
Mary Denise Von Handorf
Shelly M . Wade
Kathy Rena Walker
Michelle Ann Walker
Sheila Beasley Walkerv"
Dana Lynn Wallace
Pamela Poland Wallacew
David Michael Ward
Tracy Ann Warren
Lisa Downey Watts
Randall Leo Watts"
Kristi Ann Weihe
Rena Chaney Welch··
Jennifer Lynn Wells
Craig Lee Weltman
James Robert Werkmeister
James William Whelan
Daniel C. Wilds
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Shelly Ann Willenbrink"
Stephen Edward williamse"
Gary Randall Wilson
Sarah Chenault Wilson
Regina M. Wink
Mark Kelly Younge"
Rhonda Louise Yowell
Tracey Anne Ziegler"
Degrees for those students whose names are not denoted with asterisks will be awarded "with honors" if required
scholastic standing is attained.
This list was completed as of April 1988. Additional honors may be determined at a later date.
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Honors in Accounting
Sheryl Dieball Bell"
Brenda Kaye Harriss"
Margaret Jane Lamberte "
Eva Margrit Marlow-Botr'"
Bridgette Denise Creech Marstons"
Bonnie Chatterton Parr"
Denzil James Ramsey, Jr."
Michael Gene Saylor**
Steven Mark Suetholz**
Lisa Ann Thomas"
Honors in Biology
Keane L. Arney
Gina Marie Battaglia
Simeon Marcus Fulcher
Seve Pryor House III
Kimberley Ann Schagene
Honors in Business Administration
Carol Yvette Aldridge**
Henry Eric Bebrowsky**
Diane A. Beidleman-"
Mary Beth Boones"
Frank Gordon Bowers-"
Charles Gregory Brandt**
Laura Ann Britt**
Anita Lynne Browning"'*
Daniel Mark Buckley'"
Denise Rambo Cottons"
Robert Mark Doctrow**
Edward Lee Fields III*'"
Lisa Christine Fowler"
Clark Jackson Gross II
Lisa Lorraine Handv"
Timothy Allan Heardv"
James Thorton Hills>
Mark William Hite*'"
Timothy Wayne Hoagland'"
Mark McClelland Isaacs"
David Wayne Jacksons"
Elster Ray Kingv"
William Henry Kirksey?"
Theodore Joseph Kluemper**
Tse-Hui Lei*'"
Elizabeth Ann Lietzan'<"
Sharon Frasure Martin"
Katrina C. Thacker Mattingly""
Tammy Lynn Mitchell"""
Chris Joseph Moeser"
Gary V. Nitzkerw
Joseph Patrick Olliges'"
John Huston Pendleton"
Zane Peyton *'"
Sylvia Lewis Riharv"
Nancy Margaret Riversv"
Laura Lyle Roarkv'"
Kathleen Marie Rooneyv"
Kimberly Denise Safreed?"
Kathy Ellen Saylor"
Scott Douglas Schraderv"
Jeffrey Louis Schumacher"
DEPARTMENT HONORS
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Todd Eugene Schwartz-"
Jeri Lynn Smith"
George Joseph Stump" '"
Pamela J. Trautner*'"
Alvin Mark Underwoodv"
Mitzi Marie Vineyard *'"
Joseph Frederick Whelan, Jr. *'"
Patricia Sue Workman"
Honors in Chemistry
Thomas Francis Burke
Allison Lynn DeGraffendreid*'"
Christopher Joseph Godfrey
Jackie Dwayne Jarrell?"
Charles Anthony Jones
Shaheed Ignatius Koury
Russell J. Mumper
Pushpa Nagda
Richard Carloss Page
Bryan Rankin Payne
Dennis Hugh Smiths
James Robert Werkmeister
Charlene Kay Wiglesworth
Honor in Classics
Lynn Della Guindon"
Honors in Communication
Thad Cosby
Kimberly Keene Laurin
Brian Craig Mallory
Emily Catherine McGraw
Heather Marcia Moore
Adele Marlene Pinto
John Andrew Rubinstein
Katherine Lynn Yancy
Honors in Computer Science
Paul Edward Vogt"
Honors in Economics
Mary C. Ransdell '"
Gregory Lee Williamsonw
Honors in English
Margaret Lynn Buranenv"
Karen Sue Davenports"
Honors in Geological Sciences
Brian W. Bottom
Honors in German
James Carchedi, Jr. *'"
Honors in History
Margaret Lynn Buranen**
Kimberly Lynn Smiths"
Honors in Latin American Studies
Jay Eric Johnson
James Herbert Lindenberger" "
Steve Lee Slonaker
Honors in Linguistics
Alice Anne Burrows
Honors in Mathematics
Andrea Kay Hudson
Steven Patrick Vest
Clark Paul Wells
Honors in Microbiology
Glenn Terry Johnson II
Honors in Philosophy
Chad Evans Edwards
Honors in Physics
Alan David Audette
William Jameson Brown
David Scott Kim
Honors in Political Science
Tracey Anneen Criswell
Gillian Margaret Martin
Drake Anthony Ritts"
Honors in Psychology
Donna Rae Bakers"
Dianne Lee Callaway
Leon Neil Collard, Jr.
John Robert Groves
Kecia Elaine Hall
Kelly L. Johnson
Amanda Anne Main
Martha Ruth Minor
Lisa Marie Rohleder
Michele Leslie McGee Searcy
Debra Dee Smith
Paula C. Thomason
Robin Denise Watts
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Honors in Russian and East European Studies
Joan Marie Williams
Honors in Social Work
Martha L. Clay'"
Anne Morrison Fye
Tammy Lynn Lunsford
Melody Ruth Nealiss "
Mary Ann Downing Pass
Betty Linville Short"
Sherry Ann Suedkamp*
Audrey W. Weinzierl'"
Tracy Anne Ziegler"
Honors in Spanish
Steven Lee Slonaker
Honors in Topical
Michele Marie Blanchard
Steven Wayne Crum
Bethany Yates Dellagnello
Mark Hanna Hays III
Annette-Marie Sasala
Honors in Zoology
Benjamin Paul Lyon
University Honors Program
Director: Raymond F. Betts
Keane L. Arney
Donna Rae Bakerv"
Rosemary Balest Bryant
Sara R. Caldwell
Christopher Rennie Cashen
Annalee Edna Cato
Clayton Brook Collier
Karen Louise Curtlsv"
Penelope Ann Davis"
Emily Maria Digenis
Mary Wis Estes
Kristin Lee Claypool Frank
Stephen Todd Freeland-
Adrian Terence Gaskins
Angela Carol Gatlin
Rebecca Ann Gooch
Amy Petry Hack
Mary Beth Hale
Howard Scott Hardin
Kelly L. Johnson
Melissa Dawn Lamb
Kimberly K. Manuel
Jill Ellice Marcum
Walter Bunn McAtee
Roland Dyche Mullins
Allen Harrison Myers
Jonathan Fox Noel
Bryan Rankin Payne
Leslie Lynn Popplewell
Annette Marie Pulliam
Pamela Lynne Rogers"
Lisa Marie Rohleder
Anne Stanley Rohlf
Gilbert Joseph Schrage
Melissa Claire Shore
Kimberly Susanne Sisk**
Lillian Frances Stewart**
David Winston Swim
William Kinney Swinford
Mark Hamilton Vest
Kevin Clifton Ward*
Scott A. Ward
Lydia Kathryn Watkins
Robert Chealis Welleford
Joan Marie Williams
Sarah Chenault Wilson
Harrison Clay Witt
Russell Andrew Wozniak
Students eligible for these awards are identified by the braided blue and white cord worn on the right shoulder.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
GREAT TEACHER AWARDS
In 1957 the Board of Directors of the University of Kentucky Alumni Association estab-
lished awards to be presented annually to members of the University teaching and research
staffs who had achieved distinction in writing and/or research and teaching. In 1967, the award
was modified to recognize faculty in the Community College Sector as well as the Medical
Center and Lexington Campus Sectors. Nominated by student organizations, a select number
of professors is chosen annually to receive the Association's Great Teacher Award.
THE RECIPIENTS OF THE 1988 GREAT TEACHER AWARDS
Associate Professor Joan H. Blythe, Department of English, College of Arts and Sciences
Professor Charles W. Byers, Department of Vocational Education, College of Education
Professor Opal S. Conley, Department of Biological Sciences, Ashland Community College
Associate Professor Thomas N. Ingram, Department of Marketing, College of Business and
Economics
Professor James I. Murley, Department of Humanities, Elizabethtown Community College
THE WILLIAM B. STURGILL AWARD
In 1975 Mr. William B. Sturgill, Chairman of the Board of Trustees at the University of
Kentucky, established a $2,000 award to recognize annually the member of the graduate faculty
who has made the most outstanding contributions to graduate education at the University of
Kentucky.
RECIPIENT OF THE THIRTEENTH WILLIAM B. STURGILL AWARD
Joseph A. Bryant
EXCELLENCE AWARD IN UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION
In the 1986~87 academic year, the Office of Academic Affairs of the Lexington Campus
established the Excellence Award in Undergraduate Education to recognize outstanding con-
tributions to undergraduate education at the University of Kentucky. A $2,000 award is given
to the recipient.
RECIPIENT OF THE SECOND EXCELLENCE AWARD
IN UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION
Kate R. Covington
THE ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN MEDALLIONS
The award is made to one man and one woman of the graduating class of the University
of Kentucky each year and to one other person who is not a student of the University, who
need not be a graduate of any college or university, but who shall have some interest in or
association with or related to the University of Kentucky, official or otherwise, of a nature
to make this form of recognition obviously appropriate. The Sullivan Medallions are awarded
to persons whose characteristics of heart, mind, and conduct evince a spirit of love for and
helpfulness to other men and women.
RECIPIENTS OF THE ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN MEDALLIONS FOR 1988
Richard Ernest Cooper-Citizen
Julie C. Quick-Graduating Woman
Charles Anthony Jones-Graduating Man
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This charge and the pledge which
follows were written by Dr. Frank L.
McVey, President of the University of
Kentucky from 1917to 1940.
Charge to the Graduating Class
On this Commencement day you stand in a new relation to the Univer-
sity, to the State and to Life. The University that has given you of its store
of learning looks upon you as its sons and daughters. The State now con-
ceives of you as citizens, well prepared to do your part in the government,
development and guidance of the Commonwealth.
If what you have learned while here has given you larger intellectual
interests, and widened your powers of understanding, the University feels
a part of its duty done, and if in the doing character has become your
possession and a part of your moral fiber, the State is satisfied with its
investment of men and money.
The University trusts you have learned to approach problems with open
minds, to set aside prejudice in your judgment of men and affairs. It hopes
that you will shun evil in all its forms and be ready to strive for what is
right.
May you have in your declining years, material comfort, the respect
of your fellow citizens, the feeling of work well done, and a spiritual and
intellectual interest in human life.
Meantime, the University's honor is your honor. In your acts and deeds
you now reflect your heritage. To your fellow man, the University is
measured by your character, by your deeds, by the company you keep.
It is in this spirit that the University calls upon you to be true to the larger
things of life, to be men and women of courage, integrity, sympathy, and
gentleness.
By granting of the degree you have been admitted to the fraternity of
letters, and to the larger fellowship of the University. It is right and fit-
ting that you should stand and solemnly raising your right hand repeat
this pledge with me:
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The Pledge
In the presence of this audience, citizens of the Com-
monwealth and members of the University, with strong sense
of my responsibility, I promise to hold my degree so no loss
will come to it through my holding, to regard it as a claim
upon my loyalty to Alma Mater and to pledge myself to the
service of God and my fellow man.
In Testimony of your conduct and purpose, the University Senate
recommending, the Board of Trustees of the University has conferred
upon you the Diploma of the University of Kentucky. confirmed and
acknowledged by the Great Seal of the University.
